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Doc Code: PA..
PTO/AIA/82A (07-13)

Document Description: Powerof Attorney Approvedfor use through 03/31/2021. OMB 0851-0035
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Powerof Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/82B)to identify the application to which the
Powerof Attomeyis directed, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.5, unless the application numberandfiling date are identified in the Powerof
Attorney by Applicant form. If neither form PTO/AIA/82A nor form PTO/AIA82B identifies the application to which the Powerof Attorneyis
directed, the Powerof Attorneywill not be recognized in the application.

Application Number 11932553

Filing Date 10/31/2007

DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING

APPLICATION MEDIA PACKAGES

Art Unit 2478

Attorney Docket Number |0416-001B

licant or Patent Practitioner

Signature /Peter G Korytnyk/ Date (Optional) May 12, 2022
Name Peter G Korytnyk RegistrationNumber

 

Title (if Applicant is a
juristic entity)

Applicant Name(if Applicant is a juristic entity)

 
NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications. If
more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

[| *Total of forms are submitted.

   
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public whichis to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon theindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require
to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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: GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY BY APPLICANT AND/OR ASSIGNEE
E FOR UNITED STATES PATENT : 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
  

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE!
__ Patent TrademarkOffice

 
 
 

i
i hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in the attached transmittal i
Retter (form PTO/ALA/82A or equivalent). i

 
 i hereby appoint Practitioner(s) associated with the fellowing Customer Number for PK Patent Law, LLC:
t 41200   

 Iss my attorney(s) or agent(s), and to transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office in
kconnection with for the application referenced in the attached transmittal letter (form PTO/AIA/82A or
equivalent). Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the application, identified in the
attached transmittal letter to the address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number.i

  
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ii am the:

Haventor or Jomt Inventor.

Legal Representative of a Deceased or Legally incapacitated Inventor

Assignee or Person to Whom the Inventor is Under an Obligation to Assign and.am authorized to act on
behalf ofall assignees. ;it i

fk

Person Who Otherwise Shows Sufficient Proprictary Interest (¢.z., a petition under 37 CFR 1.46(b)(2) was
granted in the application or is concurrently beig filed with this document)

 Assionee Name & Address:
DoDots Licensing Solutions,LLC a:
1701. Directors Bivd., Suite 300

\

  
  

   
Austin, TX 78744-1044 — — i|Signature of Applicant and/or Assignee:

—Signature Ser Date: May6.2022 :

1.

(Name (printed): i it  
 
  i) felephone: (949) 939-0775
 

 

 
   Tithe and Company: __Sole Member,DoDotsLicensing Solutions, LLC
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12)
Approvedfor use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER37 CFR3.73(c)

Applicant/Patent Owner: DoDots Licensing Solutions, LLC 

Application No./Patent No.: 8510407 Filed/Issue Date: 98-19-2013
Titleg, DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION MEDIA PACKAGES

DoDots Licensing Solutions, LLC _a limitedliability company

  

 

 

(Nameof Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g.. corporation, partnership, university, government agency,etc.)

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose one of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below):

1. The assigneeof the entire right, title, and interest.

2. [| An assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box):

[| The extent (by percentage)of its ownership interestis %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownership interest.

LJ There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire
right, title and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balanceof the interest must be submitted to accountfor the entire
right, title, and interest.

3. LC] The assignee of an undividedinterest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one ofthe joint inventors was made).
The other parties, including inventors, who together owntheentireright, title, and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to accountfor the entire
right, title, and interest.

4. CJ The recipient, via a court proceedingor the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate), of an undividedinterest in the entirety (a
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose one of options A or B below):

A. LE] An assignmentfrom the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recordedin
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , of for which a copy
thereofis attached.

B. A chain oftitle from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1. From: Inventors To, DODOTS, INC. 

The document was recordedin the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree| 939760 , Frame 0513 , or for which a copythereofis attached.
2. From: DODOTS, INC. To: SHERWOOD PARTNERS, INC. 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 039760 , Frame 0850 , of for which a copythereofis attached.

[Page 1 of 2]
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b}. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissionertor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 
Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, cull 1-800-PTO-9199 und select option 2.
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER37 CFR3.73(c)

. SHERWOOD PARTNERS, INC. To, INNOVATION MANAGEMENTSCIENCES 

The document was recordedin the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree| 039760 , Frame 0935 , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT SCIENCES To: MAINSTREAM SCIENTIFIC, LLG

 

 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree| 939760 , Frame 0988 , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

. MAINSTREAM SCIENTIFIC, LLC To: STRATEGIC INTELLECTUAL SOLUTIONS, LLC

 

 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 044474 , Frame 0829 , or for which a copythereofis attached.

. STRATEGIC INTELLECTUAL SOLUTIONS, LLC 7,5. DODOTS LICENSING SOLUTIONS, LLC

 

 

The documentwas recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree| 044474 Frame 9836 , or for which a copy thereofis attached.
 

 Additional documents in the chain oftitle are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain oftitle from the original owner to the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy(i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordancewith 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignmentin the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/Peter G. Korytnyk/ June 2, 2022
Signature Date

Peter G. Korytnyk 43400
Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number

[Page 2 of 2]
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35
U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the
information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related
to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of proceedings
or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (6 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
maybe disclosed to the Departmentof Justice to determine whetherdisclosure of these recordsis
required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tripbunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the
course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required
to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuantto 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposesof National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services,or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAas part of that agency’s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA
regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any otherrelevant(/.e., GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.
A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the
public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to
public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcementagency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

a

a

DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION

Title of Invention: MEDIA PACKAGES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: John Albert Kembel

Customer Number:

Peter George Korytnyk

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: 04331 1-0381668

Receipt Date: 02-JUN-2022

Filing Date: 31-OCT-2007

Time Stamp: 14:11:40

 
Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111{a) 

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part /.zip| (if appl.)

1966668

Powerof Attorney POA0416_001B.pdf 8c1425d91076e8d84351 206.38e4[3ce2bic4]
375e 
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Information:

125111

Assignee showing of ownership per 37
CFR 3.73 POA373STMT0416_001B.pdf eb796b8d 10629c71 be6a836821al dccle0q

Warnings: 

Information: 

TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 2091779

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andof the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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AQ 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 AN ACTION REGARDING A PATENT

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 OR TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court WesternDistrici of Texas - Waco Division onthe following

Cl Trademarks or Patents.( LJ the patentaction involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT o.
6:22 -cv-00535 May 24, 2022 Western District of Texas - Waco Division

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC Samsung Electronics Co.. LTD., Samsung Electronics America,
Inc., Best Buy Stores, L.P., BestBuy.com, LLC, and Best Buy Texas.com,
LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 9,369,545 June 14,2016 DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC

2 8,020,083 September 13, 2011 DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC

3. 8,510,407 August 13, 2013 DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC

aes
ERes

 
In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

] Amendment C1 Answer C1 cross Bill C1 other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK po
eo
po
eo
a

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgementissued:

DECISIONJUDGEMENT

 (BY) DEPUTY CLERK   
Copy 1—Uponinitiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Uponfiling document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casefile copy
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tase :22-cv-00533 Document? Filed O8/24/22 Page lofi
AQ 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 AN ACTION REGARDING A PATENT

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 OR TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court WesternDistrici of Texas - Waco Division onthe following

Cl Trademarks or Patents.( LJ the patentaction involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT o.
6:22 -cv-00533 May 24, 2022 Western District of Texas - Waco Division

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC Apple Inc., Best Buy Stores, L.P.. BestBuy.com, LLC, and Best
Buy Texas.com, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 9369545 June 15, 2016 DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC

2 8020083 September 13, 2011 DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC

3 8510407 August 13, 2013 DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC

eT
po

 
In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

] Amendment C1 Answer C1 cross Bill C1 other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK po
eo
po
eo
a

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgementissued:

DECISIONJUDGEMENT

 (BY) DEPUTY CLERK   
Copy 1—Uponinitiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Uponfiling document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casefile copy
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Doc Code: PA..
PTO/AIA/82A (07-13)

Document Description: Powerof Attorney Approvedfor use through 03/31/2021. OMB 0851-0035
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Powerof Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/82B)to identify the application to which the
Powerof Attomeyis directed, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.5, unless the application numberandfiling date are identified in the Powerof
Attorney by Applicant form. If neither form PTO/AIA/82A nor form PTO/AIA82B identifies the application to which the Powerof Attorneyis
directed, the Powerof Attorneywill not be recognized in the application.

Application Number 11932553

Filing Date 10/31/2007

DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING

APPLICATION MEDIA PACKAGES

Art Unit 2478

Attorney Docket Number |0416-001B

licant or Patent Practitioner

Signature /Peter G Korytnyk/ Date (Optional) May 12, 2022
Name Peter G Korytnyk RegistrationNumber

 

Title (if Applicant is a
juristic entity)

Applicant Name(if Applicant is a juristic entity)

 
NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications. If
more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

[| *Total of forms are submitted.

   
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public whichis to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon theindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require
to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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: GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY BY APPLICANT AND/OR ASSIGNEE
E FOR UNITED STATES PATENT : 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
  

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE!
__ Patent TrademarkOffice

 
 
 

i
i hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in the attached transmittal i
Retter (form PTO/ALA/82A or equivalent). i

 
 i hereby appoint Practitioner(s) associated with the fellowing Customer Number for PK Patent Law, LLC:
t 41200   

 Iss my attorney(s) or agent(s), and to transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office in
kconnection with for the application referenced in the attached transmittal letter (form PTO/AIA/82A or
equivalent). Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the application, identified in the
attached transmittal letter to the address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number.i

  
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ii am the:

Haventor or Jomt Inventor.

Legal Representative of a Deceased or Legally incapacitated Inventor

Assignee or Person to Whom the Inventor is Under an Obligation to Assign and.am authorized to act on
behalf ofall assignees. ;it i

fk

Person Who Otherwise Shows Sufficient Proprictary Interest (¢.z., a petition under 37 CFR 1.46(b)(2) was
granted in the application or is concurrently beig filed with this document)

 Assionee Name & Address:
DoDots Licensing Solutions,LLC a:
1701. Directors Bivd., Suite 300

\

  
  

   
Austin, TX 78744-1044 — — i|Signature of Applicant and/or Assignee:

—Signature Ser Date: May6.2022 :

1.

(Name (printed): i it  
 
  i) felephone: (949) 939-0775
 

 

 
   Tithe and Company: __Sole Member,DoDotsLicensing Solutions, LLC

11
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

a

a

DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION

Title of Invention: MEDIA PACKAGES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: John Albert Kembel

Customer Number:

Peter George Korytnyk

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: 04331 1-0381668

Receipt Date: 12-MAY-2022

Filing Date: 31-OCT-2007

Time Stamp: 20:37:13

 
Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111{a) 

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part /.zip| (if appl.)

1966668

Powerof Attorney 11932553POA.pdf 8c1425d91076e8d84351 206.38e4[3ce2bic4]
375e 

12
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TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 1966668

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
nationalstage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Trials@uspto.gov Paper 37
571-272-7822 Date: January 5, 2021

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

LENOVO HOLDING COMPANY, INC., LENOVO (UNITED STATES)
INC., AND MOTOROLAMOBILITY LLC,

Petitioner,

V.

DODOTS LICENSING SOLUTIONS LLC,
Patent Owner.

IPR2019-01279

Patent 8,510,407 Bl

Before JAMES A. WORTH, AMBERL. HAGY,and SHARON FENICK,
Administrative Patent Judges.

FENICK,Administrative Patent Judge.

JUDGMENT

Final Written Decision

Determining No Challenged Claims Unpatentable
35 U.S.C. § 318(a)

Granting In Part Petitioner’s Motionto Strike
37 C.F.R. 42.5
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IPR2019-01279

Patent 8,510,407 Bl

I. INTRODUCTION

This is a Final Written Decisionin this interpartes review

challenging the patentability of claims 1, 8-13, and 20-24 of U.S. Patent No.

8,510,407 B1 (Ex. 1001, “the ’407 patent”). We have jurisdiction under 35

U.S.C. § 6(b)(4). This Final Written Decision is issued pursuant to 35

U.S.C. §318(a) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.73.

Petitioner bears the burden ofproving unpatentability of the

challenged claims, and the burden ofpersuasion nevershifts to Patent

Owner. Dynamic Drinkware, LLC v. Nat’! Graphics, Inc., 800 F.3d 1375,

1378 (Fed. Cir. 2015). To prevail, Petitioner must prove unpatentability by

a preponderanceofthe evidence. See 35 U.S.C. § 316(e) (2016); 37 C.F.R.

§ 42.1(d). Having reviewedthe parties’ arguments and supporting evidence,

for the reasons discussed below,wefind that Petitioner has not demonstrated

by a preponderanceofthe evidence that any of claims 1, 8-13, and 20-24

are unpatentable. Additionally, for the reasons discussed below,in

Section III.I, we grant-in-part Petitioner’s Motion to Strike (Paper 31).

Ti. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

A. Procedural History

Lenovo Holding Company,Inc., Lenovo (United States) Inc., and

Motorola Mobility LLC (‘Petitioner’) filed a Petition for an interpartes

review of claims 1, 8-13, and 20-24 (“the challenged claims”) of the °407

patent. Paper2 (“Pet.”). DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC (“Patent

Owner”) did notfile a Preliminary Response. In view of the preliminary

record, we concludedthat Petitioner satisfied the burden, under 35 U.S.C.

§ 314(a), to show that there was a reasonablelikelihood that Petitioner

would prevail with respectto at least one of the challenged claims.
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Accordingly, we instituted an interpartes review ofall the challenged

claims, on all of the asserted grounds. Paper 7 (“Inst. Dec.”).

Patent Ownerfiled its Response. Paper 18 (“PO Resp.”). Petitioner

filed a Reply. Paper 21 (“Reply”). After receiving authorization, Patent

Ownerfiled a motion to strike certain portions ofthe Reply and exhibits

referenced and Petitioner filed an opposition. Paper 23; Paper 24. In an

order relating to this motion to strike, we granted Patent Owner’s motion and

determinedthat a certain portion of the Reply was untimely and, along with

certain exhibits, would not be considered. Paper 25, 4—7.

Patent Ownerfiled a Sur-reply. Paper 27 (“Sur-reply”). After

receiving authorization, Petitioner filed a motion to strike Patent Owner’s

Sur-reply and a supplemental declaration filed with the Sur-reply. Paper 31

(“Pet. Mot.”or “Petitioner’s Motion to Strike”). Patent Ownerfiled an

opposition. Paper 32 (“PO Opp.”). We address Petitioner’s Motion to

Strike, infra Section III.I, and grant the motion with respect to the

supplemental declaration, but not with respect to the Sur-reply.

On October 28, 2020, we held an oral hearing, the transcript of which

is of record. Paper 36 (“Tr.”).

B. Real Parties in Interest

Petitioner indicates that Lenovo Holding Company,Inc., Lenovo

(United States) Inc., and Motorola Mobility LLC are the real parties-in-

interest. Pet. 67.

Patent Ownerindicates that DoDots Licensing Solutions, LLC is the

real party-in-interest. Paper 4 (Patent Owner’s Mandatory Notices), 2.

C. RelatedMatters

Accordingto Petitioner and Patent Owner,the ’407 patentat issue

here is also asserted in DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC v. Lenovo Holding
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Company, Inc. et al., No. 18-098-MN (D.Del.) (“the related district court

action”). Pet. 67-68; Paper 4 (Patent Owner’s MandatoryNotices), 2.

Petitioner notesthat the related district court action also involves U.S. Patent

Nos. 9,369,545 and 8,020,083 (“the ’083 patent”), and that Petitionerfiled a

petition for interpartes review ofthe patentability of certain claimsin U.S.

Patent No. 9,369,545 in IPR2019-00988(final written decision finding no

claims unpatentable issued, see IPR2019-00988, Paper 37 (Sept. 9, 2020))

and a petition for an interpartes review of the patentability of certain claims

in U.S. Patent No. 8,020,083 (interpartes review instituted, see IPR2019-

01278, Paper 8 (Jan. 24, 2020); final written decision pending). Pet. 68.

D. The *407 Patent

Thetitle of the ’407 patent is “Displaying Time-Varying Internet

Based Data Using Application Media Packages.” Ex. 1001, code (54). The

’407patent discloses, in part, a software component for accessing and

displaying network content. Jd. at code (57). A Networked Information

Monitor (NIM)is a “fully configurable frame with one or more controls”

with content optionally presented through the frame. /d. at 2:61-63, 5:21—

24. Whena NIM is openedbyauser, the frameis presentedin the user’s

display and network contentis retrieved and presented in a viewer enclosed

by the frame. Jd. at 19:63—20:30. The network content maybe identified

via URLsincluded in the NIM definition. Jd. at code (57), 20:24-27. The

network contentis time-varying, e.g., as in an image thatvaries overtime.

Id. at code (57). The Specification describes that the frame according to the

invention “standsin contrast to present web browsers, which are branded by

the browser vendor and which havelimited means by whichto alter the

controls associated with the browser.” Jd. at 5:24—28.
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E. Illustrative Claim

Claims 1 and 13 are the only independent claims amongthe

challenged claims. Claim 1 is reproduced below with Petitioner’s limitation

designations addedin brackets for ease of reference:

1. [1.Preamble] A client computing device configured to
access content over a network, the client computing device
comprising:

[1.A] electronic storage configured to store networked
information monitor template associated with a networked
information monitor, [1.B] the networked information monitor
template having therein a definition of a viewer graphical user
interface having a frame within which time-varying content in a
web browser-readable language may be presented on a display
associated with the client computing device, wherein the frame
of the viewer graphical user interface lacks controls for enabling
a user to specify a network location at which content for the
networked information monitoris available; and

[1.C] one or more processors configured to execute one or
more computer program modules, the one or more computer
program modules being configured to access the networked
information monitor defined by the networked information
monitor template, wherein accessing the networked information
monitor defined by the networked information monitor template
results in:

[1.D] transmission, over a network to a web server
at a networklocation, of a content request for content to
be displayed within the frame of the viewer graphical user
interface defined by the networked information monitor
template;

[1.E] reception, over the network from the web
serverat the network location, ofcontent transmitted from
the web server in response to the content request, the
content being time-varying;

[1.F] presentation, on the display, of the viewer
graphical user interface defined by the networked

18
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information monitor template outside ofand separate from
any graphical user interface of any other application; and

[1.G] presentation, on the display within the frame
of the viewer graphical user interface defined by the —
networked information monitor, of the time-varying
content received from the web server.

  

 

 

F. Evidence

Petitionerrelies on the following references:

|Reference[Description|_—Date__|_ Exhibit

    
  
 

 
 

Berg Cliff Berg, How DoI Createa|Jan.1,1998|Ex. 1009

January 1, 1998

Signed Castanet Channel?,
Dr. Dosp’s JOURNAL,

9, 1999

Fortin et al. US Patent Application Published Ex. 1008

(Raza)

“Razavi’ 2002

1999

 

Van Hoffet al.|US 5,919,247 Issued July 6,|Ex. 1004
“Hoff’)! 1999

 
  

1 The last nameofthe first-named inventor is Van Hoff, but, for consistency
with the Petition, we refer to this patent as “Hoff.”

6
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G. Asserted Grounds

Petitioner asserts that claims 1, 8-13, and 20—24 would have been

unpatentable on the following grounds:

Claim(s) Challenged| 35 U.S.C.§? Reference(s)/Basis
Hoff, Berg, Nazem or Admitted

1, 9-13, 21-24 Prior Art (“APA”)3, 3

Hoff, Berg, Nazem or APA, Fortin
27 03

3

  

   
 1, 9-13, 21-24

Razavi, Andersen, Fortin

Ill. ANALYSIS

A. Legal Standards

  

It is a petitioner’s burden to demonstrate unpatentability.

See Dynamic Drinkware, 800 F.3d at 1378 (citing Tech. Licensing Corp. v.

Videotek, Inc., 545 F.3d 1316, 1326-27 (Fed. Cir. 2008)).

A patentclaim is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a) if the

differences betweenthe claimed subject matter and theprior art are “such

that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the

invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

subject matter pertains.” KSR Int'l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406

(2007). The question ofobviousnessis resolved based on underlying factual

determinations, including: (1) the scope and contentofthepriorart; (2) any

differences between the claimed subject matter and the priorart; (3) the level

of skill in the art; and (4) objective evidence of nonobviousness, i.e.,

? Becausethe claimsat issue have an effectivefiling date prior to the
effective date of the AIA’s amendments to 35 U.S.C. § 103, we apply the
pre-AIA version of § 103 in this Decision.
3 The Petition cites column1, lines 56-67 of the ’407 patent as the APA.
Pet. 23-24, 26.

20
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secondary considerations. See Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17—

18 (1966). “To satisfy its burden of proving obviousness, a petitioner cannot

employ mere conclusory statements. Thepetitioner mustinsteadarticulate

specific reasoning, based on evidenceofrecord, to support the legal

conclusion of obviousness.” In re Magnum Oil Tools Int’l, Ltd., 829 F.3d

1364, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2016). We analyze the asserted grounds with the

principles stated above in mind.

B. Level ofOrdinary Skillin the Art

Petitionerasserts that a person of ordinary skill in the art “would have

a bachelor’s degree in Electrical or Computer Engineering, Computer

Science, or a related field and have three or moreyears of experience”in the

field. Pet. 8 (citing Ex. 1003 (“Madisetti Decl.”) 4 44). Patent Owner does

not provide an alternative description of the properlevel of ordinaryskill or

commenton Petitioner’s proposal.

Petitioner’s proposal appearsto be consistent with the priorart of

record. Okajima v. Bourdeau, 261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001)

(explaining that specific findings regarding ordinary skill level are not

required wherethepriorart itself reflects an appropriate level and a need for

testimony is not shown). We adoptthis proposal for this Final Written

Decision.

C. Claim Construction

In an interpartes review based ona petition filed after November13,

2018, the claims are construed

using the sameclaim construction standard that would be usedto
construe the claim in a civil action under 35 U.S.C. [§] 282(b),
including construing the claim in accordance with the ordinary
and customary meaning of such claim as understood by one of

21
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ordinary skill in the art and the prosecution history pertaining to
the patent.

See Changes to the Claim Construction Standard for Interpreting Claims in

Trial Proceedings Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 83 Fed. Reg.

51,340, 51,340, 51,358 (Oct. 11, 2018) (amending 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b)

effective November13, 2018) (now codified at 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b)

(2019)); see Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312-13 (Fed. Cir.

2005) (setting forth claim construction standardin civil actions). Any

special definitions for claim terms mustbe set forth in the specification with

reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and precision. See In re Paulsen, 30 F.3d

1475, 1480 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

I. “outside ofand separatefrom any graphicaluser interface
ofany other application”

In the Petition, Petitioner requests that we construe one term, foundin

element 1.F of claim 1: that presentation of the viewer graphical user

interface (“GUI”) defined by the networked information monitor template be

“outside of and separate from any graphical userinterface of any other

application.” Pet. 4-8. Petitioner argues that the correct construction should

be “so that the viewer [graphical user interface] is distinct from and not

presented within the frame of any other GUI generated by another

application.” Jd. Because our ultimate decision does not rest on the

construction of this claim term, we do not construeit. See Vivid Techs., Inc.

v. Am. Sci. & Eng’g, Inc.,200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“[O]nly those

terms need be construedthat are in controversy, and only to the extent

necessaryto resolve the controversy.”); Nidec Motor Corp. v. Zhongshan

Broad Ocean Motor Co., 868 F.3d 1013, 1017 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (applying

Vivid Techs. in the context of an interpartes review).

22
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2. “network information monitor”

Toresolve Petitioner’s challenge, the parties assert that two claim

terms need to be construed:“network information monitor” and “network

information monitor template”(or “NIM template”). PO Resp. 7-9;

Reply 2-9; Sur-reply 2-7 (“Theheart ofthe dispute between theparties with

respect to claim construction relates to the term ‘template’ as usedin the

phrase ‘networkedinformation monitor . .. template.””). Each term is

introducedin each of the two independent claims from among the

challenged claims. Ex. 1001, 42:28-64, 43:61-44:31. We address “network

information monitor”first.

Patent Ownerarguesthat “[t]he inventors defined NIMsin the

specification as follows: ‘As used herein, the term networked information

monitor or NIM refersto a fully configurable frame with one or more

controls; the frame through which content is optionally presented.”

PO Resp.8 (quoting Ex. 1001, 5:21-24); Ex. 2004 J 22. Petitioner agrees

that “network information monitor” is defined in the Specification. Reply 2

(citing Ex. 1001, 2:59-61, 5:18-29); Tr. 14:20—23 (Petitioner’s counsel

stating that “[t]he patentee set out a clear and explicit definition of the term,

network information monitor or NIM,said it refers to a fully configurable

frame... with one or more controls.”); see Ex. 1003 33.

Thedefinition ofNIM provided in the Specification describes a frame

“through which contentis optionally presented.” Ex. 1001, 5:21-24. Claim

1 also describes the subjectof the definition in a NIM template alternatively

as (a) a NIM (in 1.C), (b) “a viewergraphical user interface having a frame

within which time-varying content in a web browser-readable language may

be presented onadisplay associated with the client computing device”(in

1.B), or (c) a “viewer graphical user interface”(in 1.D, 1.F, 1.G). Jd. at

10
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42:28-64. Thusthe definition ofNIM providedin the Specificationis

consistent with the use in the claim. With respect to the word “optionally”

in the Specification definition, we note that, in the claims, time-varying

content is recited as being presented on the display within a frame (element

1.G andthelast element of claim 13). Id.; see also id. at 43:61-44:31.

For these reasons, we determine that the correct construction of a NIM

is “a fully configurable frame, with one or more controls, through which

content is presentedto the user,” andthis is the interpretation we apply here.

3. “network information monitor template”

a) The Parties’ Contentions

Patent Ownerasserts:“the NIM templateis a data structure that

defines the NIM;it is not the NIM andit is not an executable program(i.e.,

compiled code).” PO Resp. 8-9. Petitioner, while not presenting a proposed

construction, argues that the Patent Owner’s construction should be rejected

as not supported by a definition in the ’407 patent, and specifically argues

that Patent Owner’s proposeddefinition is flawed because it excludes an

executable program from being a NIMtemplate. Reply 1-9.

Patent Ownersupports its proposed constructions with references to

the Specification. Patent Owner quotes the Specification’s description that

“Te]ach NIM template defines the characteristics of a specific NIM.”

POResp.8 (quoting Ex. 1001, 21:48-50) (emphasis omitted). With respect

to “the definition of the NIM,” Patent Ownerquotes the Specification’s

statement that “the definition of the NIM is content, rather than compiled

code”and cites additionally Figure 13, which “illustrates a data structurefor

a NIM definition.” Jd. (quoting Ex. 1001, 21:48—50, 3:63—-65) (emphasis

omitted). Patent Owneradditionally quotes the Specification’s description

of the NIM definition as “fairly small in size” and “easily distributable”

11
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becauseit “contains just enough information to defineandinitialize the

NIM’s components.” /d. at 9 (quoting Ex. 1001, 33:55—65).

Patent Owneradditionally relies on the testimonyofits expert,

Dr. Sacerdoti, regarding the plain and ordinary meaning ofthe word

“template,” and on Dr. Sacerdoti’s testimony that, according to the 407

patent, a NIM template is not compiled code, and cannotbe an executable

application or applet. Jd. at 8—9 (citing Ex. 2004 {fj 29-36, 47-53).

Petitioner argues that the plain and ordinary meaningofthe term

should control, and that “nothing in the claims or specification limits a NIM

template to a data structure excluding an executable program.” Reply 1-3.

Petitioner argues that Figure 13 of the ’407 patent and the accompanying

disclosure, cited by Patent Owner, are merely directed to a non-limiting

example of a NIM template. Jd. at 3-4. Petitioner also argues that Patent

Owner’s reliance on the language describing a NIM definition as “fairly

small in size” is also exemplary. Jd. at 4 (quoting Ex. 1001, 33:60).

Petitioner notes that the “fairly small in size’”” NIM definition is further

described in this portion of the ’407 patentas“therefore easily distributable

as an XMLfile or Blob (binary large object).” Jd. (quoting Ex. 1001, 33:60—

61). Petitioner contendsthat this binary large object “might contain any

binary content, including executable code.” Jd. Thus, Petitioner argues,

rather than finding indications that the patentee acted as lexicographer,

Patent Ownerimproperly reads limitations from these examples, which the

Petitioner contendsare non-limiting, into its definition of ““NIM template.”

Id. at 2-5.

Additionally, Petitioner argues that the Patent Owner’s proposed

construction improperly excludes disclosed embodiments. /d. at 5.

Petitioner quotes the ’407 patent’s referenceto “[a] second executable

12
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module”that “defines a NIM framefor the NIM usingthedefinition.” Jd.

(quoting Ex. 1001, 3:8-10) (emphasis omitted). Petitioner also discusses the

portion of the Specification that describes users sharing NIMSvia database

that stores “Share Module[s]” including “multiple . . . individual [NIM]

definition modules”or “multiple packs ofNIMsthat have been shared...

containing multiple NIM definition modules.” Ex. 1001, 34:4-15, Fig. 24

(discussed and quoted-in-part at Reply 5-6). Petitioner argues that

Dr. Sacerdoti “confirmed that a person ofordinary skill in the art would

understandthat ‘[a] module would be a chunk of code’ and that an

‘executable module’is ‘executable computer code.’” Reply 6 (quoting

Ex. 1019, 69:22—70:13).

Petitioner additionally arguesthat, in the related 083 patent, the

claims describe one or more processors that “execute the first [NIM]

template such thatthe graphical userinterface ofthe first [NIM] is presented

toauser.” Jd. at 7 (emphasis omitted); see Tr. 63:19-64:5, 71:6—14 (Patent

Owner’s and Petitioner’s counsel each agreeing that “NIM template”in the

’407 patent should be construed the same wayin this interpartes review as

it is in the interpartes review (IPR2019-01278) ofclaims of the 083

patent). Additionally Petitioner argues that Patent Owner’s definitionis

contradicted by Patent Owner’s statementsin the prosecution history of

other related patents and by Patent Owner’s infringement allegations against

Petitionerin the related district court action. /d. at 7-8 (citing Ex. 1016, 6—

7, 14; Ex. 1015, 6, 7, 10-12). As discussedin our analysis below,

Petitioner’s arguments are not persuasive.

b) Construction

After considering the usage of “NIM template”in the claims, the

Specification, and the prosecution history, and reviewing the parties’

13
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contentions and evidence, we determine that a NIM templateis a data

structure that defines the characteristics of a NIM,including the NIM frame,

view and control characteristics, and that excludes executable

applications/compiled code.

Turning to the usage ofNIM template in the claims, from the

language ofclaim 1, we understandthat the NIM template, stored in
electronic storage of a client computing device (1.A), includes the definition

of a NIM (1.C)/ “viewer graphical user interface having a frame...” (1.B,

1.D, 1.F). Ex. 1001, 42:28-64; see also id. at 43:61-44:31 (similar

limitations in claim 13). From our examination ofthe claims, we understand

that the NIM template defines the characteristics ofthe viewer and the

content on the viewer.

As to the prosecution history of the ’407 patent, the parties did not

identify, and wedid not find, any portion of the prosecution history thatis

helpful in determining the meaning of NIM template.

The Specification of the ’407 patent does address the meaning ofNIM

template. The Specification states the “NIMsallow a developerto provide

an application feel without developing custom client applications”

(Ex. 1001, 26:38-40), and the “NIM template defines the characteristics of a

specific NIM,including fully configurable frame characteristics, viewer and

control characteristics, and NIM content references”(id. at 6:66—7:2). See

also id. at 21:12—14 (“The NIM definitions, as discussed above,include[]

the NIM framedefinition and the definition of the controls for filling the

viewerwithin the frame with content.”).

Figure 13 of the ’407 patent is reproduced below.
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Titiebar
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Bottombar
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Item(s)
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(e.g. URLs) 
FIG. 13

Figure 13 “illustrates a data structure fora NIM definition.” Jd. at

21:32, 3:63-65. According to the Specification, in the exemplary

embodimentofFigure 13 “the definition of a NIM includestags thatidentify

the NIM 270, define and configure the NIM frame 271, specify and layout

the controls 273 in the NIM viewer, and specify parameterstoinitialize all

the NIM’s componentswith content or data.” /d. at21:61-65. This

disclosure does not indicate that the data structure for the NIM template

contains compiled code.

TheSpecification states that “a NIM is defined as a frame that

contains a collection of controls, or functional units, such as a web rendering

control or a GIF rendering control,” and the NIM definitions “includeall the

15
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information needed to build a NIM frameandfill the NIM with NIM

content.” Jd. at 21:33-35; 21:41-43. The Specification further states:

In one embodiment, the NIM definitions are defined using
Extensible Markup Language (XML), so that the NIM as a
whole-the frame and the content within the viewer—is

advantageously as flexible as standard web content. NIMsare
extremely flexible, because the definition ofthe NIMis content,
rather than compiled code. The NIM definition defines the
structure of the NIM,and everything that is visible in a NIM is
based on standard Internet content, such as HTML, dHTML,or
GIFs, and is referencedor pointed to by the NIM definition. An
“‘application”—type NIM, such as a web calendar or web mail,
may be changedbytheuser, by the content provider, or by other
content, while advantageously avoiding the need to distribute
and support a hard-coded compiled application. The definition
of a NIM thusincludes everythingthat is needed for the NIM to
be rendered andfilled with Internet content.

Id. at 21:45-60 (emphases added). Fromthis disclosure, we understandthat

the Specification prohibits the NIM template from using compiled code or

an executable application. Our review ofthe Specification did notidentify

disclosure of use of compiled code or an executable application by the NIM

template.

As discussed, Petitioner argues that the data structure illustrated in

Figure 13 and therelated discussion of Figure 13 merely describe one non-

limiting embodiment, and that the Figure 13 embodiment merely describes

implementing a NIM template as XML rather than compiled code. Reply 3—

4 (citing Innova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys., Inc.,381

F.3d 1111, 1117 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (“[PJarticular embodiments appearingin

the written description will not be usedto limit claim language that has

broader effect.”)). Petitioner’s argumentis not persuasive. Although we

agree with Petitioner that the XML embodimentis one possible embodiment

16
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of a NIM template, the Specification distinguishes the XML embodiment

from embodiments using other languages for data structures, rather than

distinguishing the XML embodiment from embodiments in which the

template is compiled code. The Specification’s broad statement that a NIM

template is content, rather than compiled code or executable applications,

applies to all NIM templates, not just one particular embodiment. The

Specification does not describe any NIM template that uses compiled code

or executable applications.

With respect to Petitioner’s argument that a NIM template “might

contain any binary content, including executable code,” Petitioner’s

argumentis not persuasive. Reply 4. The Specification refers to distribution

of an NIM definition “as an XMLfile or Blob (binary large object)” and

later, in the same context, to an “XML Blob.” Ex. 1001, 33:61, 34:28. In

addition, Petitioner’s contentionis attorney argument unsupported by

persuasive expert testimony. Jn re Geisler, 116 F.3d 1465, 1470-71 (Fed.

Cir. 1997) (argument by counsel cannottake the place of evidence);Jn re

Pearson, 494 F.2d 1399, 1405 (CCPA 1974) (“Attorney’s argumentin a

brief cannottake the place of evidence.”’). Unlike Patent Owner, Petitioner

provided no declaranttestimony probative to the issue of how the ordinary

artisan would have understood and interpreted the relevant passages from

the Specification and their bearing on thelimitation in dispute.

With respectto the “second executable module” and “NIM definition

modules” described in the Specification, Petitioner’s arguments are again

not persuasive. Reply 5—6. Petitioner doesnotidentify, and wedo notfind,

any portion of the Specification that discloses that the second executable

module contains compiled code. In the context of the Specification, the

“second executable module”described as acting to “define[] a NIM frame

17
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for the NIM usingthe definition” is preceded by the description ofafirst

executable modulethat “identif[ies] a definition of a Networked Information

Monitor.” Ex. 1001, 3:6-9. Although Petitioner argues that the second

executable module is a NIM template, the second executable module is

describedin the Specification as “using the definition” that wasidentified by

the first module. /d. (emphasis added). Petitioner only highlights the

described action of the second executable module to “define a NIM frame”

but does not explain the interaction withthe first executable module,or

support the assertion that the second executable module is a NIM template

or that the discussed NIM definition modules are executable modules.

See Reply 5-6. Although Petitioner cites Dr. Sacerdoti’s deposition

testimonyrelating to the word “module,” Petitioner’s contentions aboutthe

meaning ofNIM template, and whetherthe “second executable module”or

“NIM definition module” are NIM templates or executable modules, are

attorney argument unsupported by persuasive expert testimony. Inre

Geisler, 116F.3dat 1470-71. TheSpecification does not describe any NIM

template that uses compiled code or executable applications. Rather, the

Specification providesthat “[e]ach NIM definition contains just enough

information to define andinitialize the NIM’s components (NIM frame,

controls, etc.)” and “the definition of the NIM is content, rather than

compiled code.” Ex. 1001, 33:55-57; Ex. 2004 { 46.

Petitioner’s argument regarding the claim term of the °083 patent

describing “execution of] the first networked information monitor template

such that the graphicaluserinterface of the first networked information

monitor is presented to the user” amounts to one sentence, and does not

address the context of the phrase in the claims ofthat patent, or present any

testimony regarding whetheroneofordinary skill in the art, reading those

18
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claims, would determinethat, in the cited claim 1 of the ’083 patent, the

networked information monitor template is described as executable code.

Reply 7; Ex. 1013, 47:42-48:8. Petitioner’s contentions about the meaning

of the disputed termsin the context of the ’083 claims and the prosecution

history of a related application (Reply 6-7) are attorney argument

unsupportedbycitations to persuasive intrinsic evidence or testimony from a

witness competent to opine about how anordinarily skilled artisan would

understand the terms. Jnre Geisler, 116 F.3d at 1470-71. As such,

Petitioner’s argumentis not persuasive.

Lastly, Petitioner’s argument with respect to the positions taken by

Patent Ownerin the relateddistrict court action, in which, according to

Petitioner, “Patent Owner has contendedthat each step of Claim 1 is

performedbythe use of” an “app”is again attorney argument. See Reply 8—

9. Although Petitioner cites the Second Amended Complaint, that

document, with respect to the ’407 patent, describes generally that

““Yogabook,in connection with the weather app”satisfies the limitations,

and doesnot specifically describe what in that combination is mappedto the

NIM template. Ex. 1015, 10-12; see also id. at 8-10 (discussing generally

that “Lenovo’s YogaBookalso infringes Claim 1 of the ’083 patent” without

specific mapping to the NIM template). Petitioner’s argumentis not

persuasive becauseit does not present any evidence about how these apps

work and how theyapply to the disputed NIM template. In addition,

Petitioner’s contentions about the meaning of the disputed terms and apps

are attorney argument unsupported by persuasive evidence. In re Geisler,

116 F.3d at 1470-71. Aparty’s infringementallegations do not override the

meaningofthe claims based onthe intrinsic evidence.
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For the reasons above, we determine that a NIM template is a data

structure that defines the characteristics of a NIM,including the NIM frame,

view and control characteristics, and that excludes executable

applications/compiled code.

D. Obviousness over Hoff, Berg, andNazem or APA

Petitioner contendsthat the subject matterof claims 1, 9-13, and 21-24

would have been obvious over the combined teachings of Hoff, Berg, and

Nazem or APA. Pet. 20-37. Wefirst describe the priorart that Petitioner

seeks to combine to show that these claims are obvious, and then turn to the

merits of the combination.

1. Hoff

Hoffis titled “Methodfor the Distribution of Code and Data

Updates,” and issued on July 6, 1999. Ex. 1004, codes (54), (45). Petitioner

contends Hoffis prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 8. Patent Owner

does not disputethe prior-art status of Hoff.

Hoffdescribes a system and methodfordistributing software

applications and data to thousandsofclients over a network. Ex. 1004, code

(57). In Hoff, an application is called a “channel,” the server that distributes

the channelis called the “transmitter,” and the client receiving the channelis

called the “tuner.” Jd. at code (57), 2:54-67. An enduser, using a

client/tuner, “subscribes” to a channel, the associated code and data are

downloadedto the tuner, and then the channel can be executed manytimes

without requiring further network access. Jd. at code (57), 3:1-9. Any

necessary software and data updatesfor the channel can be automatically

downloadedandinstalled in the backgroundat regular intervals by the tuner;

the end user is not required to manually install software updates. Id. at

code (57), 3:10-14, 5:4-28. Hoffasserts that this method of automatic
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_ downloading of updates achievesfor the client the sameresult as the
broadcast distribution ofsoftware over a connection based network, but

wherein the client initiates each update request without requiring any special

broadcast networking infrastructure. Jd. at code (57).

2. Berg‘

Berg is an article by Clifford Bergtitled “How DoI Create a Signed

Castanet Channel?” Ex. 1009, 1. Petitioner asserts that Berg was published

on January 1, 1998,andis prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). Pet. 9;

see Ex. 1005 (Declaration of Clifford Berg).

Berg discloses using Marimba’s Castanet, the “Java-centric (but not

limited to Java) push technology,”to distribute content to users. Ex. 1009,

1. Castanetis “a technology for deploying highly scalable applications, with

centralized update and administration capabilities.” /d. at2. Bergstates:

Castanet consists ofa client called the “tuner” and a server called

the “transmitter.” Channels are published by an administrator on
a transmitter. A workstation that has a tuner installed can

subscribe to any number of channels on any number of
transmitters. The tuner updates the channel’s content, which
mayconsist ofJava code, media, and otherfiles, including binary
code (signed channels can load native methods supported by
DLLs). The tuner presents a user interface for managing

4 The parties dispute whetherPetitioner has metits burdenofproofin the
Petition that Berg was publicly accessible asofthe critical date (April 26,
1999), and, therefore, available as a prior art printed publication. Pet.9
(citing Ex. 1005 9 2-3); see also Papers 22-25 (relating to and granting a
motionto strike Petitioner’s arguments in the Reply concerningthis issue as
not properly responsive to any argumentor evidencein the PO Resp.);
PO Resp. 12-14; Reply 9-11. We donotreach the dispute regarding the
prior-art status of Berg becauseit is not necessary to ourultimate decision.
Evenifwe accept Petitioner’s view that Berg qualifies as prior art, we find
that Petitioner has not established the unpatentability of any challenged
patent claim.
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channels. The tuner interface is set apart from the interface
constructed by any given channel(if the channel even has a user
interface). This is unlike a browser, which imposes a user
interface frame around any application that runs within it.
Channels construct their own framesifand when they need them.

Id.

Berg describes, as an example, “a Castanet channel that opens a

windowonthescreen, and allowsa userto select from one of a small set of

web locations to view.” /d. at3. The list ofallowable locationsis hard-

coded into the program. Jd. at4. Once the userselects a location from the

provided list, the application fetches data via the corresponding address and

displays the content within a web-viewing window,implemented with an

HTMLrenderer. Jd. at 3,4. The frame containing the choice selector (for

choosing the web location) and the windowin which the content is viewed

also includes an “X” window-close control, which allows a userto close the

frame. Id. at4.

3. Nazem

Nazemis titled “Dynamic Page Generator” and issued on November

9, 1999. Ex. 1007, codes (54), (45). Petitioner contends Nazemis priorart

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 13.

Nazem describes pages containing live data arranged according to

specific user preferencesor recently used templates. Ex. 1007, code (57).

Nazem’s pages“[t]ypically” are “news pages.” Jd. Nazem describes the

contents of such pagesas “live data,” which, in the case of newspages,

might include “a custom selection ofstock quotes, news headlines, sports

scores, weather, andthelike.” Jd.; see also id. at 1:61-2:14.
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4. APA

Appellant refers to a portion of the Specification of the ’407 patent as

the APA. This portion, included in the Backgroundofthe Invention portion

of the Specification, reads as follows:

A user operating a client computer typically accesses the
Internet by using a viewer application, such as a browser to view
web content provided at a destination address, typically a web
page. In this context, web content and web applications are
designedto fill the entire web page. It is knownto divide the
web content into different regions of a single web page. For
example, personalized web pages can be specified, such that a
user viewsa variety of content sourcesin a single page, such as
stock information, weather information, and sports information,
which is aggregated at the server that delivers the web page to
the user, who then views the aggregated content in a single web
page.

Ex. 1001, 1:56-67 (cited at Pet. 23-24, 26).

5. Analysis ofClaims 1, 9-13, and21-24

In support of Petitioner’s contention that claims 1, 9-13, and 21-24

are obvious over the combined teachings of Hoff, Berg, and Nazem or APA,

Petitioner provides an element-by-element analysis showing where

Petitioner contends each elementof the challenged claimsis in Hoff, Berg,

or Nazem/APA. Pet. 20-37. Petitioner also provides supporting testimony

by Dr. Madisetti (Ex. 1003). Patent Owner, relying on supporting testimony

by Dr. Sacerdoti (Ex. 2004), argues that Petitioner does not show thatthe

claims are unpatentable because,in part: (1) Hoffand Berg do not havea

NIMtemplate, (2) Hoff and Berg do not have a separate NIM and NIM

template, and (3) objective evidence of non-obviousness such as commercial
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success underminesPetitioner’s arguments of unpatentability.> PO Resp. 1-

3, 10-13, 15-16. For reasonsset forth below, we determinethat Petitioner

has not shownthat Hoff, Berg, and Nazem or APAteach or suggest the

limitations of claims 1, 9-13, and 21-24.

a) Claims 1 and 13 — “network information monitor template”

Claim 1 recites a NIM and a NIM template in severallimitations,

including in limitations 1.A and 1.B:

[1.A] electronic storage configured to store networked
information monitor template associated with a networked
information monitor, [1.B] the networked information monitor
template having therein a definition of a viewer graphical user
interface having a frame within which time-varying contentin a
web browser-readable language may be presented on a display
associated with the client computing device, wherein the frame
of the viewergraphicaluserinterface lacks controls for enabling
a user to specify a network location at which content for the
networkedinformation monitor is available[.]

Ex. 1001, 42:30-40. Claim 13 contains similar descriptions of a NIM and

NIM template. /d. at 43:61-44:31.

Petitioner asserts that Hoffteaches the NIM template of claims 1 and

13 in the code and data downloadedto local storage when a channelis

> Patent Ownerasserts that objective evidence of non-obviousness —
commercial success — supportsa finding of non-obviousness ofthe ’407
patent. PO Resp. 15-16; Ex. 2003. We do notassess the objective evidence
of non-obviousness because wefind that Petitionerfails to carry its burden
of demonstrating the unpatentability of any challenged claim based on the
assertedprior art. See, e.g., Hamilton Beach Brands, Inc. v. f’real Foods,
LLC, 908 F.3d 1328, 1343 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (holding, in affirming Board
decision determiningthat petitioner had not shown unpatentability, that
“objective indicia of nonobviousness”“need not [be] address[ed]” because
the court “affirm[ed the] Board’s findings regarding the failure of the prior
art to teach or suggest all [claim] limitations”).
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subscribed to. Pet. 21-22 (citing Ex. 1004, 2:45-48, 2:56-67, 3:1-5, 4:47—

49, Fig. 1B), 30-32. Petitioner asserts that Berg also discloses a tunerthatis

used to subscribe to channels, and that both Berg’s and Hoff’s channels

include instructions and data used to create a GUI and display content

therein, and that they therefore include a networked information monitor

template. /d. at 22 (citing Ex. 1009, 2; Ex. 1003 ff 109-110). Petitioner

asserts thatlimitation 1.B and a substantially identical limitation of claim 13

are taught by the combination of Berg and Nazem or APA, andthat

specifically, Berg discloses an application (Castanet channel) that includes a

definition of an interface with a frame in which contentis presented, andthat

the presented content may be rendered from HTML. /d. at 23 (citing

Ex. 1003 § 112; Ex. 1009, 3-4), 31.

Petitioner’s argumentsare not persuasive becausePetitioner does not .

show persuasively that Hoff’s and Berg’s channel application comprises a

data structure that defines the characteristics of a NIM,including the NIM

frame, view and control characteristics, but that exclude executable

applications/compiled code. See supra III.C.b (claim construction of

“network information monitor template”). Petitioner admits that Hoff

relates to distribution of software applications, such as Hoff’s channels that

are downloaded andinstalled and then executed as “a normalapplication.”
Pet. 8-9 (citing Ex. 1004, code (54), 1:54-67, 2:38-41, 4:8-10, 4:19-24,

4:51—57); Reply 8-9 (describing Hoff’s channel code and data as the NIM

template). Petitioner describes Berg’s Castanet channelas an application

that is deployed via Castanet and that can “do ‘all the things a traditional

installed application would do.’” Pet. 9-10 (citing Ex. 1009, 2-4,6).

Petitioner’s showingis also deficient becauseit fails to accountfor the

fact that, as both Petitioner and Patent Owneragree, the NIM and the NIM
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template are separate and distinct elements. Reply 2; PO Resp.8; Tr. 16:14—

19, 63:10-13. Neither Petitioner nor Dr. Madisetti identify what in Hoff and

Berg might be a NIM template separate and distinct from the NIM. To the

contrary, Petitioner argues that the channelapplications(i.e., the NIM)

contain the NIM template. See, e.g., Pet. 23-24; Ex. 1003 ¥ 153

(“Specifically, the channel applications [disclosed in Hoffand Berg] contain

instructions and data used to create a GUI and display content therein.

Therefore, the ‘channel’ applications in Hoffand Berg include the claimed

NIM template.”). We also credit Dr. Sacerdoti’s testimony that, under

Petitioner’s interpretation in which Hoff’s and Berg’s channelapplication

(NIM)contains the claimed NIM template, Hoffand Bergstill do not teach a

NIM and a NIM template that are separate and distinct elements. Ex. 2004

q{ 66 (“Even were a NIM template to be contained within the application

that the petition identifies is the channel, the petition does notidentify any

data structure contained within the channel that could define the NIM. Not

having identified any particular data structure,neither the petition nor

Dr. Madisetti have identified a NIM definition that is disclosed by Hoff.”

(emphasis omitted)), 72 (“As with Hoff, neither Dr. Madisetti nor the

petition asserts what in Berg might be the NIM template (channel template)

that is distinct from the NIM (channel).” (emphasis omitted)).
Thus, for the reasons discussed above, we concludethat Petitioner has

not demonstrated by a preponderanceofthe evidencethat claims | and 13

would have been obvious over the combination of Hoffand Berg. Petitioner

does not rely on Nazem or APA in a mannerthat remedies the foregoing

deficiencies in Petitioner’s showing as to the combination of Hoff and Berg.
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b) Claims 9-12 and21-24

Each of claims 9-12 and 21—24 depend,directly or indirectly, from

independent claim 1 or independent claim 13, and, therefore, require a “NIM

template.” Ex. 1001, 43:5-44:31. Thus,for the same reasonsdiscussed

above with respectto Petitioner’s challenge of claims 1 and 13, we also

concludethat Petitioner has not demonstrated by a preponderance ofthe

evidence that claims 9-12 and 21—24 would have been obvious over Hoff,

Berg, and Nazem or APA.

c) Summary

For the reasons above,Petitioner has not shown that Hoff and Berg,

either singly or in combination with each other, disclose a NIM template

comprising a datastructure separate and distinct from a NIM that defines the

characteristics of a NIM,including the NIM frame, view and control

characteristics, and that excludes executable applications/compiled code. As

also noted above,Petitioner does not rely on Nazem or APA in a manner

that remedies the foregoing deficiencies in Petitioner’s showing asto the

combination ofHoffand Berg. Thus,Petitioner has not shown by the

preponderanceofthe evidence that claims 1, 9-13, and 21—24 are

unpatentable over Hoff, Berg, and Nazem or APA.

E. Obviousness over Hoff, Berg, Nazem or APA, andFortin

Petitioner also challenges the patentability of claims 8 and 20 overthe

combination of Hoff, Berg, Nazem or APA, and Fortin. Pet. 37-41. Claim

8 depends from independentclaim 1, and claim 20 from independent claim

13, and therefore, each ofclaims 8 and 20 requires a “NIM template.”

Petitioner does not argue that the asserted combination remediesthe

deficiencies ofHoffand Berg discussed above. Thus, for the same reasons

discussed above with respectto Petitioner’s challenge of claims 1 and 13, we
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also concludethat Petitioner has not demonstrated by a preponderanceofthe

evidence that claims 8 and 13 would have been obvious over the asserted

combination of Hoff, Berg, Nazem or APA, andFortin.

F. Obviousness over Razavi andAndersen

Petitioner contendsthat the subject matter of claims 1, 9-13, and 21-

24 would have been obvious over the combined teachings of Razavi and

Andersen. Pet. 41-64. Wefirst describe the priorart that Petitioner seeks to

combine to show that these claims are obvious, and then turn to the merits of

the combination.

I. Razavi

Razaviis titled “Detachable Java Applets,” and issued on June4,

2002. Ex. 1006, codes (54), (45). Petitioner contends Razaviis priorart

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 10.

Razavi describes “detaching Java applets from the constraints of the

application such as a browser which provides the Java engine for executing

those applets.” Ex. 1006, code (57). In Razavi, a Java appletwill be

detachable from the application in which it was spawnedand have the

functionality of any ordinary application window runningin the operating
environment, including modifying the interface to suit the peculiarities of the

applet. Id. at 4:41-56, 5:64-6:20. According to Razavi, the applet must be

launchedin the virtual machine of the application, and is detachedif the user

activates a detach userinterface element. Jd. at 5:48-63. Figure 4,

reproduced below,is Razavi’s illustration of a detached applet as rendered

ona display screen. /d. at 7:8-9.
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FIGURE 4

Figure 4 depicts application window 410 and detached applet 420 named

“Jukebox”displayed on display 400. /d. at 7:10-12, 7:29-33. Application

window 410 is running overan operating environment desktop 430, which

also controls the general look-and-feel of the window for detached applet

420. Id. at 7:17-19, 17:39-41. Detached applet 420 contains applet controls

- “About,” “Stop,” and “Play,” and a control called “Attach,” which closes the

detached applet 420 and “collapse[s] the applet back into application

window 410.” /d. at 7:34—35, 8:10-14.

The exemplary detached applet described in Razavi, the Jukebox

applet, is a streaming audio appletthat“creates VCR-type controls that

allow the user to stop, play, or rewind the audio stream or to jumpto a

different selection” and optionally provides an image, such as a CD cover,to
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be displayed, associated with each audioselection. Jd. at 4:25—26, App’x A

col. 1.

2. Andersen

Andersenis titled “Database Access Using Active Server Pages,” and

issued on December7, 1999. Ex. 1012, codes (54), (45). Petitioner

contends Andersenis prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 12. Andersen

describes an applet ona client computerthatallows a database query to be

embeddedin an URL in order to obtain query results in HTMLform.

Ex. 1012, code (57), 3:5-29, 5:3-33. Andersen provides an example of a

stock price quoting system implemented using a Java applet. Jd. at 1:62-63,

1:67-2:30. The applet requests one or more stock prices from a server and

the server responds with an HTML file into which data returned by the

databaseis inserted in response to the query. Jd. at5:34—7:5. This allows an

advantage over a system in which stockprices are available directly from an

HTMLpage rather than from a database, because “storing the stock price

data in static HTML pagescan be quite inefficient, and data stored in this

manneris not amenable to incremental updates and easy andefficient ad hoc

searching and manipulation.” Jd. at 2:59-3:4.

3. Analysis ofClaims 1, 9-13, and21-24

In support of Petitioner’s contention that claims 1, 9-13, and 21-24

are obvious over the combined teachings of Razavi and Andersen,Petitioner

provides an element-by-elementanalysis showing where Petitioner contends

each elementof the challenged claims is in Razaviand Andersen. Pet. 41—

64. Petitioner also provides supporting testimony by Dr. Madisetti

(Ex. 1003). Patent Owner, relying on supporting testimony by Dr. Sacerdoti

(Ex. 2004), argues that Petitioner does not showthat claims 1, 9-13, and 21—

24 are unpatentable because Razaviand Andersen teach accessing Java
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applets through a web browser, and thus, as with the ground involving Hoff

and Berg, Patent Ownertherefore arguesthat: (1) the combination of Razavi

and Andersen doesnot have a NIM template, and (2) the combination of

Razavi and Andersen does not have a separate NIM and NIM template. PO

Resp. 1-3, 10-15. Patent Owneradditionally argues that one of ordinary

skill would not have been motivated to combine Razavi and Andersen. Jd. at

14. For reasonsset forth below, we determinethat Petitioner has not shown

that Razavi and Andersen,either singly or in combination with each other,

teaches or suggests the limitations of claims 1, 9-13, and21—24.

a) Claims 1 and 13 — “network information monitor template”

Petitioner asserts that the client computing device of the preamble of

claims 1 and 13 is taught by Razavi’s and Andersen’s disclosure of“similar

computer-implemented methodsin which an ‘applet’ is downloaded onto a

client computing device, retrieves content from a server over a network,

generates a GUI onadisplay, and presents the content within the GUI.” Pet.

41-42 (citing Ex. 1006, 1:1-41; Ex. 1012, 1:10-2:30; Ex. 1003 § 241), 58.

Petitioner asserts that Razavi teaches the NIM template of claims 1 and 13 in

Razavi’s Java applets, downloadedin a pre-compiled state, and then

executed at a client device. Pet. 43-44(citing Ex. 1006, 1:9-25, 5:51-56,

7:29-33; Ex. 1003 FJ 246-248), 58-60.

Petitioner’s argumentsare not persuasive because Petitioner does not

show persuasively that Razavi’s and Andersen’s applets comprise a data

structure that defines the characteristics of a NIM,including the NIM frame,

view and control characteristics, but that excludes executable

applications/compiled code. Razavirelates to distribution of executable

platform-independent Java applets. Ex. 1006, 1:13—16 (platform-

independentapplets are downloaded as pre-compiled Java byte-codes),
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1:26—30 (applet runs onaplatform’s virtual machine capable of executing

applet code), 3:13-15; Ex. 1003 4 98; Ex. 2004 ¥ 83.

Petitioner’s showingis also deficient becauseit fails to accountfor the

fact that, as discussed previously, both Petitioner and Patent Owner agree

that the NIM and the NIM template are separate and distinct elements.

Reply 2; PO Resp.8; Tr. 18:1—7, 56:18-19, 69:10-11. However,neither

Petitioner nor Dr. Madisetti identify what in Razavi or Andersen might bea

NIM template separate and distinct from the NIM. To the contrary,

Petitioner argues that the received applet in Razavi contains definitions for

the GUI generated by the applet. Pet. 44-45; Ex. 1003 J 249. In addition,

Dr. Sacerdoti’s unrebutted testimonyis that a person of ordinary skill in the

art would understand that Razavi’s and Andersen’s Java applets disclose no

separate definition of or template for applets that might teach or suggest a

distinct NIM template. Ex. 2001 4 91; see id. J 83 (“Applets and

applications were knownin theart to be executable code.”). Thus,for the :
reasons discussed above, we concludethat Petitioner has not demonstrated

by a preponderanceofthe evidencethat claims 1 and 13 would have been

obvious overthe assertedpriorart.

b) Claims 9-12 and21-24

Eachof claims 9-12 and 21-24 depends,directly or indirectly, from

independent claim 1 or independent claim 13, and, therefore, requires a

“NIM template.” Ex. 1001, 43:5-44:31. Thus, for the same reasons

discussed above with respectto Petitioner’s challenge of claims 1 and 13, we

also conclude that Petitioner has not demonstrated by a preponderanceofthe

evidence that claims 9—12 and 21—24 would have been obvious over Razavi

and Andersen.
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c) Summary

For the reasons above,Petitioner has not shownthat Razavi and

Andersen,either singly or in combination with each other, disclose a NIM

template comprising a data structure that defines the characteristics of a

NIM,including the NIM frame,view and control characteristics, and that

excludes executable applications/compiled code. Thus,Petitioner has not

shown by the preponderanceofthe evidencethat claims 1, 9-13, and 21-24

are unpatentable over Razavi and Andersen.

G. Obviousness over Razavi, Andersen, andFortin

Petitioner also challenges the patentability of claims 8 and 20 overthe

combination of Razavi, Andersen, and Fortin. Pet. 64-67. Claim 8 depends

from independent claim 1, and claim 20 from independent claim 13, and

therefore, each ofclaims 8 and 20 requires a “NIM template.” Petitioner

does not argue that the asserted combination remedies the deficiencies of

Razavi and Andersen discussed above. Thus, for the same reasons discussed

above with respect to Petitioner’s challenge of claims 1 and 13, we also

conclude that Petitioner has not demonstrated by a preponderanceofthe

evidencethat claims 8 and 13 would have been obviousoverthe asserted

combination of Razavi, Andersen, and Fortin.

H. Patent Owner’s “ ‘Secret’ PriorArt” Argument

Patent Ownerarguesthat, because Hoffand Razavi were published

after the critical date for the °407 patent (April 26, 1999), they are “‘secret’

prior art” because they were notavailable to one ofordinaryskill in the art

as ofthe critical date. PO Resp. 16-17. Patent Owner acknowledgesthat,

under current Federal Circuit precedent, these patents are considered prior
art despite not being publicly accessible as of thecritical date, but Patent

Ownercontendsthat the law should be changed. Jd.
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Because we mustfollow the law asit stands, we decline to address

Patent Owner’s arguments.

I. Petitioner’s Motion to Strike

As discussed supra, Petitioner’s Motion to Strike requested that we

strike Patent Owner’s Sur-reply and a supplementaldeclaration of

Dr. Sacerdoti (Ex. 2007, “Supplemental Declaration”) filed with the Sur-

reply. Pet. Mot. 1. Petitioner argues thatfiling of the Supplemental

Declaration contravenesour Practice Guide governing the conductofthis

proceedingthata sur-reply “may not be accompanied by new evidenceother

than deposition transcripts of the cross-examination of any reply witness.”

Id. (quoting Patent Trial and Appeal Board Consolidated Trial Practice

Guide November2019 (“Consolidated TPG”) 73). Patent Ownerarguesthat

the Consolidated TPGis only a guide and thatits statementsare not

controlling or binding rules. PO Opp. 1. PatentOwneradditionally argues,

generally, that the Supplemental Declaration was necessary to address

“arguments raised”in Petitioner’s Reply, providing only one general

example: that “Petitioners argued in their Reply that Patent Owner’s

Response wasinconsistent with positions Patent Owner hastaken in the

district court litigation.” Jd. at 2-3. However, the Supplemental Declaration

only discusses this issue in one paragraph,its last one.

As weindicated during the hearing (Tr. 4:18—5:2), we grant-in-part

the Motion to Strike, with respect to striking the Supplemental Declaration,

which constitutes new evidence filed with the Sur-reply. With respect to the

Sur-reply itself, the Consolidated TPG notesthat“[t]he Boardis not required

to attemptto sort proper from improperportionsofthe reply or sur-reply”

and that a reply that raises a new issue might not be considered.

Consolidated TPG 74. However,“striking the entirety or a portion of a
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party’s brief is an exceptional remedythat the Board expects will be granted

rarely,” and weare capableofdisregarding any new issues exceeding the

proper scope of reply. /d. at 80. We determine thatthis is not a case

requiring that exceptional remedy, and that the Sur-reply need not be

stricken. .

Thus, wegrant-in-part and deny-in-part the Motion to Strike.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons expressed above, we determinethat Petitioner has not

proven by a preponderanceofthe evidencethat the challenged claimsare

unpatentable.

In summary:

‘Claims 35 | Reference(s)/Basis|. Claims ’ Claims
oe LT OLS.C.§ ' Shown Not shown

, Unpatentable|Unpatentable

1,9-13,|103 Hoff, Berg, Nazem 1, 9-13, 21-
21-24 or APA 24

3

3

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

or APA, Fortin ae
1,9-13,|10 Razavi, Andersen 1, 9-13, 21-
21-24 24

ee

 
 

  Fortin

fowcome||Outcome 24

V. ORDER

In consideration of the foregoing, it is hereby:

ORDEREDthat claims 1, 8-13, and 20-24ofthe 407 patent have not

been shownto be unpatentable;

ORDEREDthat Petitioner’s Motion to Strike (Paper 31) is oranted-in-
part as discussed above; and

“35
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FURTHER ORDEREDthat, becausethis is a Final Written Decision,

parties to the proceeding seeking judicial review of the Decision must

comply with the notice and service requirements of37 C.F.R. § 90.2.
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FOR PETITIONER:

John C. Alemanni

Matthew J. Meyer
KILPATRICK TOWNSEND & STOCKTONLLP

jalemanni@kilpatricktownsend.com
mmeyer@kilpatricktownsend.com

FOR PATENT OWNER:

Lewis E. Hudnell, III
HUDNELL LAW GROUPP.C.

lewis@hudnellaw.com
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

LENOVO HOLDING COMPANY,INC., LENOVO (UNITED STATES)
INC., AND MOTOROLA MOBILITY LLC,

Petitioner,

V.

DODOTSLICENSING SOLUTIONSLLC,
Patent Owner.

IPR2019-01279

Patent 8,510,407 Bl

Before JAMES A. WORTH, AMBERL. HAGY, and SHARON FENICK,
Administrative Patent Judges.

FENICK,Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Granting Institution of Inter Partes Review
35 US.C. § 314, 37 CFR. § 42.4

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Summary

Lenovo Holding Company,Inc., Lenovo (United States) Inc., and

Motorola Mobility LLC (“Petitioner”) filed a Petition for an inter partes

review of claims 1, 8-13, and 20-24 of U.S. Patent No. 8,510,407 B1
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(Ex. 1001, “the 407 patent”). Paper 2 (“Pet.”). DoDots Licensing Solutions

LLC (“Patent Owner”) did not file a Preliminary Response.

Under 35 U.S.C. § 314 and 37 C.F.R. § 42.4(a), we have authority to

determine whetherto institute an inter partes review. If an inter partes

review is instituted, a final written decision under 35 U.S.C. § 318(a) must

decide the patentability of all claims challenged in the petition. SAS Jnst.,

Inc. v. Iancu, 138 S, Ct. 1348, 1359-60 (2018).

Uponconsidering the Petition and the evidence of record, we

determinethat Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of

prevailing in showing the unpatentability of at least one of the challenged

claims. For the reasons described below, weinstitute an inter partes review

of claims 1, 8—13, and 20—24 of the ’407 patent with respectto all grounds in

the Petition.

B. Real Parties in Interest

Petitioner indicates that Lenovo Holding Company,Inc., Lenovo

(United States) Inc., and Motorola Mobility LLC are the real parties-in-

interest. Pet. 67.

Patent Ownerindicates that DoDots Licensing Solutions, LLCis the

real party-in-interest. Paper 4 (Patent Owner’s Mandatory Notices),2.

C. Related Matters

According to Petitioner and Patent Owner, the °407 patentat issue

here is also asserted in DoDots Licensing Solutions LLC v. Lenovo Holding

‘Company, Inc. et al., Case No. 18-098-MN (D.Del.). Pet. 67-68; Paper 4

(Patent Owner’s Mandatory Notices), 2. Petitioner notes that that case also

involves U.S. Patent Nos. 9,369,545 and 8,020,083, and that Petitionerfiled

a petition for inter partes review ofthe patentability of claims in U.S. Patent

No. 9,369,545 in IPR2019-00988 (inter partes review instituted, see
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IPR2019-00988, Paper 7 (Sept. 10, 2019)) and a petition for an inter partes

review ofthe patentability of claims in U.S. Patent No. 8,020,083 (decision

oninstitution pending). Pet. 68.

D. The ’407 Patent

Thetitle of the °407 patent is “Displaying Time-Varying Internet

Based Data Using Application Media Packages.” Ex. 1001, code (54). The

°407 patent discloses, in part, a software componentfor accessing and

displaying network content. Jd. at code (57). A Networked Information

Monitor (NIM)is a “fully configurable frame with one or more controls”

with content optionally presented through the frame. /d. at 2:61—63, 5:21-

24. When a NIMis openedbya user, the frame is presented in the user’s

display and network contentis retrieved and presented in a viewer enclosed

by the frame. Jd. at 19:63-20:30. The network content may be identified

via URLs included in the NIM definition. Jd. at code (57), 20:24-27. The

network content is time-varying, e.g. as in an imagethat varies over time.

Id. at code (57). The Specification describes that the frame according to the

invention “stands in contrast to present web browsers, which are branded by

the browser vendor and which have limited means by which to alter the

controls associated with the browser.” /d. at 5:24—28.

E. Illustrative Claim

The challenged claimsare claims 1, 8-13, and 20-24. Claims 1 and

13 are the only independent claims amongthe challenged claims. Claim1is

reproduced below with Petitioner’s bracketed limitation designations added

for ease of reference:
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1. [1.Preamble] A client computing device configured to
access content over a network, the client computing device
comprising:

[1.A] electronic storage configured to store networked
information monitor template associated with a networked
information monitor, [1.B] the networked information monitor
template having therein a definition of a viewer graphical user
interface having a frame within which time-varying content in a
web browser-readable language may be presented on a display
associated with the client computing device, wherein the frame
of the viewer graphicaluser interface lacks controls for enabling
a user to specify a network location at which content for the
networked information monitor is available; and

[1.C] one or more processors configured to execute one or
more computer program modules, the one or more computer
program modules being configured to access the networked
information monitor defined by the networked information
monitor template, wherein accessing the networked information
monitor defined by the networked information monitor template
results in:

[1.D] transmission, over a network to a web server
at a network location, of a content request for content to
be displayed within the frame of the viewer graphical user
interface defined by the networked information monitor
template;

[1.E] reception, over the network from the web
server at the network location, of content transmitted from
the web server in response to the content request, the
content being time-varying;

[1.F] presentation, on the display, of the viewer
graphical user interface defined by the networked
information monitor template outside of and separate from
any graphicaluserinterface of any other application; and

[1.G] presentation, on the display within the frame
of the viewer graphical user interface defined by the
networked information monitor, of the time-varying
content received from the web server.
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F. Evidence

Petitioner relies on the following references:

 

 
 
 

  
 
 

[Reference[_—Description ——|_—sDate__—i|_Exhibit|
Van Hoff et al.|US 5,919,247 Issued July 6,|Ex. 1004
“Hoff’)! 1999  

 Cliff Berg, How Do I Create a|Jan. 1, 1998 Ex. 1009
Signed Castanet Channel?,
Dr. DoBB’S JOURNAL,

January 1, 1998
Issued Nov.Nazem US 5,983,227
9, 1999

Fortinet al. US Patent Application Published Ex. 1008
“Fortin” Publication 2002/0023110 Al|Feb. 21, 2002

Razaviet al. US 6,401,134 B1 Issued June 4, | Ex. 1006
“Razavi” 2002

US 5,999,941 Issued Dec. 7,|Ex. 1012
1999

Petitioner also relies on the Declaration of Dr. Vijay K. Madisetti.

Ex. 1003 (“Madisetti Decl.”).

G. Prior Art and Asserted Grounds

 
 

 

 

  
   
  
  

Ex. 1007
 

 
 

 

 

 
Petitioner asserts that claims 1, 8-13, and 20—24 would have been

unpatentable on the following grounds:

Claim(s) Challenged|35 U.S.C. §

1, 9-13, 21-24 103

Hoff, Berg, Nazem or APA,Fortin8, 20 103 ;
1, 9-13, 21-24 103 Razavi, Andersen

Razavi, Andersen,Fortin

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Reference(s)/Basis
Hoff, Berg, Nazem or Admitted
Prior Art (“APA”)?

 
 

 

 
  

 
  

' The last nameofthe first-named inventor is Van Hoff, but, for consistency
with the Petition, we refer to this patent as “Hoff.”
? The Petition cites column 1, lines 56-67 of the ’407 patent as the APA.
Pet. 23-24, 26.
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Il. ANALYSIS

A. Legal Standards

It is a petitioner’s burden to demonstrate unpatentability. See

Dynamic Drinkware, LLC v. Nat'l Graphics, Inc., 800 F.3d 1375, 1378

(Fed. Cir. 2015) (citing Tech. Licensing Corp. v. Videotek, Inc., 545 F.3d

1316, 1326-27 (Fed. Cir. 2008)).

A patent claim is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)if the

differences between the claimed subject matter and the prior art are “such

that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the

invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

subject matter pertains.” KSR Int'l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406

(2007). The question of obviousness is resolved based on underlying factual

determinations, including: (1) the scope and contentofthe prior art; (2) any

differences between the claimed subject matter and the prior art; (3) the level

of skill in the art; and (4) objective evidence of nonobviousness,i.e.,

secondary considerations. See Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17—

18 (1966). “To satisfy its burden of proving obviousness, a petitioner cannot

employ mere conclusory statements. The petitioner must instead articulate

specific reasoning, based on evidence ofrecord, to support the legal

conclusion of obviousness.” In re Magnum Oil Tools Int’l, Ltd., 829 F.3d

1364, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2016). We analyze the asserted grounds with the

principles stated above in mind.

B. Level ofOrdinary Skill in the Art

Petitioner asserts that a person of ordinary skill in the art “would have

a bachelor’s degree in Electrical or Computer Engineering, Computer

Science, or a related field and have three or more years of experience”in the

field. Pet. 8 (citing Madisetti Decl. ¥ 44).
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Petitioner’s proposal appears to be consistent with the prior art of

record. Okajima v. Bourdeau, 261 F.3d 1350, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2001)

(explaining that specific findings regarding ordinary skill level are not

required wherethepriorart itself reflects an appropriate level and a need for

testimony is not shown). Forthe purposesofthis Decision on Institution,

we adoptPetitioner’s yet-unchallenged asserted level of ordinary skill solely .

to determine whether there is a reasonable likelihood that the Petitioner

would prevailing in showing the unpatentability of at least one of the

challenged claims.

C. Claim Construction

In an inter partes review based ona petition filed after November13,

2018,’ the claims are construed

using the same claim construction standard that would be used
to construe the claim in a civil action under 35 U.S.C.

[§] 282(b), including construing the claim in accordance with
the ordinary and customary meaning of such claim as
understood by one of ordinary skill in the art and the
prosecution history pertaining to the patent.

37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b) (2019); see Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303,

1312-13 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (setting forth claim construction standardin civil

actions). Any special definitions for claim terms mustbeset forth in the

specification with reasonableclarity, deliberateness, and precision. See Jn re

Paulsen, 30 F.3d 1475, 1480 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

Petitioner requests that we construe one term from claim 1: that

presentation of the viewer graphicaluser interface (“GUI”) defined by the

3 See Changes to the Claim Construction Standard for Interpreting Claimsin
Trial Proceedings Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, 83 Fed. Reg.
51,340 (Oct. 11, 2018) (amending 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b) effective
November13, 2018).
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networked information monitor template be “outside of and separate from

any graphical user interface of any other application.” Pet. 4-8. Petitioner

arguesthat the correct construction should be “so that the viewer[graphical

user interface] is distinct from and not presented within the frame of any

other GUI generated by another application.” Jd.

Wedetermine that no claim term requires express construction for

purposes of this Decision. See Vivid Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng’g, Inc.,

200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“[OJnly those terms need be construed

that are in controversy, and only to the extent necessary to resolve the

controversy.”); Nidec Motor Corp. v. Zhongshan Broad Ocean Motor Co.,

868 F.3d 1013, 1017 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (applying Vivid Techs. in the context

of an inter partes review).

D. Obviousness over Hoff, Berg, and Nazem or APA

Petitioner contendsthat the subject matter of claims 1, 9-13, and 21—

24 would have been obvious over the combined teachings of Hoff, Berg, and

Nazem or APA. Pet. 20-37. Thefactual and legal contentions presented in

the Petition are unrebutted at this stage of the proceeding. We have

reviewed the information provided by Petitioner, including the relevant

portions of the supporting Madisetti Declaration. Based on the current

record, for reasons set forth below, we are persuadedthat Petitioner has

demonstrated a reasonablelikelihood of prevailing on this obviousness

challenge.

1. Hoff

Hoffis titled “Methodfor the Distribution of Code and Data

Updates,” and issued on July 6, 1999. Ex. 1004, codes (54), (45). Petitioner

contends Hoffis prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 8.
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Hoff describes a system and methodfor distributing software

applications and datato thousandsof clients over a network. Ex. 1004, code

(57). In Hoff, an application is called a “channel,” the server that distributes

the channelis called the “transmitter,” and the client receiving the channelis

called the “tuner.” Jd. at code (57), 2:54-67. An end-user, using a

client/tuner, “subscribes” to a channel, the associated code and datais

downloadedto the tuner, and then the channel can be executed many times

without requiring further network access. Jd. at code (57), 3:1-9. Any

necessary software and data updates for the channel can be automatically

downloaded andinstalled in the backgroundat regular intervals by the tuner;

the end-user is not required to manually install software updates. Jd. at code

(57), 3:10-14, 5:4-28. Hoffasserts that this method of automatic

downloading of updates achieves for the client the sameresult as the

broadcast distribution of software over a connection based network, but

wherein the client initiates each update request without requiring any special

broadcast networking infrastructure. /d. at code (57).

2. Berg

Bergis an article by Clifford Berg titled “How Do I Create a Signed

Castanet Channel?”. Ex. 1009, 1. Petitioner asserts that Berg was published

on January 1, 1998, andis prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). Pet. 9; see

Ex. 1005 (Declaration of Clifford Berg). We conclude, based ontheindicia

on the face of Berg, andin light of the additional evidencecited by

Petitioner, that there is a reasonable likelihood that Berg qualifies as a

printed publication. See Hulu, LLC v. Sound View Innovs., LLC, IPR2018-

01039, Paper 29 at 13, 17-18 (PTAB Dec. 20, 2019) (precedential).

Berg discloses using Marimba’s Castanet, the “Java-centric (but not

limited to Java) push technology,” to distribute content to users. Berg, 1.
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Castanetis “a technology for deploying highly scalable applications, with

centralized update and administration capabilities.” Jd. at 2. Berg states

that:

Castanet consists of a client called the “tuner” and a server

called the “transmitter.” Channels are published by an
administrator on a transmitter. A workstation that has a tuner

installed can subscribe to any number of channels on any
number of transmitters. The tuner updates the channel's
content, which may consist of Java code, media, and other
files, including binary code (signed channels can load native
methods supported by DLLs). The tuner presents a user
interface for managing channels. The tuner interface is set
apart from the interface constructed by any given channel(if
the channel even has a user interface). This is unlike a
browser, which imposes a user interface frame around any
application that runs within it. Channels construct their own
frames if and when they need them.

Id.

Berg describes, as an example, ‘‘a Castanet channel that opens a

window onthe screen, and allowsa userto select from one of a small set of

weblocations to view.” Jd. at 3. The list of allowable locations is hard-

coded into the program. Jd. at 4. Oncethe userselects a location from the

providedlist, the application fetches data via the corresponding address and

displays the content within a web-viewing window, implemented with an

HTML renderer. Jd. at 3,4. The frame containing the choice selector (for

choosing the weblocation) and the window in which the content is viewed

also includes an “X” window-close control, which allowsa user to close the

frame. Jd. at 4.

10
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3. Nazem

Nazem is titled “Dynamic Page Generator” and issued on November

9, 1999. Ex. 1007, codes (54), (45). Petitioner contends Nazem is priorart

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 13.

Nazem describes pages containing live data arranged according to

specific user preferences or recently used templates. Ex. 1007, code (57).

Nazem’s pages“[t]ypically” are “news pages.” Jd. Nazem describes the

contents of such pagesas “live data,” which, in the case of news pages,

might include “a custom selection of stock quotes, news headlines, sports

scores, weather, and the like.” /d.; id. at 1:61-2:14.

4. APA

Appellant refers to a portion of the Specification of the °407 patent as

the APA. This portion, included in the Backgroundofthe Invention portion

of the Specification, reads as follows:

A user operating a client computertypically accesses the Internet
by using a viewer application, such as a browser to view web
content provided at a destination address, typically a web page.
In this context, web content and web applications are designed to
fill the entire web page. It is known to divide the web content
into different regions of a single web page. For example,
personalized web pages can be specified, such that a user views
a variety of content sources in a single page, such as stock
information, weather information, and sports information, which
is aggregated atthe serverthat delivers the web page to the user,
whothen views the aggregated content in a single web page.

°407 patent, 1:56—67 (cited at Pet. 23-24, 26).

ll
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5. Analysis ofClaim 1

a) Preamble

The preamble of claim 1 recites a “client computing device configured

to access content over a network.” Petitioner asserts that this preamble is

taught by Hoff’s and Berg’s disclosure of “similar computer implemented

methods in which a ‘tuner’ located on a client device is used to download a

‘channel’ application from ‘transmitter’ located on a server over a network.”

Pet. 20 (citing Ex. 1004, code (57); Ex. 1009, 1; Madisetti Decl. ¥ 104).

Reproduced below is Figure 1A of Hoff, as annotated by Petitioner:

Server Neiwork Client Computiag Device

 
 

|
|
| SERVER SYSTEM  
 

 

 
yNETWORK

{ SEAVER SYSTEM

a) |t1o ¢

 

  
 
 

DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM | PROXY SYSTEM
 

FIG. TA

Id. at 21. Petitioner argues that the client system 140is a client system used

to obtain content “such as the channeldisclosed in Berg.” Jd. at 20 (citing

Ex. 1004, 3:31-49, 3:66-4:2; Madisetti Decl. { 105).

12
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b) Limitation 1.A

Claim limitation 1.A recites that the client computing device

comprises “electronic storage configured to store networked information

monitor template associated with a networked information monitor.”

Petitioner asserts thatthis limitation is taught by Hoff, in which a client

device includes a storage system, and code and data are downloadedto local

storage when a channelis subscribed to. Pet. 21-22 (citing Ex. 1004, 2:45—

48, 2:56-67, 3:1-5, 4:47-49, Fig. 1B). Petitioner asserts that Berg also

discloses a tuner that is used to subscribe to channels, and that both Berg’s

and Hoff’s channels include instructions and data used to create a GUI and

display contenttherein,satisfying the networked information monitor

template as discussed with referenceto later limitations. Pet. 22 (citing

Madisetti Decl. Ff] 109-110).

c) Limitation 1.B

Claim limitation 1.B recites “the networked information monitor

template having therein a definition of a viewer graphical user interface

having a frame within which time-varying content in a web browser-

readable language maybe presented on a display associated with theclient

computing device, wherein the frame of the viewer graphical user interface

lacks controls for enabling a user to specify a network location at which

content for the networked information monitor is available.” Petitioner

asserts that this limitation is taught by the combination of Berg and Nazem

or APA. Pet. 23-24. Petitioner argues that Berg discloses an application

that includes a definition of an interface with a frame in which contentis

presented, and that the presented content may be rendered from HTML.Jd.

at 23 (citing Ex. 1009, 3-4). Petitioner further argues that Nazem orthe

APAdiscloses that HTML content might include time-varying content such

13
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as stock quotes, weather data, and sports scores. Jd. at 23-24 (citing

Ex. 1007, 1:60-2:14; Ex. 1001, 1:56—-67).

With respect to the frame of the GUI “lack[ing] controls for enabling

a user to specify a network location at which content for the networked

information monitoris available,” Petitioner argues that while Berg’s

application indicates that several URLsare available for a userto select, one

of ordinary skill would have been motivated to make a modification so only

one URL would be available, and would have had a reasonable expectation

of success in such a modification. Pet. 24, 35-36 (citing Madisetti Decl.

9 116-117, 218-219). Petitioner notes that Berg’s channel is described as a

solution for a company that wishesto provide users with “web access, butin

a controlled way,”andthat to additionally control access, users of a channel

might be restricted to only one URL. Ex. 1009, 3; Pet. 35-36 (citing

Ex. 1009, 3, 6; Madisetti Decl. 9] 218-219). We note that Petitioner does

not indicate whethera user control mustbe provided fora “graphical user

interface” according to claim 1, but that in modifying Berg’s channel “by not

including controls for manually navigating a network,” Berg’s described

“window-close event” user control wouldstill be included. See Ex. 1009, 4;

Madisetti Decl. JJ 93, 129.

d) Limitation 1.C

Claim limitation 1.C recites “one or more processors configured to

execute one or more computer program modules, the one or more computer

program modules being configured to access the networked information

monitor defined by the networked information monitor template.” Petitioner

asserts that this limitation is taught by each of Hoff and Berg. Pet. 24-25.

Petitioner argues that Hoffillustrates a client device with processorsthat

execute computer program moduleslike the tuner and channel applications.

14
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Td. (citing Ex. 1004, Fig. 1B, elements 143, 152, 153; Madisetti Decl. 119).

Petitioner also contends that Berg discloses that a tuner initializes a channel,

which causes the GUI to be generated and a webpageto be retrieved and

displayed. /d. at 25 (citing Ex. 1009, 4).

e) Limitations 1.D and 1.E

Claim limitation 1.D recites that accessing the networked information

monitor defined by the networked information monitor template results in

“transmission, over a network to a web server at a networklocation, of a

content request for content to be displayed within the frame of the viewer

graphical userinterface defined by the networked information monitor

template.” Limitation 1.E recites that accessing the networked information

monitor furtherresults in “reception, over the network from the web server

at the network location, of content transmitted from the web server in

responseto the content request, the content being time-varying.” Petitioner

contends that Berg discloses limitation 1.D whenit describes that the

initiation of the exemplary channel causes a request to fetch a web page over

the Internet. Pet. 25-26 (citing Ex. 1009, 3-4; Madisetti Decl.J 123-124).

Petitioner further argues that Berg describesthat, in responseto this request,

webcontent is received over the network, and that this, in combination with

the teachings of Nazem or APArelating to time-varying content, teaches

limitation 1.E. /d. at 26 (citing Ex. 1009, 3, 4, 7; Ex. 1007, 1:60-2:14;

Ex. 1001, 1:56-67; Madisetti Decl. 4] 125-128).

J) Limitations 1.F and 1.G

Claim limitation 1.F recites that accessing the networked information

monitor defined by the networked information monitor template results in

“presentation, on the display, of the viewer graphical user interface defined

by the networked information monitor template outside of and separate from

15
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any graphical user interface of any other application.” Claim limitation 1.G

adds that accessing the networked information monitor defined by the

networked information monitor template results in “presentation, on the

display within the frame ofthe viewer graphical userinterface defined by

the networked information monitor, of the time-varying content received

from the web server.”

Petitioner contends that Berg discloses these limitations (with the

exception ofthe time-varying nature of the content) in its description ofthe

channel opening a windowonascreen and displaying webpage content

within that window. Pet. 26-27 (citing Ex. 1009, 2 (“Channels construct

their own frames if and when they need them.”), 3, 4 (“When the user makes

a selection [of a URL corresponding to a web location with content], the

program fetches that content and displays it in a web viewing window’), 7;
Madisetti Decl. Jf 131, 133-136). As before, Petitioner contends that

Nazem or APAdiscloses the time-varying nature of some web content. Jd.

at 27 (citing Ex. 1007, 1:60-2:14; Ex. 1001, 1:56-67; Madisetti Decl.

q 135).

g) Combination ofPrior Art References

EvenifPetitioner’s prior art references disclose all of the limitations

in claim 1 when combined,there must be evidence to explain why a person

of ordinary skill in the art would have combinedthe references to arrive at

the claimed invention. Kinetic Concepts, Inc. v. Smith & Nephew, Inc., 688

F.3d 1342, 1366-67 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (citing Innogenetics, NV. v. Abbott

Labs., 512 F.3d 1363, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (holding that post-KSR “some

kind of motivation must be shown from somesource,so that the [trier of

fact] can understand whya personofordinary skill would have thought of

either combining two or morereferences or modifying one to achieve the

16
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patented [invention]”)). A precise teaching directed to the specific subject

matter of a challenged claim is not necessary to establish obviousness. KSR,

550 U.S. at 418. Rather, “any need or problem knowninthe field of

endeavorat the time of invention and addressed by the patent can provide a

reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed.” Id. at 420.

Accordingly, Petitioner must showthat “a skilled artisan would have been

motivated to combinethe teachings ofthe priorart references to achieve the

claimed invention, and that the skilled artisan would have had a reasonable

expectation of success in doing so.” In re Magnum Oil Tools Int’l, Ltd., 829

F.3d 1364, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (internal quotations and citations omitted).

Here, Petitioner asserts that a person of ordinary skill in the art would

have been motivated to combine the teachings of Hoff and Berg because

they “disclose similar systems in which a client with a tuner downloads

channels from a transmitter on a server over the Internet.” Pet. 35 (citing

Madisetti Decl. {§ 217-21). Petitioner explains that “Hoffdiscloses the

channel application can be any ‘software application’” (id. (citing Ex. 1004,

Abstract, 4:7-10), and “Berg discloses the channel applications can be Java

software applications and provides an example of one such Java application”

(id. (citing Ex. 1009, 1-4)). Petitioner reasons that it would have been

obvious to a person ofordinary skill in the art “to employ the system

described in Hoffto download and run the channel disclosed in Berg, as

Berg indicates its channel can be implemented on such a system,” and

“(b]ecause Berg expressly indicates its channel is designed for a system like

the one in Hoff, a [person ofordinary skill in the art] would have had a

reasonable expectation that the channel application in Berg could have been

successfully run on the Hoffsystem....” Id. at 36-37 (citing Madisetti

Decl. 9221). Petitioner additionally argues that one of ordinary skill would
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have been motivated to modify the Berg channel to include a URL for a web

page with time-varying content to provide a user with up-to-date information

as opposed to static information. /d. at 36 (citing Madisetti Decl. { 220).

Onthe current record, Petitioner’s argumentis reasonablein light of its cited

evidence.

h) Conclusion

Based onthe present record, we find that Petitioner has shown a

reasonable likelihood of prevailing with respectto its challenge of claim | as

unpatentable as being obvious over Hoff, Berg, and Nazem or APA,and

thus, Petitioner’s evidenceis sufficient for the purpose of instituting inter

partes review. Having determined that Petitioner meets the threshold for

review of claim | based on this ground of obviousness, weinstitute a review

as to all of challenged claims and grounds contained in the Petition. See

SAS, 138 S. Ct. at 1359-60; see Consolidated Trial Practice Guide, 5, 63

(November 2019), https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/

tpgnov.pdf(“The Board will not institute on fewer than all claims orall

challengesin a petition.”). We provide further analysis below in the interest

of completeness and to provide guidanceto the parties.

6. Claims 9-13, 21-24

Petitioner largely refers to the arguments with respect to claim 1 when

discussing how the combination of Hoff, Berg, and Nazem or APA teaches

or suggests the limitations in independent claim 13. Pet. 30-32(citing, for

the preamble of claim 13, Ex. 1004, code (57); Ex. 1009, 2; Madisetti Decl.

{{ 161-165). Petitioner additionally provides analysis explaining how the

combination teaches or suggests the limitations in claims 9-12, which

depend from independent claim 1, and claims 21-24, which depend from

independent claim 13. Pet. 27-30, 32-35. Wenote specifically that claim
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12, which depends from claim 1, requires the transmission over the network

to a server a request for the networked information monitor template, the

reception from the server of the template, and the storage of the template in

the electronic storage, which Petitioner argues is disclosed in Hoff’s and

Berg’s discussions of a tuner requesting a channel from a transmitter. Pet.

29-30 (citing Ex. 1004, code (57), 2:45-48, 2:56—-67, 3:1—5, 3:34-36, 4:24—

25, 4:47-57, Fig. 1A; Ex. 1009, 2; Madisetti Decl. ff] 150-160). Claim 24,

which depends from claim 13, contains substantially similar limitations to

the transmission and reception of claim 12, and is argued on substantially

similar basis. Jd. at 34-35.

Based on our review ofPetitioner’s arguments and evidence

concerning claims 9-13 and 21-24, we determine that Petitioner has shown

a reasonable likelihood of proving that the challenged claims are

unpatentable as obvious over Hoff, Berg, and Nazem or APA.

E. Obviousness over Hoff, Berg, Nazem or APA, and Fortin

Petitioner contendsthat the subject matter of claims 8 and 20 would

have been obvious over the combined teachings of Hoff, Berg, Nazem or

APA,and Fortin. Pet. 37-41. We have reviewed the information provided

by Petitioner, including the relevant portions of the supporting Madisetti

Declaration. Based on the current record, for reasons set forth below, we are

persuadedthat Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonablelikelihood of

prevailing on this obviousness challenge.

1. Fortin

Fortin is titled “Document Markup Language and System and Method

for Generating and Displaying Documents Therein,” and published on

February 21, 2002, from an application filed on January 23, 1998. Ex. 1008,
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codes (54), (45), (22). Petitioner contends Fortin is prior art under 35 U.S.C.

§ 102(e). Pet. 13.

Fortin describes the use of a markup language to improvetheability

ofusers to view complex documents. Ex. 1008, code (57). Fortin describes

how a Java applet can be used by a browser to process documents, provided

in a markup language, for display to a user. Id. {{] 62-64.

2. Claims 8 and 20

Petitioner provides analysis explaining how the combination of Berg

and Fortin teaches the additional limitations of claims 8 (dependent from

claim 1) and claim 20 (dependent from claim 13)that “the networked

information monitor template includes a markup languagefile” and in claim

20 that “storing the networked information monitor template comprises

storing the markup languagefile.” Pet. 37-40 (citing Ex. 1009,3, 4, 6;

Ex. 1008 Jf 62-64; Madisetti Decl. J] 222-235). Petitioner additionally

explains why one ofordinary skill in the art would have recognized that the

functionality described in Fortin could be utilized with the Berg channel. Jd.

at 38-41 (citing Ex. 1009, 3, 4; Ex. 1008 {J 6-8, 62-65; Madisetti Decl.

4] 226, 236-240).

Based on our review ofPetitioner’s arguments and evidence

concerning claims 8 and 20, we have determinedthat the Petitioner has

showna reasonable likelihood of proving that the challenged claims are

unpatentable as obvious over Hoff, Berg, Nazem or APA,and Fortin.

F. Obviousness over Razavi and Andersen

Petitioner contendsthat the subject matter of claims 1, 9-13, and 21-

24 would have been obvious over the combined teachings of Razavi and

Andersen. Pet. 41-64. We have reviewed the information provided by

Petitioner, including the relevant portions of the supporting Madisetti
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Declaration. Based on the current record, for reasons set forth below, we are

persuadedthat Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonablelikelihood of

prevailing on this obviousness challenge.

1. Razavi

Razaviis titled “Detachable Java Applets,” and issued on June4,

2002. Ex. 1006, codes (54), (45). Petitioner contends Razavi is prior art

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 10.

Razavi describes “detaching Java applets from the constraints of the

application such as a browser which provides the Java engine for executing

those applets.” Ex. 1006, code (57). In Razavi, a Java applet will be

detachable from the application in which it was spawned and havethe

functionality of any ordinary application window runningin the operating

environment, including modifying the interface to suit the peculiarities of the

applet. /d. at 4:41-56, 5:64-6:20. According to Razavi, the applet must be

launchedin the virtual machine of the application, and is detached if the user

activates a detach userinterface element. /d. at 5:48-63. Figure 4,

reproduced below,is Razavi’s illustration of a detached applet as rendered

on a display screen. /d. at 7:8-9.
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APPLICATION9-x|
PTTTTTTTTTTLTT

Location: http:/Avww.java.com/... [=]Jukebox[eo|=
Radio 1(X) FM

About Play 410

20 [=]
Stop Atlach

430 400

FIGURE 4

Figure 4 depicts application window 410 and detached applet 420 named

“Jukebox”displayed on display 400. /d. at 7:10-12, 7:29-33. Application

window 410 is running over an operating environment desktop 430, which

also controls the general look-and-feel of the window for detached applet
420. Id. at 7:17-19, 17:39-41. Detached applet 420 contains applet controls

“About,” “Stop,” and “Play” and a control called “Attach,” which closes the

detached applet 420 and “collapse[s]} the applet back into application

window 410.” Jd. at 7:34-35, 8:10-14.

The exemplary detached applet described in Razavi, the Jukebox

applet, is a streaming audio appletthat “creates VCR-type controls that

allow the userto stop, play, or rewind the audio stream or to jump to a

different selection” and optionally provides an image, such as a CD cover,to
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be displayed, associated with each audio selection. Jd. at 4:25-26, App’x A

col. 1.

2. Andersen

Andersenis titled “Database Access Using Active Server Pages,” and

issued on December7, 1999. Ex. 1012, codes (54), (45). Petitioner

contends Andersenis prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Pet. 12. Andersen

describes an applet on a client computer that allows a database query to be

embedded in an URL in order to obtain query results in HTML form. Ex.

1012, code (57), 3:5—29, 5:3-33. Andersen provides an example of a stock

price quoting system implemented using a Java applet. Jd. at 1:62—63, 1:67—

2:30. The applet requests one or more stock prices fromaserver and the

server responds with an HTML file into which data returned by the database

is inserted in response to the query. Jd. at 5:34-7:5. This allows an

advantage over a system in which stock pricesare available directly from an

HTML pagerather than from a database, because “storing the stock price

data in static HTML pagescan be quite inefficient, and data storedin this

manneris not amenable to incremental updates and easy andefficient ad hoc

searching and manipulation.” /d. at 2:59-3:4.

3. Analysis ofClaim 1

a) Preamble

The preamble ofclaim 1 recites a “client computing device configured

to access content over a network.” Petitioner asserts that this preambleis

taught by Razavi’s and Andersen’s disclosure of “similar computer-

implemented methodsin which an ‘applet’ is downloadedontoa client

computing device,retrieves content from a server over a network, generates

a GUI on a display, and presents the content within the GUI.” Pet. 41-42

(citing Ex. 1007, 1:1-41; Ex. 1012, 1:10-2:30; Madisetti Decl. { 241).
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b) Limitation 1.A

Claim limitation 1.A recites that the client computing device

comprises “electronic storage configured to store networked information

monitor template associated with a networked information monitor.”

Petitionerasserts that this limitation is taught by Razavi, in which Razavi

discusses that an applet can be downloaded automatically and launched in a

virtual machineat the client site when a user visits a web site which includes

a statement to launchthe applet. Pet. 43-44(citing, inter alia, Ex. 1006,

5:51-56). Petitioner asserts that one of ordinary skill would have

understood that when such applets are downloaded and executed, they would

be stored in electronic storage of the client computing device. Pet. 44 (citing

Madisetti Decl.J 247-248).

c) Limitation 1.B

Claim limitation 1.B recites that “the networked information monitor

template having therein a definition of a viewer graphical user interface

having a frame within which time-varying content in a web browser-

readable language maybe presented on a display associated with the client

computing device, wherein the frame of the viewer graphicaluser interface

lacks controls for enabling a user to specify a network location at which

content for the networked information monitor is available.” Petitioner

asserts that this limitation is taught by Razavi or the combination of Razavi

and Andersen. Pet. 44-47. Petitioner argues that Razavi’s Jukebox applet

defines the GUI generated by the applet and opens audio content from a

server as specified via an HTML tag. Jd. at 44-46(citing Ex. 1006, App’x

A cols. 1-4, 7; Madisetti Decl. J] 249-250). Petitioner notes that the

Jukebox applet retrieves not only streaming audiofiles, butalso retrieves
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images andtitles associated with the audio files, to be displayed. Jd. at 45

(citing Ex. 1006, App’x A col. 1).

Petitioner alternatively argues that Andersen’s stock price applet

presents time-varying content in a web-browser readable language, because

an HTML file is received for specified stocks and the content is presented to

the user on the display. Pet. 46 (citing Ex. 1012, 6:34—40; Madisetti Decl.

{ 252). While Andersen’s stock prices are displayed within a browser,

Petitioner argues that one of ordinary skill would have found it obvious to

detach the applet from the browser as taught by Razavi. /d. at 46-47 (citing

Madisetti Decl. ] 255).

Petitioner asserts that both Razavi’s and Andersen’s applets lack

control for a user to specify the network location from which the contentto

be displayed is available. Jd. at 46 (citing Madisetti Decl. { 254).

d) Limitation 1.C

Claim limitation 1.C recites that “one or more processors configured

to execute one or more computer program modules, the one or more

computer program modules being configured to access the networked

information monitor defined by the networked information monitor

template.” Petitioner asserts that this limitation is taught by Razavior the

combination of Razavi and Andersen. Pet. 47-48. Petitioner argues one of

ordinary skill would have understood that Razavi’s operating and desktop

environments would reside on a client device including processors. /d. at 47

(citing Ex. 1006, 3:47-65; Madisetti Decl. { 259). Petitioner also argues that

it was well known to use a computing device with processors to execute

applications such as the applet of Andersen. Jd. at 47-48(citing Ex. 1012,

4:25-53; Madisetti Decl. § 260).
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e) Limitations 1.D and 1.E

Claim limitation 1.D recites that accessing the networked information

monitor defined by the networked information monitor template results in

“transmission, over a network to a webserverat a network location, of a

content request for content to be displayed within the frame of the viewer

graphical userinterface defined by the networked information monitor

template.” Limitation 1.E recites that accessing the networked information

monitor further results in “reception, over the network from the web server

at the networklocation, of content transmitted from the web server in

responseto the content request, the content being time-varying.” Petitioner

asserts that these limitation are taught by Razavi or the combination of

Razavi and Andersen. Pet. 48-50. Petitioner contends that Razavi discloses

a request for and receipt of networked information, including audio songs,

titles, or images, from aserver. Jd. at 48-49 (citing Ex. 1006, App’x A cols.

1-4; Madisetti Decl. J§ 262, 265). Petitioner further argues that Andersen’s

Java applet requests and receives time-varying content for display, namely

the stock prices received from a URL associated with a server system. /d.

(citing Ex. 1012 4:42-53, 6:34—40,Fig. 2; Madisetti Decl. {| 263, 266).

f) Limitations 1.F and 1.G

Claim limitation 1.F recites that accessing the networked information

monitor defined by the networked information monitor template results in

“presentation, on the display, of the viewer graphicaluser interface defined

by the networked information monitor template outside of and separate from

any graphical userinterface of any other application.” Claim limitation 1.G

adds that accessing the networked information monitor defined by the

networked information monitor template results in “presentation, on the

display within the frameof the viewer graphical user interface defined by
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the networked information monitor, of the time-varying content received

from the web server.”

Petitioner contends that Razavi discloses these limitations, and that

alternatively, the combination of Razavi and Andersen discloseslimitation

1.G. Pet. 50-54. Petitioner argues that Razavi’s disclosure of the detached

state of the Jukebox applet is presented outside and separate from the

application that launched the applet. /d. at 50-52 (citing Ex. 1006, 4:3-9,

5:64-6:20, 7:8—33, 8:27-29, Fig. 4, App’x A col. 7; Madisetti Decl. 4 268—

271). Petitioner refers to the presentation of songs,titles, and images in

Razavi as teaching the presentation of time-varying content from the web

server within the frame of the graphical user interface. Jd. at 52-53 (citing

Ex. 1006, 1:58-62, 4:25-26, Fig. 4, App’x A cols. 1-2.; Madisetti Decl.

§ 272). Petitioner again argues that the Andersen stock prices constitute

time-varying data retrieved from a server and displayed for a user. Id. at 53-

54 (citing Ex. 1012, 6:34-40, Fig.2). ,

g) Combination ofPrior Art References

Petitioner asserts that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have

been motivated to combine the teachings of Razavi and Andersen because

they “disclose similar systems in which Java applets can be downloaded

overthe Internet from a server and executed on a client device.” Pet. 62.

Petitioner argues that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to and reasonably expected to be successful in a combination, as

Andersen’s client device and network architecture were conventional for use

with programs such as Razavi’s applet. Id. at 62-64 (citing Madisetti Decl.

{7 362-363). On the currentrecord, Petitioner’s argumentis reasonable in

light of its cited evidence.
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h) Conclusion

Based onthe present record, we find that Petitioner has shown a

reasonable likelihood of prevailing with respect to its challenge of claim 1 as

unpatentable as being obvious over Razavi and Andersen.

4. Claims 9-13, 21-24

Petitioner largely refers to the arguments with respect to claim 1 when

discussing how the combination of Razavi and Andersen teachesor suggests

the limitations in independent claim 13. Pet. 58-60 (citing, for the preamble

of claim 13, Ex. 1006, 1:1-41, App’x A; Ex. 1012, 1:10-2:30; Madisetti

Decl. §§ 302-306). Petitioner additionally provides analysis explaining how

the combination teaches or suggests the limitations in claims 9-12, which

depend from independentclaim 1, and claims 21—24, which depend from

independent claim 13. Pet. 54-58, 60-62. Petitioner argues that claim 12’s

additional limitations are disclosed in Razavi’s discussionofthe applet as

downloaded and received pre-compiled and launched automatically.

Pet. 57-58 (citing Ex. 1007, 1:9-25, 5:51-56, 7:29-33; Madisetti Decl.

{4 293-294, 297-301). Claim 24, which depends from claim 13, contains

substantially similar limitations to the transmission and reception of claim

12, and is argued on a substantially similar basis. /d. at 61-62.

Based on our review ofPetitioner’s arguments and evidence

concerning claims 9-13 and 21-24, we determinethat Petitioner has shown

a reasonable likelihood of proving that the challenged claims are

unpatentable as obvious over Razavi and Andersen.

G. Obviousness over Razavi, Andersen, and Fortin

Petitioner contends that the subject matter of claims 8 and 20 would

have been obvious over the combined teachings of Razavi, Andersen, and

Fortin. Pet. 64-67. We have reviewed the information provided by
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Petitioner, including the relevant portions of the supporting Madisetti

Declaration. Based on the current record, for reasons set forth below, weare

persuadedthat Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of

prevailing on this obviousness challenge.

Petitioner provides analysis explaining how the combination of

Razavi and Andersenteaches the additional limitations of claims 8

(dependent from claim 1) and claim 20 (dependent from claim 13) that “the

networked information monitor template includes a markup language file”

and in claim 20 that “storing the networked information monitor template

comprises storing the markup languagefile.” Pet. 64-65 (citing Ex. 1007,

7:34-35, App’x A col. 1; Madisetti Decl. f{ 365-370). Petitioner

additionally explains why oneof ordinary skill in the art would have

recognizedthat the functionality described in Fortin could be utilized with

the applets taught in Razavi and Andersen,in order to provide more

advanced GUI controls such as dynamic menus. /d. (citing Ex. 1008 {ff 6,

62, 64, 65, 67, Fig. 8; Madisetti Decl. ff 368, 369, 376).

Based on our review ofPetitioner’s arguments and evidence

concerning claims 8 and 20, we determine that Petitioner has shown a

reasonable likelihood of proving that the challenged claims are unpatentable

as obvious over Razavi, Andersen, and Fortin.

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons expressed above, we determine that Petitioner has

established the requisite reasonable likelihood of prevailing as to at least one
challenged claim of the ’407 patent.

Our factual findings and determinations at this stage of the proceeding

are preliminary, and based on the evidentiary record developed thusfar.

This is not a final decision as to the patentability of claims for which inter
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partesreview is instituted. Our final decision will be based on the record as

fully developed during trial.

IV. ORDER

It is, therefore,

ORDEREDthat, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), an inter partes

review of claims 1, 8-13, and 20-24 of the ’407 patent with respecttoall

grounds in the Petition is hereby instituted; and

FURTHER ORDEREDthat pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(c) and

37 C.F.R. § 42.4, notice is hereby given ofthe institution ofa trial

commencing on the entry date of this Decision.
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Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
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P.O. Box 1450
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() Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) Payment by credit card. Form PYO-2038is attached.
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a Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 JOTE: Abcenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (sec form PTO/SB/15A and 15B), ise

ee payment in the micro couty amevat will oot be accepted althe risk of application abandoament.

ie Applicant azs¢rting small entity stetus. See 37 CPR 1.27 NOTE If the application was previously under micro colity status, checking ths box will be takencobe.a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.

LL} Applicant changing to regular undiscomnted foo status, ing this box will be taken to be 2 notification oflos» of catittementto small or microNOTE; Checkin;
entity status, a8 applicable.

NOTE:The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will aoe be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attoracy or agent; or the assignee or other party iointerest as shownbythe recorda of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Dac Jwv /w 3, 20/3
RAKES RPie, Registeatiog No.

This colloction ofinformation is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is requiredto obtain or retain a bencfit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to proccsa)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection fs estimated to taka 12 minutes to complete, including gatherlog, prepanog, aod
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depeading upon the individual case. Any commonts On We amwuol of ime you ive to complete
this form and/or suggestions for rcducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.Box 1450, Alexandna, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patcnts, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22315-1450.
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Application Serial No.: 11/932,553
Attorney Docket No.: 043311-0381668

Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

APPLICANTS : John Albert KEMBELet al. CONFIRMATION No.: 2604

SERIAL NUMBER : 11/932,553 EXAMINER: Kenny S. Lin

FILING DATE : October 31, 2007 ART UNIT: 2478

For : DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION MEDIA
PACKAGES

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Pursuant to the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98,

Applicants hereby makeof record in the above-identified application the documents

listed on the attached Form PTO-1449.

Applicants havelisted a publication date on the attached PTO-1449 based on

information presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed publication date

should not be construed as an admissionthat the information was actually published on

the date indicated.

Applicants reserve the right to establish the patentability of the claimed invention

over any of the information provided herewith, and/or to provethat this information may

not be prior art, and/or to prove that this information may not be enabling for the

teachings purportedly offered.

404021131v1 Page 1 of 3
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Application Serial No.: 11/932,553
Attorney Docket No.: 043311-0381668

Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement

This Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement is being filed more than

three monthsafter the filing date of a national application other than a continued

prosecution application under 37 C.F.R. § 1.53(d), or more than three months after the

date of entry of the national stage as set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.491 in an international

application, and after the mailing date of any of a Final Action under 37 C.F.R. § 1.113,

a Notice of Allowance under 37 C.F.R. § 1.311, or an action that otherwise closes

prosecution in the application, but on or before paymentof the Issue Fee. 37 C.F.R. §

1.97(d).

Document | was cited by the U.S. Patent Office in co-pending Application Serial

No. 11/932,286, filed October 31, 2007, in a Notice of Allowability dated April 12, 2013.

Documents D, E, H, and J werecited by the U.S. Patent Office in co-pending

Application Serial No. 11/932,630, filed October 31, 2007, in an Office Action dated April

23, 2013. Documents A and F were cited by the U.S. Patent Office in co-pending 

Application Serial No. 13/215,874, filed August 23, 2011, in an Office Action dated April

23, 2013. Documents B, C, and G werecited by the U.S. Patent Office in co-pending 

Application Serial No. 12/702,156, filed February 8, 2010, in an Office Action dated May

23, 2013. | hereby certify that no item of information contained in this Supplemental 

Information Disclosure Statement wascited in a communication from a foreign patent

office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to my knowledge after making

reasonable inquiry, no item of information containedin this Supplemental Information

Disclosure Statement was knownto any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c)

404021131v1 Page 2 of 3
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Application Serial No.: 11/932,553
Attorney Docket No.: 043311-0381668

Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement

more than three monthsprior to the filing of this Supplemental Information Disclosure

Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(2).

Please charge the $90.00 fee [37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p)] to Deposit Account No.

03-3975. In addition, please charge any fee deficiencies, or credit any overpayment, to

Deposit Account No. 03-3975 as needed to ensure consideration of the Supplemental

Information Disclosure Statement.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner initial and return a copy of the

enclosed PTO-1449.

Respecttully submitted,

PILLSBURY WINTHROP SHAW PITTMAN LLP

By /D. Benjamin Esplin/
D. Benjamin EsplinCustomer No. Registration No.: 58,297

00909
P.O. Box 10500

McLean, Virginia 22102
Telephone: (703) 770-7900
Telefax: (703) 770-7901

Dated: July 1, 2013

404021131v1 Page 3 of 3
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

EXAMINER

Pillsbury Winthrop ShawPittman, LLP (NV) LIN, KENNYS$
PO Box 10500

Mo.ean, VA 22102
2478

DATE MAILED: 04/18/2013

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/932,553 10/31/2007 John Albert Kembel 043311-0381668 2604
TITLE OF INVENTION: DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION MEDIA PACKAGES

APPIN. TYPR ENTITY STATUS ISSTTF FRE DUR PUBLICATION FER DUP.|PREV. PAID ISSUE FRR TOTAT. FER(S) DUE DATE DUR

nonprovisional SMALL $890 $890 07/18/2013
 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCEAS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. TIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGIITS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CER 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THEISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUSshownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity status sull applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shownabove, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FER(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (fromstatus indicated above)".

For purposesof this noticc, small entity fecs are 1/2 the amount of undiscountcd fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amountof small cntity
fees.

I. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur dueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paperas an equivalent of Part B.

I. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEEunlessadvisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenancefees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of 4
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEECommissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCHONS: ‘This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE KEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed whereppropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
Adicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"formaintenance feenotifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block | for any change of address) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
, 909 . 7590 . 04/18/2013 I hereby certify that this Kee(s) ‘lransmittal is being deposited with the United

Pillsbury Winthrop ShawPittman, LLP (NV) States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
POB 10500 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimileOX 1UD transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
McLean, VA 22102 (epositor's name)

(Signature)

(Date) 
 

11/932.553 10/31/2007 John Albert Kembel 043311-0381668 2604

TITLE OF INVENTION: DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION MEDIA PACKAGES

 
    APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional SMALL $890 $890 07/18/2013

LIN, KENNY S$ 2478 709-217000

1. Change,of correspondenceaddress orindication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page,listCFR 1.363). : 1(1) the namesof up to 3 registered patent attorneys
LY Changeof correspondenceaddress (or Change of Correspondence or agents OR,alternatively,Address foorm PTO/SB/122)attached. 2(2) the nameofa single firm (having as a member a

registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no nameis 3
listed, no namewill be printed.

L] "Fee Address"indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

 
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appcar on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute forfiling an assignment.

 
 

  

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee categoryor categories (will not be printed on the patent) : (Wd individuat Corporation or other private group entity (J Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
LB issue Fee LA checkis enclosed.

L] Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) LJ Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
LY Advance Order - # of Copies [_] The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

Page 2 of 4
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5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

LJ Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CER 1.29 NOTE: Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see form l"1O/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amountwill not be accepted atthe risk of application abandonment.

LJ Applicantasserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status. 

LJ Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status, as applicable.

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorncy or agent; or the assignee or other partyin
interest as shown bythe records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date
 

Typedor printed name Registration No.
  

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The informationis required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and by the USPTO toprocess)

an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR L14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, andsubmitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill v: lepending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountoftime you require to complete
this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should besent to Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce. P.O.
Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection ofinformation unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
 

11/932,553 10/31/2007 John Albert Kembel 04331 1-0381668 2604

909 7590 04/18/2013

Pillsbury Winthrop ShawPittman, LLP (NV) LIN, KENNYS$
PO Box 10500

Mo.ean, VA 22102
2478

DATE MAILED: 04/18/2013

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 870 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 870 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to
the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this
information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the
principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process
and/or cxamine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the
requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine
your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentofthe application or
expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of
records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these
records is required by the Freedomof Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence lo a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel
in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whomthe record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be
required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this
system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World
Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy
Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of
that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and
programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance
with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a
routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandonedor in
which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine usc, to a Federal, State, or local
law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes awareofa violation or potential violation of law or
regulation.
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Application No. Applicant(s)
 11/932,553 KEMBEL ETAL.

Notice of Allowability EN ao File\status
No
 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) GLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENT RIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

 
1. J This communication is responsive to 4/5/2013.

C A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on

2. J An election was made by the applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirementand election have been incorporatedinto this action.

3. i] The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-24. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highwayprogram at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
hito-/iwww.usoto.gov/patenis/init eyents/pph/index.jse or send an inquiry to PPHieedback@uspio gov .
  

4. [J Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (Ff).

Certified copies:

a)O All b)[)Some ‘*c) (] Noneofthe:

1. [1 Certified copiesof the priority documents have been received.

2. C1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. J Copiesofthe certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Interim copies:

a) LJ All b)[-] Some—c)] Noneofthe: Interim copiesof the priority documents have been received.

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE”of this communicationto file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. (] CORRECTED DRAWINGS( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

C1 including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION aboutthe deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. [J Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. (J Examiner's Amendment/Comment

2. (J Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. [] Examiner's Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date

3. CJ Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirementfor Deposit 7. J Other 7D approved.
of Biological Material

4. [] Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date : 

/Kenny § Lin/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2478

 
 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 03-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20130409
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Search Notes 11932553 KEMBELET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

BENJAMIN R BRUCKART 2446                     
CPC- SEARCHED

CPC COMBINATION SETS - SEARCHED

 
 

 

 

Symbol | Date | Examiner 

US CLASSIFICATION SEARCHED

|Class|Ci‘SubclassCTCite|SExaminer__|
5/13/2010

709 217 9/7/2010 brb
709 217219 3/18/13 KL

217 219 4/9/13

 

SEARCH NOTES
 

Search Notes Date Examiner

Text search of East (USPat, USPG_Pub, JPO, EPO, Derwent, IBM_TDB) 5/13/2010 brb
see attached history
Inventor search and limited class search of 709/203 and 715/502 5/13/2010 orb

Text search of East (USPat, USPG_Pub, JPO, EPO, Derwent, IBM_TDB) 9/7/2010 orb
see attached histor

EAST update search 3/18/13 KL
limited class search

 

 

 

INTERFERENCE SEARCH

 
 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20130409
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US Class/ US Subclass /CPC Group Date Examiner
CPC Symbol 

709 217219 4/9/13 KL 

 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20130409
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification| , ,530555 KEMBELET AL.

WMA |iil | ncaa _
KENNYLIN 2478

 
Version

 
US ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

lardeen|ddd
SCSrTSC~SCROSS REFERENCE(S) AREp
a
aeeeseeGe
TLLLEE

Total Claims Allowed:

24
(Assistant Examiner)
/KENNYLIN/

Primary Examiner.Art Unit 2478 04/09/2013 0.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure

 
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 6

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20130409
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification| , ,530555 KEMBELET AL.

WMA |iil | ncaa _
KENNYLIN 2478

 

 

 

 

  

Total Claims Allowed:

24
(Assistant Examiner)
/KENNYLIN/

Primary Examiner.Art Unit 2478 04/09/2013 0.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure 
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 6

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20130409
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification| , ,530555 KEMBELET AL.

WMA |iil | ncaa _
KENNYLIN 2478

oO Claims renumberedin the same order as presented by applicant oO Kl OT.D. Ol R.1.47

Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original
1 19 17

Total Claims Allowed:

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Ololralola};alo!ln{a
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

         

24
(Assistant Examiner)
/KENNYLIN/

Primary Examiner.Art Unit 2478 04/09/2013 0.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 6
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OK TO ENTER: /KL/

Attorney Docket: 04331 1-0381668

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

IN RE PATENT

APPLICATION OF JOHN ALBERT KEMBEL,etal.

SERIAL No. : 11/932,553

FILING DATE : October 31, 2007

ART UNIT : 2478

EXAMINER : K.S. LIN

FoR : DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING
. APPLICATION MEDIA PACKAGES

RESPONSE

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

In response to the Office Action mailed March 25, 2013 (“Office Action”), please

considerthe following amendments and remarksin the above-identified application:

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims beginning on

page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 8 of this paper.

ltis believed that no extensions of time or fees for net addition of claims are

required beyond thosethat may otherwise beprovided for in documents accompanying

this paper. However,if additional extensionsof time are necessary to prevent

abandonmentof this application, then such extensions of time are herebypetitioned for

under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a), and any fees required therefore (including fees for net

addition of claims) are hereby authorized to be charged to our Deposit Account No.

033975 (Ref. No. 04331 1-0381668).
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Attorney Docket: 04331 1-0381668

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

IN RE PATENT

APPLICATION OF JOHN ALBERT KEMBEL,etal.

SERIAL No. : 11/932,553

FILING DATE : October 31, 2007

ART UNIT : 2478

EXAMINER : K.S. LIN

FoR : DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING
. APPLICATION MEDIA PACKAGES

RESPONSE

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

In response to the Office Action mailed March 25, 2013 (“Office Action”), please

considerthe following amendments and remarksin the above-identified application:

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims beginning on

page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 8 of this paper.

ltis believed that no extensions of time or fees for net addition of claims are

required beyond thosethat may otherwise beprovided for in documents accompanying

this paper. However,if additional extensionsof time are necessary to prevent

abandonmentof this application, then such extensions of time are herebypetitioned for

under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a), and any fees required therefore (including fees for net

addition of claims) are hereby authorized to be charged to our Deposit Account No.

033975 (Ref. No. 04331 1-0381668).
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KEMBEL,etal. — 11/932,553
Attorney Docket No.: 043311-0381668

CLAIM AMENDMENTS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application:

1. (Currently Amended) A client computing device configured to access

content over a network, the client computing device comprising:

electronic storage configured to store networked information monitor template

associated with a networked information monitor, the networked information monitor

template having therein a definition of a viewer graphical user interface having a frame

within which time-varying content in a web browser-readable language may be

presented on a display associated with the client computing device, wherein the frame

of the viewer graphical userinterface lacks controls forenabling a user to specify a

network location at which content for the networked information monitor is available;

and

one or more processors configured to execute one or more computer program

modules, the one or more computer program modules being configured to access the

networked information monitor defined by the networked information monitor template,

wherein accessing the networked information monitor defined by the networked

information monitor template results in:

transmission, over a network to a web server at a network location, of a

content request for content to be displayed within the frame of the viewer graphical user

interface defined by the networked information monitor template;

reception, over the network from the web serverat the networklocation, of

content transmitted from the web server in responseto the content request, the content

being time-varying;

presentation, on the display, of the viewer graphical user interface defined

by the networkedinformation monitor template outside of and separate from any

graphical userinterface of any other application; and

presentation, on the display within the frame of the viewer graphical user

interface defined by the networked information monitor, of the time-varying content

received from the web server.

403929007v1
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KEMBEL,etal. — 11/932,553
Attorney Docket No.: 043311-0381668

2. (Currently Amended) Theclient computing device of claim 23, wherein said

modification corresponding to the received one or more elements comprises a

modification to an image defined by the networked information monitor template as

forming a part of said viewer graphical user interface.
 

3. (Previously Presented) The client computing device of claim 23, wherein

the correspondence between the modification and the received one or more elementsis

defined by the networked information monitor template.

4. (Previously Presented) Theclient computing device of claim 23, wherein

the one or more computer program modules and the networked information monitor

template are configured such that modifying the feature of the viewer graphical user

interface comprises adjusting a size of the frame of the viewer graphical userinterface.

5. (Previously Presented) The client computing device of claim 23, wherein

the one or more computer program modules and the networked information monitor

template are configured such that modifying the feature of the viewer graphical user

interface comprises changing a color of a frame border or background of the viewer

graphical userinterface.

6. (Previously Presented) The client computing device of claim 23, wherein

the one or more computer program modules and the networked information monitor

template are configured such that modifying the feature of the viewer graphical user

interface comprises modifying text of the viewer graphical userinterface in a manner

defined by the networked information monitor template.

7. (Previously Presented) The client computing device of claim 1, wherein the

networkedinformation monitor template includes a markup languagefile.

8. (Previously Presented) The client computing device of claim 1, wherein one

403929007v1
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KEMBEL,etal. — 11/932,553
Attorney Docket No.: 043311-0381668

or more computer program modules are configured such that the time-varying contentis

received from the web serverover the network according to the TCP/IP protocol.

9. (Previously Presented) The client computing device of claim 1, wherein the

network location corresponds to a uniform resource locator included in the networked

information monitor template.

10. (Previously Presented) The client computing device of claim 9, wherein

the one or more computer program modulesare further configured such that accessing

the networked information monitor defined by the networked information monitor

template results in transmission of the content request to the uniform resource locator

included in the networked information monitor template, and the content request being

transmitted according to the TCP/IP protocol over the network.

11. (Currently Amended) The client computing device of claim 1, wherein the

one or more computer program modulesare further configured:

to transmit, over the networkto [[an]] a networked information monitor server, a

requestfor the networked information monitor template;

to receive, from the networked information monitor server over the network, the

networked information monitor template; and

to store the networked information monitor template to the electronic storage.

12. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of accessing

access content over a network on a client computing device, the client computing

device having electronic storage and one or more processors configured to execute one

or more computer program modules, the client method comprising:

storing, to the electronic storage, a networkedinformation monitor template

associated with a networked information monitor, the networked information monitor

template having therein a definition of a viewer graphical user interface having a frame

within which time-varying content in a web browser-readable language may be

presented on a display associated with the client computing device, wherein the frame
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of the viewer graphical userinterface lacks controls for enabling a user to specify a

networklocation at which content for the networkedinformation monitor is available;

accessing the networkedinformation monitor defined by the networked

information monitor template, wherein accessing the networkedinformation monitor

defined by the networked information monitor template results in:

transmission, over a network to a web serverat a networklocation, of a

content request for content to be displayed in the viewer graphical userinterface

defined by the networked information monitor template;

reception, over the network from the web serverat the networklocation,of

content transmitted from the web server in responseto the content request, the content

being time-varying;

presentation, on the display, of the viewer graphical user interface defined

by the application media package template outside of and separate from any graphical

user interface of any other application; and

presentation, on the display within the frame of the viewer graphical user

interface defined by the networked information monitor, of the time-varying content

received from the web server.

13. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 24, wherein said modification

correspondingto the received one or more elements comprises a modification to an

image defined by the networked information monitor template as forming a part of said

viewer graphical user interface.

14. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 24, wherein the

correspondence between the modification and the received one or more elementsis

defined by the networked information monitor template.

15. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 24, wherein modifying the

feature of the viewer graphical user interface comprises adjusting a size of the frameof

the viewer graphical userinterface.
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16. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 24, wherein modifying the

feature of the viewer graphical user interface comprises changing a color of a frame

borderor background of the viewergraphical user interface.

17. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 24, wherein modifying the

feature of the viewer graphical user interface comprises modifying text of the viewer

graphical userinterface in a manner defined by the networked information monitor

template.

18. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 12, wherein the networked

information monitor template includes a markup languagefile, and wherein storing the

networked information monitor template comprises storing the markup languagefile.

19. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 12, wherein the time-varying

content is received from the web server over the network according to the TCP/IP

protocol.

20. (Previously Presented) The methodof claim 12, wherein the network

location correspondsto a uniform resource locator included in the networked

information monitor template.

21. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 20, wherein accessing the

networkedinformation monitor defined by the networked information monitor template

results in transmission of the content request to the uniform resource locator included in

the networked information monitor template, and the content request being transmitted

according to the TCP/IP protocol over the network.

22. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 12, further comprising:

prior to storing the networked information monitor template to the electronic

storage, transmitting, over the network to a networked information monitor server, a

requestfor the networked information monitor template; and
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receiving, from the networked information monitor server over the network, the

networked information monitor template.

23. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising,

responsive to reception of one or more elements included in the received time-varying

content, modifying a feature of said viewer graphical user interface defined by the

networked information monitor template in accordance with a modification

corresponding to the received one or more elements.

24. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 12, responsive to reception of

one or more elementsincluded in the received time-varying content, modifying a feature

of said viewer graphical userinterface defined by the networked information monitor

template in accordance with a modification corresponding to the received one or more

elements.
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REMARKS

By this paper, proposed amendmentsfor claims 1-2 and 11-12 are presented

above, and no claims are added or cancelled. Accordingly, upon entry of this

amendment, claims 1-24 will be all of the pending claims. The amendments proposed

above address formal aspects of the claims, and do not materially impact the scope of

any claim. As such, these amendments should be entered under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116. In

view of the foregoing amendments and the following remarks, reconsideration and

allowanceofall the pending claimsis anticipated.

Double Patenting

Claims 1-24 currently stand provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting as allegedly being unpatentable over the claimsin

eachof U.S. Patent Application Nos. 11/932,286 and 11/932,427. Without

acknowledgingthe propriety of these rejections, and solely in an effort to expedite

prosecution, Applicants havefiled a Terminal Disclaimer obviating these rejections.
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CONCLUSION

Having addressed eachof the foregoing objections and rejections, it is

respectfully submitted that a full and complete response has been madeto the

outstanding Office Action and, as such, the application is in condition for allowance.

Notice to that effect is anticipated.

lf the Examiner believes, for any reason, that personal communication will

expedite prosecution of this application, the Examineris invited to telephonethe

undersigned at the numberprovided.

Date: April 5, 2013 Respectfully submitted,

By: /D. Benjamin Esplin/
D. Benjamin Esplin
Reg. No. 58,297

CustomerNo. 00909 PILLSBURY WINTHROP SHAW PITTMAN LLP

1650 Tysons Boulevard
McLean, Virginia 22102
619-234-5000
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9) Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
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nite /Awww.uspto.cov/patents/init events/ooh/index jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.qov.
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10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11)L] The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a)[_J accepted or b)[J objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).
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Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
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DETAILED ACTION

1, Claims 1-24 are presented for examination.

Information Disclosure Statement

N The IDSfiled on 3/4/2013 is considered.

Double Patenting

3. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine

grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or

improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent and to prevent possible

harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting rejection

is appropriate where the conflicting claims are not identical, but at least one examined

application claim is not patentably distinct from the reference claim(s) because the examined

application claim is either anticipated by, or would have been obvious over, the reference

claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Znre

Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225

USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re

Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and Jn re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d) may

be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting

ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to be commonly owned
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Application/Control Number: 11/932,553 Page 3

Art Unit: 2478

with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of activities undertaken within the

scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record maysign a terminal

disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 37 CFR

3.73(b).

1. Claims 1-24 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type

double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1-32 of U.S. Patent Application 11/932,286

whichis currently pending.

This is a provisional obviousness-type double patenting rejection because the conflicting

claims have notin fact been patented.

2. Claims 1-24 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type

double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1-25 of U.S. Patent Application 11/932,427

whichis currently pending.

This is a provisional obviousness-type double patenting rejection because the conflicting

claims have notin fact been patented.

Response to Arguments

4, Applicant’s arguments and amendment,filed on 3/5/2013, with respect to s 1-24 have

been fully considered and are persuasive. The 103 rejection of claims 1-22 has been withdrawn.
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Application/Control Number: 11/932,553 Page 4

Art Unit: 2478

5. Applicant's arguments filed 3/5/2013 regarding the double patenting have been fully

considered but they are not persuasive. The pending claims remains to contain double patenting

issues with applications 11/932,286 and 11/932,427,

Conclusion

6. THIS ACTION IS MADEFINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHSofthe mailing date ofthis final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTHshortenedstatutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the mailing

date of this final action.

7. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Kenny Lin whose telephone numberis (571) 272-3968.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Derrick Ferris can be reached on (571) 272-3123. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (571) 273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: 11/932,553 Page 5

Art Unit: 2478

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

/Kenny S Lin/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2478
March 20, 2013
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SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (CLEAN)

DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION

MEDIA PACKAGES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application is a continuation of and incorporates by reference US.

Non-Provisional patent application Ser. No. 09/558,925,filed Apr. 26, 2000, now U.S. Patent

No. 7,660,868, which claims priority from and incorporates by reference U.S. Provisional

Application ser. nos. 60/131,083, filed Apr. 26, 1999, 60/131,114, filed Apr. 26, 1999,

60/131,115, filed Apr. 26, 1999, 60/176,687, filed Jan. 18, 2000, and 60/176,699, filed Jan. 18,

2000. The present application claims priority to U.S. Non-Provisional patent application ser.

no. 09/558,925, filed Apr. 26, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 7,660,868, and each of the

aforementioned applications to which it claims priority.

[0002] The present application is also related to and incorporates by reference the

following U.S. patent applications: Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 09/558,922, filed

April 26, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 7,756,967; Non-Provisional Application ser. no.

09/558,923, filed April 26, 2000; Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 09/558,924,filed April

26, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 7,356,569; Non-Provisional Application Ser. No. xx/xxx,xxx,

filed October 31, 2007 titled “Component For Accessing And Displaying Internet Content”

(attorney docket no. IMS 07-05-01); Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 11/932,286, filed

Oct. 31, 2007, titled "Server Including Components For Accessing And Displaying Internet

Content And For Providing Same To A Client"; Non-Provisional Application ser. no.

page 1 Attorney docket: IMS 07-05-06
Filed via EFS-Web on: 10/31/2007 Application of: Kembelet al.
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SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (CLEAN)

11/932,392, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled "Method For Accessing And Displaying Internet

Content"; Non-Provisional application Ser. No. 11/932,427, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled

"Component For Coordinating The Accessing And Rendering Of An Application Media

Package"; Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 11/932,456, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled

"Tracking and Tracing User Activity with Application Media Packages"; Non-Provisional

Application ser. no. 11/932,585, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled "System and Methods for Creating

and Authoring Internet Content using Application Media Packages"; Non-Provisional

Application ser. no. 11/932,630,filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled "Methods of Obtaining Application

Media Packages"; Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 11/932,663, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled

"Indexing, Sorting, and Categorizing Dots"; Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 11/932,692,

filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled "System and Methods of Messaging between Application Media

Packages; and, Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 11/932,763, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled

"Component For Accessing And Displaying Internet Content In Association With a Web

Browser Application”.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

(03) A user operating a client computer typically accesses the Internet by using a viewer

application, such as a browser to view web content provided at a destination address,

typically a web page.In this context, web content and web applications are designedtofill

the entire web page. It is known to divide the web contentinto different regions of a single

web page. For example, personalized web pages can be specified, such that a user views a

variety of content sources in a single page, such as stock information, weather information,

and sports information, which is aggregated at the serverthat delivers the web page to the
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user, who then views the aggregated content in a single web page. Observe that even when

disparate content is aggregated, in this manner,it is reassembledinto a full web page andis

served through a full-screen browser. Web content and application developers therefore

have limited control over the user experience: content is typically trapped within the frame

of the browser. A developer's only alternative to engaging a user page-by-page in a browser

is to develop, distribute, and support custom client software. In the Web browserscenario,

it is the content provider, not the user that aggregates the information that is viewed by the

user. Thus, the user is not in a position to separately aggregate the content at a client

computer, instead the user is constrained to view the content that has been delivered in the

manner provided by the server computer hosting the web page. There is a growing desire

for individualusers to fully control the aggregation and presentation of content and web

applications that appears on a client computer.

(04) A user who wishes to view multiple web pages or applications can open multiple

instances of a browser. However, the user will not be able to view each "full-screen" pageat

the same time. Instead, the user must adjust the windows corresponding to each browser

instance and view only part of each page. The information appearing in each browseris not

designed for viewing in this manner. Thus, the user cannot create an optimized display of

content from multiple sources.

(O5) Currently, content providers and end users have limited tools to alter the browserin

which content appears. That is, the controls associated with a browserare not fully

configurable. Thus, the vendorof a browseris in a position to brand the browser and

regulate the controls associated with the browser. There is a growing desire for content

providers to not onlyfill a browser with their content, but to also fully brand and control the
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frame in which the content appears. Further, in some instances, content providers desire to

limit the controls associated with a browser or viewer, so that a user is more inclined to

view a single set of content, for example, by having limited access to previously viewed

content.

(06) At the presenttime,it is relatively difficult to trace the content viewing activity ofa

client computer. In other words, it is difficult to identify the type of content that a particular

user of a client computer favors. Consequently, there are limited tools 25 available to

provide a user with tailored information that would be of particularinterest to the user.

(07) In view of the foregoing, there is a need in the art to provide a technique for accessing

multiple instances of distributable computer readable mediain their entirety

simultaneously, where these instances are typically smaller than the full pages used in 30

current web pages and web applications. There is a further need for providing the user with

flexibility in selecting, collecting, relating and viewing such computer readable media, and

for giving the media providerflexibility in directing mediato a specific user and controlling

the framework in which media is presented. Finally, there is a need to gather more accurate

information regarding the type of content that a user enjoys, so that the user can be

automatically provided with this content.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

(08) The invention includes a method of presenting distributable computer readable media

to a user in responseto a user request. The method comprises the steps of identifying a

definition of a Networked Information Monitor (NIM). A NIM frameis defined for the
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NIM usingthe definition. Content is then retrieved for the NIM. Then,the content is placed

in a NIM viewer defined by the frame.

(09) The invention also includes a method of altering a Networked Information Monitor

(NIM). The method includes the step of receiving a message at a NIM. The message

specifies a configurable feature of the NUM. The NIM is altered in accordance with the

configurable feature of the message.

(10) The apparatus of the invention includes a computer readable memoryto direct a

computer to function in a specific manner. The computer readable memory includesa first

executable module to identify a definition of a Networked Information Monitor (NIM). A

second executable module defines a NIM frame for the NIM using the definition. A third

executable module retrieves content for the NIM. A fourth executable module places the

content ina NUM viewerdefined by the frame.

(/1) The apparatus of the invention further includes a computer readable memory withafirst

executable module to receive a Networked Information Monitor (NIM) message. The NIM

message specifies a configurable feature of a NIM. A second executable module alters the

NIM in accordancewith the configurable feature of the NIM message.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

(12) FIG.1 illustrates a system for processing distributable computer readable media in

accordance with one embodimentof the present invention;

(13) FIG. 2 shows exemplary processing steps used to initiate an instance of a home

networked information monitor (NIM) using the apparatus of FIG.1;
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(1/4) FIG. 3Aillustrates a screen logo in accordance with one embodimentof the present

invention;

(/5) FIG. 3B illustrates a login construct in accordance with one embodimentof the present

invention;

(16) FIG. 4 illustrates a set of visual manifestations corresponding to a collection of NIMs,

including a home NIM;

(17) FIG. 5 illustrates a visual manifestation of ahome NIM aswell as a visual manifestation

of a reference NIM that references additional NIMs;

(15) FIG. 6 illustrates how a NIM,referenced by the reference NIM of FIG.5, is added to a

processed user profile in response to a designated keyboard entry sequence or mouseclick;

(19) FIG. 7 illustrates how a NIM is shared with other users in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;

(20) FIGS. 8A and8Billustrate screen panels that facilitate the collection of the description

of a set of designated NIMsinto a pack;

(21) FIG. 9Aillustrates how the relative position of visual manifestations that correspond to

NIMsremains fixed when the visual manifestations are within a predetermined distance of

each other;

(22) FIG. 9B illustrates a representative pack in accordance with the present 20 invention;

(23) FIGS. 10A, 10B and 10C illustrate how a set of visual manifestations corresponding to

a collection of NIMsis aligned against a boundary whena userselects the visual

manifestations and pushes them against the boundary;

(24) FIG. 11 is a flow chart of the steps taken by a client to give a user access to a NIM

wherethe user "collects" the NIM,in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;
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(25) FIG. 12 is a flow chart of the steps taken by a client to present a NIM to a user, where

the NIM has been "collected" previously by the user, in accordance with one embodiment

of the invention;

(26) FIG. 13 illustrates a data structure for a NIM definition, stored in the NIM application

server's template databaseor user profile database;

(27) FIG. 14 illustrates NMA message routing between NIMs and the messageinterface in

the client parser application;

(28) FIG. 15 is a diagrammatic illustration of an embodiment of a NIM Management

Module utilized in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

(29) FIG.16 is a diagrammatic illustration of an embodiment of the NIM Templates

database utilized in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

(30) FIG. 17 is an illustration of a main NIMIndex Web page used in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

(31) FIG. 18 is an illustration of a single NIMIndex category used in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

(32) FIG. 19 is an illustration of a full description of NIM content provided in accordance

with an embodimentof the invention;

(33) FIG. 20 is an illustration of a Web page displayed to the user once the user has clicked

to collect the NIM:

(34) FIG. 21 is an illustration of the main home NIM graphical userinterface used in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

(35) FIG. 22 is an illustration of a "Get New NIM"graphical userinterface that may be used

in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;
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(36) FIG. 23 is an illustration of a "More NIMs”graphicaluserinterface representative of an

embodimentof the invention;

(37) FIG. 24 is a diagrammatic illustration of the ShareLink database used in accordance

with an embodimentof the invention;

(35) FIG. 25 is an illustration of a Share NIM's graphical user interface according to an

embodimentof the invention;

(39) FIG. 261s an illustration of the main DevZone Web pageutilized in accordance with an

embodimentof the invention;

(40) FIG. 27 is a partial view of a NIM modification web pageutilized in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

(41) FIGS. 28A to 28Dare graphical userinterfaces of development NIMs (DevNIMs)

utilized in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

(42) FIGS. 29A and 29Bareillustrations of Administrative Zone (AdminZone) Web pages

utilized in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

(43) FIGS. 30A and 30Barealso illustrations of Administrative Zone (AdminZone) Web

pages utilized in accordance with an embodimentofthe invention;

(44) FIGS. 31A and 31Bare further illustrations of Administrative Zone (AdminZone) Web

pagesutilized in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

(45) FIG. 32 illustrates an embodiment of an event log that may be used in accordance with

an embodimentof the invention;

(46) FIG.33 illustrates the tracking of events in an event log module in accordance with an

embodimentof the invention;
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(47) FIG. 34 illustrates a statistics database that may be used in accordance with an

embodimentof the invention;

(48) FIG.35 illustrates a statistical analysis module and a content analysis module that may

be used in accordance with an embodimentof the invention;

(49) FIG. 36 illustrates a content database that may be used in accordance with an

embodimentof the invention; and

(50) FIG. 37 illustrates a user account database that may be used in accordance with an

embodimentof the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

(51) The present invention discloses a technology that is capable of processing distributable

computer readable media. Distributable computer readable media includes, but is not

limited to, standard web content, such as HTML, dHTML,images, imbedded ActiveX and

Java applications, JavaScript, CSS, Pen scripts, Streaming Media, and/or Flash. The

present invention is advantageousrelative to prior art systems and methods becauseit

provides improved mechanismsfor simultaneously interacting with several independent

sources of distributable computer readable media, collecting references to such media, and

sharing such references with other users. The ac disclosed technology is further

advantageous becauseit provides improved systems and methods for on screen

managementof distributable computer readable media.

(52) Inthe system and methodofthe present invention, a user logs into a server by providing

a login identifier to a login construct. The login identifier is used by the serverto obtain an

unprocessed userprofile that correspondsto the user. The unprocesseduserprofile is
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processed by the server to generate a processed user profile. Advantageously, this

processing step allows for up-to-date refinementof the user profile. Up-to-date refinements

include, for example, the addition of advertisements directed to the user based on one or

more characteristics in the user profile. The processed userprofile is delivered to the client

computer associated with the user. The processed user profile includes references to the

networked information monitors (NIMs), As used herein, the term networked information

monitor or NIM refers to a fully configurable frame with one or more controls; the frame

through which content is optionally presented. The fully configurable frame utilized in

accordance with the invention stands in contrast to present web browsers, which are

branded by the browser vendor and which have limited means by whichto alter the controls

associated with the browser.

(53) Attention is initially directed toward the home NIM ofthe invention, which coordinates

the activities of all other NIMsthat are accessed by a user. The home NIM facilitates much

of the technology of the present invention, including the ability to simultaneously review

multiple sources of distributable computer readable media as well as to package and

distribute such media.

(54) FIG. 1 is a generalillustration of a system in accordance with one embodimentof the

present invention. In FIG. 1, a network 10 is operated in accordance with the present

invention. Network 10 includes at least one user or client computer 20, at least one server

computerof class 50, and optionally one or more server computers of class 82. User

computer 20 as well as server computers of class 20 50 and §2 are each connected by

transmission channel 44, which is any wired or wireless transmission channel.
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(55) User computer 20 is any device that includes a Central Processing Unit (CPU) 24

connected to a random access memory 30, a network connection 28, and one or more user

input/output ("i/o") devices 40 including output means 42. Output means 42 is any device

capable of communicating with a user and includes, for example, a video monitor, a liquid

crystal display, voice user interfaces, and/or integrated graphic means such as

mini-displays present in web-phones. Typically, user computer 20 includes a main

non-volatile storage unit 22, preferably a hard disk drive, for storing software and data.

Further, user computer 20 includes one or more internal buses 26 for interconnecting the

aforementioned elements. In a typical embodiment, memory 30 includes an operating

system 32 for managing files and programsassociated with user computer 20. In some

embodiments, operating system 32 includes a registry 34 that has one or more referencesto

specified locations in system 10. The exemplary memory 30 of FIG. 1 further includes a

web browser 36 for viewing web content and a client parser application 38 for facilitating

low level functionality, such as login and logout procedures, in accordance with the present

invention. In some embodiments, client parser application 38 uses the one or more

references in registry 34 to obtain a login construct from server 50. In various

embodiments, in accordance with the present invention, client parser application 38 runsin

conjunction with one or more software modules, such as an event log module 98, which

tracks user activity, a message interface module 106, which serves as a communication

interface between the client parser application 38 and web server 58 and/or external web

servers, ahome NIM 108, which references one or more NIMs 110, and a visual

management system 114 which regulates the characteristics of visual manifestations of

NIMs 108 and 110 when displayed on output device 42. Furthermore, in some
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embodiments, client parser application 38 runs in conjunction with instances of web

browser 36 as well as web server 58 as detailed below.

(56) Server computer 50 includes standard server components, including a network

connection device 46, a CPU 52, a main non-volatile storage unit 54, and a random access

memory 56. Further, server computer 50 includes one or more internal buses 48 for

interconnecting the aforementioned elements. Memory 56 stores a set of computer

programs, modules and data to implement the processing associated with the present

invention.

(57) The embodiment of memory 56 illustrated in FIG. | includes a web server58 for

processing requests received from client computer 20. Web server 58 has many

components, including a variety of modules and data structures to assist users that want to

log into system 10. Namely, login module 60 handles an entry request from a client

computer 20 and accepts a login identifier that correspondsto a user from client computer

20. Login constructor 62 generates a login construct in response to a call for a login

construct and transfers the login construct to client 20. Login constructor 62 dynamically

generates login constructs using updated login NIM content 64. Login validation module

66 works in conjunction with user profile database manager100 to identify an unprocessed

user profile, which is associated with a user provided login, in user profile database 76.If

an unprocessed user profile corresponding to the user provided login does notexist in user

profile database 76, login validation module 66 associates a new unprocessed userprofile

with the login identifier.

(58) When an unprocessed userprofile is identified by login validation module 66,it is

processed by userprofile processor module 68 to produce a processed profile. It will be
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appreciated that the services of user profile processor module 68 are highly advantageous

because they allow for last minute userprofile revisions. Such revisions include, for

example, the addition or customization of NIMs referenced by the user profile, and/or

server redirect information that is a function of current server load in system 10.

Importantly, the processed userprofile includes a reference to a home NIM. The home NIM

is capable of accessing each of the NIMsthat are represented in the processed userprofile.

Memory56 further includes delivery module 70, which coordinates the delivery of portions

of the home NIM to the client based on parameters specified in the processed userprofile.

(59) Once a userhas successfully logged into system 10, request server module 72 handles

requests for specified NIMs from client 20. When such a requestis received, request server

module 72 routes the request to an address that corresponds to the specified NIM and

transmits the specified NIM to client 20. One class of specified networked information

handled by request server module 72 is requests for NIMs. Whensuch a requestis received,

request server module 72 searches NIM templates database 74 for the specified NIM. NIM

templates database 74 includes a large number of NIM templates. Each NIM template

defines the characteristics of a specific NIM,including fully configurable frame

characteristics, viewer and control characteristics, and NIM content references.

(60) The webserver 58 illustrated in FIG. 1 further includes additional modules 102 to

handle specialized features of the present invention. For example, one embodimentof the

present invention provides a mechanism that allows users to distribute NIMs to each other.

In such embodiments, a special server module 102 provides instructions for storing the

NIMs,whichare to be distributed, in sharelink database 78. Advantageously, NIMsthat are

distributed to other users are customizable. A user can, for example, resize and position a
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particular NIM prior to sharing it with anotheruser. Indeed,it is possible, in such

embodiments, for a user to arrange a series of NIMsin a unique arrangement and then

distribute the collection of NIMs in the designated NIMsin the designed arrangement. As

an illustration, a user arranges a first NIM that represents a scrolling stock ticker at the

bottom of an output means, such as a computer screen, a second NIM thattracks the

NASDAQtop ten most heavily traded stocks in the upper left corner of the output means,

and a third NIM that tracks headline news on the upper right hand corner of the output

means. Then, the user distributes the three NIMs in this customized arrangementto other

users. Observe that in this example a userof a client computeris aggregating separate sets

of information in different NIMs. This stands in contrast to prior art approaches where a

webserver running on a server computer aggregates information in a single page.

(61) System 10 is highly scalable and thus supports a large numberof users. This scalability

stems from the fact that the server 50 is delivering the definition associated with a NIM.

The content displayed in the NIM maybe located on a separate computer.

(62) Memory 56 providesa statistical analysis module 104 for tracking key events

associated with users. This information is stored in statistics database 80. The information

collected bystatistical analysis module 104 is used for a wide variety of purposes,

including server load optimization and directed advertising, as discussed below. As

described below,the statistical information gathered in accordance with the invention

includes fully traced events defining the type of content and the duration over whichall

content is viewed by a user. This type of comprehensive information is not available using

present techniques.
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(63) Muchofthe distributable computer readable media that is available for processing is

stored as content elements 94 on server 82. Server 82 is a standard web server that includes

components such as a network connection device 88, a CPU 86, a main non-volatile storage

unit 84, a random access memory (RAM) 92, and one or more internal buses 90 for

interconnecting the aforementioned elements. RAM 92 includes some of the content

elements 94 stored by server 82. Other content elements 94 are stored in storage unit 84.In

some embodiments, a single web server 58 is capable of directly accessing content

elements 94 located on one or more servers 82. In other embodiments, each server 82 has a

resident web server module that works in conjunction with server50 to identify, optionally

dynamically generate, and serve content elements 94 upon demand.

(64) Now that general architecture of a system in ac dance with the present invention has

been disclosed, attention turns to FIG. 2, which discloses a method for logging into system

10 (FIG. 1). In the first processing step shown in FIG, 2 (202), a user initiates a session on

system 10 by requesting the global login script "session_config." It will be appreciated that

the term "session_config" merely providesan illustrative name for the global login script

and that the technology ofthe present invention is by no means limited to this name or the

script described.

(65) The request for "session_config" originates on client 20 andis sent to server 50 whereit

is processed by login module 60 of web server 58. Upon receiving request 202, login

module 60 creates a "session_config” global login script (204). Processing step 204 is

advantageousrelative to systems that have static global login scripts because it allows for

the incorporation of highly variable information. This highly variable information includes,

for example, system settings such as up-to-date server redirect information, server content
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address changes, directed advertisements, and messages. An exemplary "session_config"is

found in Example | below. Each line of data has an associated numeral. The remaining text

in the example describes the purpose ofselect data.

(66) EXAMPLE 1

(67) Version tag that identifies the latest home NIM version

(1) </SESSION_CONFIG VERSION="alpha:3"

(65) Upgrade event that is sourced when home NIM version is outdated

(2) <UPGRADE=http://www.NIM.com /QuickOpen.exe>

(69) LOCATION OF SERVER-SUPPORTED FUNCTIONALITY Default base address

for server supported functionality

(3) <METHODS BASEURL=http://neo.NIM.com /servlet/NIMServer/>

(4) <ADD_USER URL="addUser/>

(5) <GET_USER URL="getUser"/>

(6) <SET_USER URL="setUser/>

(7) <GET_SES_CONFIG URL=http://www.NIM.com /home_NIM/s_cnfg.xml"/>

(70) —Server-based functionality for setting password

(8) <SET_PASSWORD URL="setPassword"/>

(71)—List of all publically available NIMs

(9) <GET_MASTER_NIM_LIST URL="getMasterNIMList"/>
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(10) <GET_ALL_CONFIG URL="getAlConfig"/>

(11) <SET_ALL_CONFIG URL="setAllConfig/>

(12) <SET_ALL_STATS URL="setAUStats"/>

(13) <GET_NIM_TEMPLATE URL=" get_NIM_Template"/>

(72) Location of server-side NIM and pack sharing functionality

(14) <ADD_SHARE URL="addShare"/>

(15) <GET_SHARE URL="getShare"/>

(16) <AUTH_TEST URL="DOeCHO?AUTH=TRUE"/>

(73) Redirect information

(17) <DO_REDIR URL="doRedir"/>

(18) </METHODS>

(74)—Flexible content layer that defines default NIM frame appearance, including the default

appearance of the frame of a home NIM

(19) <FRAMES>

(75) Default NIM frame appearance

(20) <NIM>
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(21) <IMAGES BASEURL=

http://www.NIM.com /home_NIM/NIM_FrameImages/>

(22) </NIM>

(76) Default home NIM frame appearance

(23) <HOME_NIM>

(24) <IMAGES BASEURL=

http://www.NIM.com /home_NIMImages/>

(25) </HOME_NIM>

(26) </FRAMES>

(77) Location of system NIM templates

(27) <NIMs>

(28) <ADD TEMPLATE="http://www.NIM.com /.

(29) <HELP TEMPLATE="http://www.NIM.com/
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(30) <LOGIN TEMPLATE="http://www.NIM.com/.. . /login2.xml"/

(31) </NIMs>

(32) </SESSION_CONFIG>

(78) Line 1 of the exemplary "session_config" of Example 1 provides the version tag for the

expected version of the home dot system that correspondsto the "session_config" script. In

one embodiment, client parser application 38 determines whetherit is up-to-date using the

information in line 1. If client parser application 38 determinesthat it is outdated, an

upgrade request is made in accordance with the instructions provided by the UPGRADE

flag of line 2. In one embodiment, the UPGRADEflag in line 2 of Example | describes the

location of an executable program,one of skill in the art will appreciate that this flag can in

fact reference any form ofinstruction, includinga flatfile, a web page,a script, a symbol, or

an address.

(79) Lines 3 through 18 in Example | define the functionality that is provided by a server,

such as server 30. For example, line 8 of Example | provides the location ofa set of

instructions that are called when a user requests a password change. Furthermore,line 9 of

Example | provides the location of masterlist of NIMsthat are publically available. Lines

14 and 15 of Example 1 provide the location of specialized server-side functionality that

allows users to share data such as NIM definitions.

(SO) Lines 19 through 26 of Example 1 define where the default appearance of a NIM and a

home NIM are found within system 10. Lines 27 through 31 define a collection of system

NIMs. A system NIM is any type of NIM thatis to be distributed to each user of system 10.
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In some embodiments, system NIMsare used to provide a core functionality. In Example 1,

line 28 defines a NIM that provides users with a convenient mechanism for collecting

additional NIMs. Line 29 defines the location of a NIM that is invoked when the user

presses a help button associated with a home NIM. Finally, line 30 defines the location of a

NIM thatis used to log into system 10.

(Si) Returning to FIG, 2, once login module 60 has created "session_config,"” it is sent back

to requesting client 20 (206). When a "session_config” is received by client 20, client

parser application 38 parses the global login script in order to identify a reference to a login

constructor 62 (208). Login constructor 62 is a server-based module that generates a

constructthat allowsa user to log into system 10. Whenclient parser application 38 locates

the reference to login constructor 62 in "session_config," a request for a login constructis

directed to the identified reference (210). In Example 1 above, the reference to the login

construct is provided in line 30. Online 30, the global variable "LOGIN TEMPLATE"is

assigned the URL address "http://www.NIM.com.. . /login2.xml.” Client parser

application uses the URL assigned to the global variable "LOGIN TEMPLATE"to make a

request for a login constructor 62 that is directed to this URL. When login constructor 62

receives a request for a login construct, it generates a login construct (212).

(82) Login construct 148 (FIG. 3B) illustrates a type of login construct that is generated in

one embodimentof the present invention during processing step 212. Before the login

construct is executed on client 20, a schematic such as logo 146 (FIG. 3A)is displayed on

output means 42. Asillustrated in FIG. 1, login constructor 62 is a component of web server

58. However, there is no requirement that login constructor 62 be a component of web

server 58. In fact, login constructor 62 is a standalone software program in some
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embodiments of the present invention whereas in other embodiments, login constructor 62

is merely a script, such as a PERLscript, that is processed by an interpreter program native

to server 50. In still other embodiments, login constructor 62 is merely a simpleflat file that

includesa set of instructions that are interpretable by client parser application 38. In such

embodiments, login constructor 62 is the login construct. In embodiments in which a login

construct is dynamically generated, it is possible to introduce last minute changesin the

login construct. Thus, an advantage of the exemplary login process shown in FIG.2 is that

there are multiple stages in which updated information is used to customize the login

process based on the environmental variables.

(83) Once a login construct has been prepared by login constructor 62,it is transferred back

to client 20 (214) (FIG. 2) and executed in conjunction with client parser application 38

(216). The login constructs of the present invention are a form of NIM.Therefore, one

function of processing step 216 is to obtain the login NIM content 64 (FIG. 1) specified by

the login construct from server 64. In login construct 148, for example, the login NIM

content includes the shape and functionality of "Exit button 160,” message 150, the shape

and functionality of "New user” button 152, the functionality of "Forgot it?” button 154,

and login panel 156. When processing step 216 is completed, the user uses the login

construct to provide a login identifier (218).

(84) In FIG. 3B, a user has provided the login identifier "Galliani." The definition of login

identifier as used in the present invention is to be broadly construed. In some embodiments,

login identifiers include a unique name and a corresponding password.In other

embodiments, a login identifier does not have a password. This is particularly the case

whenthe user is a guest or a new user andthere is no user profile associated with the user.
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(85) Working in conjunction with client parser application 38, the login construct accepts

the user login and sendsit to server 50 for validation (218). Asillustrated in the exemplary

system of FIG. 1, web server 58 includes a login validation module 66 to verify the login

identifier provided by user (220). Typically, processing step 220 involves a look-up

operation in which the login identifier is used to query user profile database 76 for an

unprocessed or raw userprofile that matches the login identifier. In embodiments that

include a password,validation step 220 includes a passwordverification step. Successful

completion of processing step requires entry of a valid login identifier sequence in

processing step 218. When processing step 220 has been successfully completed, the raw or

unprocessed userprofile corresponding to the login identifier is obtained from userprofile

database 76 (FIG. 1) (222) and is processed by userprofile process module 68 to produce a

processed orfinalized user profile that is delivered to client 26 (226). In sonic

embodiments, a user profile 76 includes user contact information, such as the name,

address, telephone number and email address of a user. Additionally, some embodiments of

system 10 provide different types of access privileges. For example one embodimentof the

present invention includes developeraccessprivileges, administration access privilege, and

general user access privileges. In such embodiments, the access privileges that have been

granted to a user are stored in the user profile 76 associated with the user.

(86) The processed user profile includes a reference to each NIM in system 10 thatis

associated with the login identifier provided in processing step 216. One of the NIMs

referenced by the processed user profile is the home NIM that correspondsto the login

identifier provided in processing step 216. When executed in conjunction with client parser

application 38 in processing step 226, the home NIM provides a mechanism for accessing
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each of the NIMs referenced by the processed user profile. Like the login construct, the

home NIM includes several components, including pull down menus and screen

manipulation functionality. The reference to the home NIM in the processed user profile

includes the system 10 address of each of these components. Therefore, in one

embodiment, construction of the home NIM in processing step 226 involves one or more

requests to server 50 and/or server 82 for content (228) that is then rendered (230) in

accordance with the home NIM description provided in the processed user profile. In some

embodiments, the home NIM is distinct from other NIMsin the sensethat a large

proportion of the home NIM in such embodiments is pre-compiled. Such embodiments are

advantageous because some of the functionality provided by the home NIM requires

substantial client 30 processing resources. Therefore, to minimize such processing resource

requirements, many aspects of the home NIM are pre-compiled in some embodiments. In

other embodiments, however, the home NIM hasa structure that is substantially the same

as a regular NIM.In such embodiments, simple script commandsare usedto identify the

NIM as a home NIM.

(87) Upon completion of processing step 230, the useris granted accessto all of the

technologies of the present invention, including the ability to view multiple NIMs

simultaneously, collect new NIMs, customize NIMs,and share customized NIMs with

other users. An exemplary processed user profile is provided in Example 2. Once again,

each line of data is identified with a numeral, while the remaining text in the example

describes select data. In some embodiments, the user is granted specific privileges and the

extent to which the useris granted access to system 10 is regulated by the types of

privileges that have been grantedto the user.
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(88) EXAMPLE 2

(1) SAMPLE PROCESSED USER PROFILE

(2) <ALL CONFIG>

(89) NIMs AND PACKS THAT CORRESPOND TO THE USER

(3) USER

(90) NIM definition 1

(4) <NIM DOMAIN="ZDNet" GLOBALID="1" KND="news"

(5) <FRAME BACKGROUNDCOLOR=#FFFF00" COLLAPSED="FALSE"

(6) FIXHEIGHT="TRUE" FIXWIDTH="TRUE" NAME="ZDNet Breaking News"

(7) PIXELHEIGHT="275" PIXELWIDTH="235" X="RIGHT" Y="TOP">

(8) <TITLE COLOR=#000000" JUSTIFY="RIGHT" TEXT=""/>

(9) <ITIITLEBARIMAGE DOWNz=http://www.NIM.com/... /feed/titlebar. gif

(10) HOVER=URLaddressto a first GIF file <param 1>... <param N>

(11) INACTIVE=URLaddress to a second GIF file <param I>... <param 2>
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(12) NORMAL=URLaddressto a third GIF file <param 1>... <param 2>

(13) <BOTTOMBARIMAGE DOWN=

http://www.NIM.com /.. . /feed/bottombar.gif

(15) HOVER=URLaddress to a fourth GIF file <param 1>... <param 2>

(16) INACTIVE=URLaddressto a fifth GIF file <param 1>... <param 2>

(17) NORMAL=URLaddress to a sixth GIF file <param I>... <param 2>

(18) </FRAME>

(19) <MENU/>

(20) <CONTROL_LAYOUT HEIGHT="1" HEIGHTSCALES="TRUE" WIDTH="1"

(21) WIDTHSCALES="TRUE"> <CONTROL CLASS="Browser"” HEIGHT="1"

(22) ID="1" KIND="A" LEFT="0" TOP="0"

(23) URL=http://www.mandala.com /cel/zdnet/zdfeedl.cgi WIDTH="1"/>
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(24) <CONTROL_LAYOUT>

(23) <CATEGORIES/>

(26) <EVENTS/>

(27) </NIM>

(91) NIM definition 2

(28) <NIM DOMAIN=NIM DOMAIN 2 GLOBALID="2°

(29) </NIM>

(92) NIM definition N

(30) <NIM DOMAIN=NIM DOMAIN 2 GLOBALID=N*

(31) </NIM>

(93) Pack definition 1

(32) <PRESET TITLE="New DotPack">

(33) <NIM GLOBALID="1" X="RIGHT" Y="TOP"/>

(34) <NIM GLOBALID="2" X=RIGHT Y="320"/>
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(35) </PRESET>

(36) </SHARE>

(94) Last state of the home NIM

(37) <LASTSTATE>

(38) <PRESET TITLE=" ">

(39) <NIM GLOBALID="1" X="RIGHT" Y="TOP"/>

(40) <NIM GLOBALID="2" X=RIGHT Y="280"/>

(41) </PRESET>

(42) <HOMENIM COLLAPSED="FALSE" HEIGHT="134" X=616" Y="109"/>

(43) </LASTSTATE>

(44) </ALL_CONFIG>

(95) Example 2 describes a representative processed userprofile in accordance with the

present invention. In general, a processed user profile includes three major components: (i)

a definition of each NIM associated with the user,(ii) a description of each pack associated

with the user and,(iii) the last state of each home NIM associated with a user. In Example 2,
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the definition of each NIM associated with the user is found on lines 4 through 31.

Specifically, lines 4 through 31 describe NIM definitions I through N. In Example 2 thereis

only one pack associated with the user. This pack, entitled "New DotPack," is found on

lines 32 through 35 of Example 2. The final major componentof the processed userprofile

found in Example 2 is the last state of the home NIM,whichis defined on lines 37 through

43. This code stores the last state of the home NIM.Suchlast state information includes

whether the home NIM wascollapsed, and the position of the home NIM onthescreen.

(96) Whenthe user wishes to log out of system 10, the processed userprofile is transferred

from client 20 to server 50. When webserver 58 receives the processed userprofile, it

passes the processed userprofile to user profile database manager 100. Userprofile

database manager 100 stores the processed userprofile as the unprocessed userprofile 76

corresponding to the user. In some embodiments, such a storage operation involves a

conversion process. For example, advertisements or specific system NIM definitions are

stripped from the processed user profile in order to convert the processed userprofile to the

unprocesseduserprofile 76 that corresponds to the user. In some embodiments, the

processed user profile is periodically transferred, in its entirety or incrementally, from

client 20 to server 50 and saved in the mannerdescribed in the log out procedure above.

Such timed periodic or event based backup procedures are possible because NIM

definitions are efficiently described, thus the absolute size of a processed user profile

remains relatively small. Accordingly, timed backupsof a processed userprofile to user

profile database 76 are possible without extensive use of system 10 bandwidth or server 50

resources.
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(97)  Atthis stage, a system (FIG. 1) and a login procedure (FIG. 2) in accordance with the

present invention has been disclosed. Although the system and login procedure was

discussed using an example where only one home NIM wasassociated with a user, it will

be appreciated that, in some embodiments, any numberof distinctly different home NIMs

are associated with a user. Furthermore, a user can simultaneously execute multiple

instances of a particular home NIM on client 20 or, indeed, any numberof different home

NIMs. In one embodiment, a developer or merchant provides a user with a highly

customized home NIM that provides specialized functionality. In such embodiments, the

user collects the home NIMsand,therefore, a processed userprofile includes a description

of more than one home NIM.

(98) Attention now turns to someof the advantages and features of the present invention. In

FIG.4, a visual manifestation of the home NIM 162is illustrated. One advantage of the

home NIM,whichis an advantage that is commonto NIMsin general, is that the content of

the NIM is not trapped in a third party viewer. In fact, the home NIM definition regulates

the actual appearance of the home NIM. The home NIM definition is formed by general

parameters and commandsfound in "session_config" as well as customized parameters and

commandsin the processed userprofile. The division of the home NIM definition between

a system level file and a user level file represents a balance in the tension between the need

for a system 10 host to insure a consistent level of quality, through the proper

implementation of general parameters and commands,and the desire of each userto create

highly customized home NIMs. Lines 20 through 22 of Example | provide an example of

general parameters that are defined in "session_config.” Lines 23 through 25 define the

source location of home NIM frame images. In home NIM 162 (FIG.4), such home NIM
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frame images include the imageusedto represent buttons 164 through 174, and menutabs 1

d 178. Furthermore, lines 20 through 22 of Example | define the location of other images

that are used to construct default NIMs. An example ofuserinitiated home NIM

customization is found in lines 33 through 39 of Example 2, which define a "LASTSTATE"

definition for the home NIM, including the dimensions ofthe visual manifestation

corresponding to the home NIM online 38 (HEIGHT="134" X="616" Y="109") and

indicates that the home NM is not collapsed upon startup (COLLAPSED="FALSE").

(99) The visual manifestation of home NIM 162 illustrates additional benefits and features

of a home NIM in accordance with the present invention. When a userselects tab 176, a list

of the NIMsthat are present in the processed userprofile associated with the useris

displayed in viewer 180. As disclosed in more detail below, a user has the option to

associate a collection of NIMsinto an object termed a "pack". The pack references some

subset of the NIMsassociated with a user as well as associated state information. This

arrangementincludes, for example, whether a visual manifestation corresponding to each

MMis displayed on output means 42 or not, the dimensions of each visual manifestation,

and the position of each visual manifestation. The nameofeach packis stored in the

processed userprofile. A user reviews packs associated with the user by selecting tab 178

(FIG. 4). In FIG.4, the user only has one pack, "Customized DotPack" 182. When the user

selects pack 182, each NIM in the pack is restored in accordance with the state information

stored in the pack definition.

(100) In total, FIG. 4 represents a typical visual experience provided by one embodiment of

the present invention. In addition to home NIM 162, visual manifestations 184 and 186,

corresponding to two additional NIMsin the processed userprofile, are displayed. Visual
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manifestation 184 provides functionality that allows a user to manage an address book,

schedule appointments, or create groups and plan activities. Visual manifestation 186

represents a NIM that provides time and date information.

(101) FIG. 5 shows the visual manifestation of home NIM 162 of FIG. 4 with tab 176

selected. Accordingly, each of the NIMsin the processed userprofile associated with the

useris listed in list 188. The user can activate any of the listed NIMsby clicking on the

NIM name.In addition to the NIMsin list 188, home NIM 162 includes core NIMsthat are

defined in "session_config.” In the "session_config” of Example 1, cores are found onlines

28 and 29. Specifically, line 28 provides the address of an XML-based definition for the

add template functionality associated with button 172 in FIGS. 4 and 5, and line 29

provides the address of an XML-baseddefinition for the help template functionality

associated with button 174 in FIGS.4 and 5.

(102) Importantly, the user can categorize NIMsusingfilter 190. Categories include such

topics as sports, personal, weather, etc. Furthermore, the user can add NIMsto the

processed user profile associated with the user as well as delete NIMs. There are a variety

of mechanisms that enable a user to add a NIMtothe processed user profile. One

mechanism is to receive links to NIMs from otherusers of system 10 (FIG. 1), as disclosed

below. Another mechanism is to toggle button 172 in order to activate a visual

manifestation associated with NIM 192 (FIG.5).

(103) NIM 192 provides a system that enables users to add select NIMsto their userprofile

with a single click or keystroke sequence. NIM 192 includes tab 194 that allowsthe user to

select premiere NIMs and a general tab 196 that allows the userto review a general catalog

of NIMsthat is present in NIM templates database 74 (FIG.1). In one embodiment, when a
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user selects a NIM in list 198 (FIG. 5), the NIM is added tolist 188 and is incorporated into

the processed userprofile associated with the user. In this way, the user can collect NIMsof

interest to the user using a single mouseclick. By illustration, consider the case in which a

user selects the NIM "AnyDay Calender"in list 198. In responseto this selection, a

definition of the NIM "AnyDay Calender"is obtained from NIM templates database 74 and

is copied directly into the processed userprofile associated with the user. Furthermore, the

title of the selected NIM, "AnyDay Calender” is addedto list 188. Finally, a visual

manifestation that corresponds to the NIM "AnyDay Calender”is displayed on output

means42 (FIG. 1). As a result, the display illustrated in FIG. 5 adopts the appearance

illustrated in FIG. 6.

(104) In FIG. 6, the NIM "AnyDay Calendar" appears at the top oflist 188. Furthermore, a

control 101 associated with the NIM "AnyDayCalendar"in list 188is filled, indicating that

the NIM is currently active. Additionally, as illustrated in FIG. 6, a visual manifestation

103 corresponding to NIM "AnyDay Calendar" appears on the output means. The user has

the ability to toggle this NIM between an inactive and active state by selecting control 101.

(105) Tn one embodiment, the user is provided with the option of(1) incorporating a NIM

selected in list 198 into the processed user profile or (ii) transiently executing the NIM on

client 20. Furthermore, when the user receives NIMs from other users, the user has the

option to transiently operate the received NIMsonclient 20. If the user decides to keep the

transient NIMsat a later date, the user has the option to add the transient NIMsto the

processed userprofile at that time. Thus, in such embodiments, the user effectively has the

option to "preview" NIMsbefore adding them to the processed userprofile. Thisis

advantageous becauseit reduces the chancesof filling the user profile with undesirable
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NIMs. Sucha feature is particularly advantageousin the case of novice or inexperienced

users of system 10. Furthermore, one of skill in the art will appreciate that the concept of

transient NIM execution raises the possibility of executing NIMs on a client 20 during a

period of time in which the useris not logged into system 10. For example, consider a NIM

that is executed on a client 20 after a user initiated response to a web page advertisement

presented in web browser 36. Although the user is not logged into web server 58 and

therefore does not have a processed user profile resident on client 20, the user can execute

the NIM onclient 20 on a transient basis. Furthermore,if the user wishes to add the

transiently executed NIM to the userprofile 76 associated with the user, the user can log

into web server 58 and then add the NIM to the processeduserprofile that is delivered to

client 20 as a function of the log in process.

(106) Another important feature of the present invention is the ability for users to share NIMs

with each other. For example, if a user wishes to share the NIM "AnyDay Calendar"that

was addedto list 188 in FIG. 6, the user clicks "share" button 170 (FIG. 6). In response,

panel 105 is displayed (FIG. 7). Because "share" button 170 is pressed while tab 176 is

active in the illustration provided by FIGS. 6 and 7, panel 105 lists each of the NIMs

associated with the user. If, however, "share" button 170 is pressed while tab 178 is active

rather than tab 176, panel 105 will list each of the packs associated with the user instead of

each of the NIMs. Returning to the situation illustrated in FIG. 7, the user shares a NIM

with other users by selecting the NIM to be shared from list 107 and then toggling button

109 "Share via email.” In one embodiment, the user has the option to select multiple NIMs

from list 107 using predefined keystroke operations. For example, in one embodiment, the

user selects multiple NIMs by clicking on several of the NIMsin list 107 with a mouse
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button while depressing the "shift" button on the keyboard. When a user decides not to

share a NIM andpanel 105is displayed, the user presses cancel button 111 and panel 105 is

dismissed.

(107) When a user toggles "share via email" button 109 at a time when one or more NIMsin

list 107 have been selected, the definition of each selected NIM is copied from the

processed user profile associated with the user into a container and the containeris sent to

server 50 (FIG. 1). In the embodiment shownin FIG.1, the container is received by web

server 58. Web server 58 includes instructions for routing the container to sharelink

database 78 where the containeris stored. When the containeris stored, a unique identifier

is assigned to the container. Although a large numberof different mechanisms for

generating a unique identifier are practiced in accordance with this aspect of the invention,

in one embodiment, the unique identifier assigned to the container upon storage in

sharelink database 78 can be subsequently processed to form a URL address that

specifically references the container within the context of system 10. In one embodiment,

after a unique identifier has been assigned to the container, an e-mail program is launched

on client 20 and the user is requested to designate the recipients of the designated NIMs.

Then, each recipient is provided with the unique identifier associated with the container in

an e-mail message. Whenthe recipient clicks on the unique identifier, a call is made for a

copy of the associated container from sharelink database 78 and the containeris delivered

to the client 20 associated with the recipient.

(108) As is readily apparent upon review of FIG.7, the user has the option to size and position

the visual manifestation that corresponds to each NIM. Furthermore, by toggling controls,

such as toggle button 101 (FIG.7), the visual manifestation of a NIM is toggled between an
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on state and an off state. Such functionality is highly advantageous. First, by using this

functionality, the user has the option to create unique arrangements. Second, NIM

developers have the ability to control the default position and size of NIMsas well, and can

therefore produce an arrangement of NIMsto further specialized purposes. Finally, because

the NIMsofthe present invention are not trappedin third party applications that have a set

of undesirable features such bannerads, the utility and overall appearance of an

arrangement of NIMsis enhanced and adopts an independent value. Using the technology

disclosed in the present invention, the user collects an assortment of NIMs and arranges

them in a customized fashion. The user has the option to “capture” favored arrangements

into constructs knownas packs, which have been briefly discussed previously.

(109) FIGS. 8 and 9Aillustrate the formation of a pack using the arrangement of NIMs

illustrated in FIG. 4. The process begins when the user toggles button 164 "Make Pack"in

FIG. 4. In the embodimentillustrated by FIGS. 8 and 9A, panel 113 (FIG. 8) is displayed

whenthe user toggles button 164 (FIG. 4). Panel 113 advises the user to open and arrange

each of the NIMsthat are to be included in a pack. In the case of FIG. 4, for example, such

an arrangement could include the arrangement of NIMs 184 and 186. The userindicates

that specified NIMs are in a desired arrangement by selecting button 115 "Next" (FIG.8).

Whenbutton 115 is toggled, prompt 113 is terminated and prompt 117 is displayed to

promptthe user for a name to associate with the designated pack. The user indicates that a

name 119 has been provided for the pack by selecting "Done" button 121.

(110) In the embodiment shownin FIG.8, the user further has the option to return to panel

113 and rearrange the specified NIMs before committing to pack creation by selecting the

"Back" button 123. In the situation illustrated in FIG. 8, the user has provided the name
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"New DotPack." FIG. 9A illustrates the state of the visual manifestation corresponding to

home NIM 162 after the user has selected "Done" button 121 (FIG. 8). Specifically, the

name "New DotPack" is added to pack list 125 and tab 178 is activated to display the user

pack list rather than the user NIM list that is displayed when tab 176 is activated.

Furthermore, in responseto the user selection of "Done" button 121 in FIG.8, a reference to

each NIM specified by the user is collected into a pack, along with somestate information,

and the pack is stored in the processed userprofile associated with the user. Representative

state information for each NIM stored in a pack includes whether the NIM wascollapsed

and the position of the NIM. In some embodiments, the state information includes the

dimensionsofthe last visual manifestation corresponding to the NIM to have been

displayed on output means 42.

(111) FIG. 9 illustrates pack 139, which is delineated with a dashed box. Pack 139 includes

five NIMs 133. Each NIM 133 includes two primary components, a viewer 135 for viewing

content and a frame 137 for providing user functionality. Each viewer 135 provides a

platform for reviewing machine readable information, such as HTML, dHTML,images,

imbedded ActiveX and Java applications, JavaScript, CSS, Streaming Media, and/or Flash.

Furthermore, in some embodiments, viewer 135 provides functionality for processing

digitally recorded sound. Observe then that each NIM of the invention utilizes machine

readable information that is easily retrieved from a specified address. If the content

providerof this information desires to change the machine readable information, changes

can be made and then delivered the next time that the machine readable information is

addressed. This stands in contrast to prior art techniques in which updates to executable

code can berelatively difficult to distribute.
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(112) Each frame 137 provides functions and controls for manipulating the visual

manifestation of the NIM 133 correspondingto the frame. For example, some frames 137

include a dismiss button 141. When the user clicks on dismiss button 141, the

corresponding NIM 133 is dismissed. Additionally, some frames 137 include a menu

button 143. When the user clicks on button 143, a menu appears. In one embodiment, the

menu is a pull down menu and the menu items are defined in the corresponding NIM

definition. In an abstract example, the NIM definition provides a menudefinition of the

format:

Menu 143-(1)-"Get more NIMs" URL

(113) where(1) refers to the N.sup.th element of the menuthat is activated when menubutton

143 is pressed, "Get more NIMs"is the menu element name, and URLis the event or web

address that is called when the user selects the N.sup.th element of the menu associated

with button 143.

(114) The developerhas full control over all aspects of the appearance and functionality of

NIM frame 137. Thus, a NIM developerhasthe ability to control, for example, the

functionality located at any corner of frame 137, functionality placed along the top or

bottom of the frame, or on the sides of the frame. As an illustration, frame 137-3 includes a

control button 145 that allowsthe userto resize the visual manifestation of NIM 133-3. One

of skill in the art will appreciate that the bottom row of NIM frame 137 could have any

numberof buttons, including a forward control, a backward control, and similar controls,

each of which provides the user with distinct functionality.

(115) An advantage of the present inventionis that it is possible to embed commandsthat

affect frames 137 in the content of the computer readable media delivered to frame viewer
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135. The use of embedded commandsprovides NIM developers with powerful tools and

additional flexibility. For example, a developer can use embedded commands,such as the

menu command above, to design a NIM that has a context sensitive help menu. Each time a

particular event occurs, the developer changes the content of the help menu using

embedded commands. For example, when a soundfile is delivered to a NIM,the soundfile

may be attached to a set of embedded commandsthat provide sound manipulation

functionality in the form of a pull down menu. Elements of such a pull down menuinclude

acommandfor saving the soundfile to disk, commandsforfast forward, stop, and play, and

commandsfor sound enhancement. After the sound file has been played, embedded

commandsare used in this example by the developerto reset the menu associated with

button 143 to some default state. One of skill in the art will appreciate the benefits and

advantagesof a frame 137 that is capable of being modified based on commands embedded

in the machine readable media delivered to the corresponding viewer 135. The developer

can use presentation tools, such as adding transient help buttons, resizing the visual

manifestation of the NIM, changing the frame border color, changing thetitle of the frame,

and changing the frame border patterns, to create a more effective application.

(116) One of the advantages of the disclosed pack system is that it provides a convenient

mechanism for rapidly assembling NIMsthat track diverse sources of information.

Furthermore, when a useful set of NIMsis collected into a pack, the user can share the pack

with other users using the same procedure previously identified for sharing one or more

NIMs. It will be appreciated that in some embodiments, NIMs are commercial applications

and that appropriate use of packs provides an additional dimension for application

development. Therefore, in some embodiments, pack recipients are subscribers to a service
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provided by a pack developer. In other embodiments, pack recipients are purchasers or

licensees of packs. In still other embodiments, pack recipients receive packs developed by

friends, family members, or business associates.

(117) The technology of the present invention further provides a set of NIM management

tools to help a user manage displayed NIMs. In some embodimentsofthe present

invention, these managementtools are provided by visual management module 114 (FIG.

1). Two such NIM managementtools are, in fact, properties that are associated with NIMs,

namely magnetism and snapping. The property of magnetism is exhibited when a visual

manifestation corresponding to a first NIM is dragged or moved neara visual manifestation

corresponding to a second NIM. Whenthis occurs, the two NIMsexhibit a magnetism that

causes the first NIM to accelerate toward the second NIM. However, whenthe visual

manifestations are within a predetermined distance of each other, the NIMs snap together.

In one embodiment, the predetermined distance that triggers the two visual manifestations

to snap togetheris a gap of about five pixels. While the above discussion describes the

principles of snapping and magnetism based on a pair of NIMs, thereis in fact no limitation

on the number of NIMsthat can be snapped together and furthermore, the principle of

magnetism is not dependent on whether a NIM is in fact snapped to another NIM ornot.

(1/8) An additional managementtool, illustrated in FIG. 9A, provides a mechanism for

selecting multiple NIMs and for moving the NIMsin a coordinated fashion. In FIG. 9A,

visual manifestations 162, 184 and 186 corresponding to respective NIMsare locked

together. In response, halo 127 is drawn aroundthe selected locked visual manifestations to

graphically notify the user which NIMsare locked together. As mentioned previously, the

user has the option to position NIMsas a coordinated group. For example, in one
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embodiment, when halo 127 is displayed and the user moves mouse arrow 129 after

selecting one of the visual manifestations corresponding to a locked NIM, a target

manifestation 131 is displayed to indicate to the user the position that the selected NIMs

will be relocatedto if the user clicks a mouse key. In some embodiments, target

manifestation is a shadow image of the NIMswithin halo 127 rather than the box depicted

in FIG. 9.

(119) The present technology further provides additional methods for controlling visual

manifestations of NIMs. For example, in one embodiment, the user has the option to select

multiple NIMs by pressing a predefined key such as the keyboard "Ctrl" key, before

selecting a specified NIM. While continuing to depress the control key, the user has the

option to select additional NIMs and add the corresponding NIMsto a group. The userthen

has the option to move each of the NIMsin a single coordinated fashion as a group.

Furthermore, by entering a designated keyboard or mouse sequence,the user has the option

to move a single NIM evenin situations where the NIM is in a group. In one embodimentin

accordance with this aspect of the invention, the user clicks the visual manifestation

corresponding to a locked NIM that the user wishes to move in an independent manner and

the user does not click the visual manifestation when the user wishes to move the NIM ina

mannerthat is coordinated with the other NIMs. Additional features of the present

invention include the option to select rows or columns of NIMs using specialized control

sequences. For example, in one embodimentof the present invention, the userselects a

column of NIMsbyclicking on a NIM while holding down the alphanumeric character "c"

on the keyboard.
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(120) It will be appreciated that one advantage of the present inventionis that it is possible to

display multiple NIMs and that each NIM providesa specialized visual experience.

Therefore, NIM alignment tools are advantageous because they allow users to quickly

make room on output means 42 for additional NIMsand/or to produce highly styled NIM

arrangements. Accordingly, the present technology providesa specialized feature to rapidly

align NIMs. This technologyis illustrated in FIG. 10. The technology works in conjunction

with the tools for selecting multiple NIMs. In FIG. 10A,the user selects the visual

manifestations 147, 149 and 151 corresponding to respective NIMsusing, for example, the

column select feature disclosed above. Then, the user pushes the selected NIMsagainst

boundary 153. In one embodiment, boundary 153 is the horizontal or vertical edge of

output means 42. In another embodiment, all visual manifestations corresponding to NIMs

are displayed in a single viewport such as a window. In such embodiments, the horizontal

and vertical edges of the window each represent a boundary. FIG. 10B illustrates how

visual manifestations 147, 149, and 151 are automatically aligned when they are pushed

against a boundary, such as boundary 153. In some embodiments, the relative alignment

between the visual manifestations is preserved even after the manifestations are movedin

subsequent action by the user. The present technology further allows for the rearrangement

of NIMsalong a particular axis. For example, if NIMs are substantially oriented along a

vertical axis as shown in FIG. 10B and the user wishes to realign the NIMs on the

horizontal axis, all the user has to do is push the collection of NIMs against a horizontal

border. For example, when the user pushes visual manifestations 147, 149 and 151 against

border 155, the visual manifestations realign to conform to border 155 thus resulting in the

view depicted in FIG. 10C.
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(121) The features of the home NIM of the invention have been fully described. Attention

presently turns to the architecture and operation of individual NIMsutilized in accordance

with the invention.

(122) In one embodimentof the invention, after a user has logged into the system, as

discussed above in connection with FIGS. 1 to 10, the user interface 40 displays the home

NIM 162 as shownin FIG. 5. The home NIM typically includesa list of NIMs 188, referred

to in FIG. 5 as "MyDots.”" These are NIMs whichhave been "collected" by the user. The list

of collected NIMs, along with their associated definitions, is stored on the server in the user

profile database 76, and downloaded from the application server 50 in response to a request

from the client parser application 38. The local copy of the processed user profile is then

further processed whenthe usercollects or uses NIMs.

(123) Collected NIMs may be openedor closed by clicking on the control button next to the

NIM's nameor on the NIM's nameitself, in list 188, and all NIMs may be closed by

clicking on the "all off button’ 166. The user may place NIMsinto categories in a list of

categories 190, which can be edited by clicking on the-Edit” button 168. New NIMs may be

added to the user's collection of NIMs by clicking on the "Get" button 172.

(124) FIG. 5 also shows a NIM 192 with a list of NIMs 198, which may be previewed and/or

collected by the client 20. The user may preview or collect a NIM byclicking on the

associated name of the NIM,e.g., "eHOW". The steps taken to provide the NIM to a user

are shownin FIG. 11. After logging in (step 240) the user clicks on the name of a NIM,and

the client parser application 38 sends a request including the NIM_ID of the NIM

definition, to the applications server 50 via the transmission channel 44 (step 241).

Alternatively, the user may click on a NIM link before logging in, for exampleif the link
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has been e-mailed to the user, and then, after clicking on the link, log in. In another aspect,

the user could view, but not collect, a transient NIM without ever loggingin.

(1/25) After the user is logged in and has clicked on the NIM,the applications server 50

retrieves the NIM definition from the NIM template database 74 using the NIM ID,in step

242, and providesit to the client 20 in step 243. The client 20 receives the NIM definition

from the applications server 50 in step 244, and the client parser application 38 creates a

frame in the display of the user interface 42 in step 245. In step 246, the client 20 requests

the necessary content elements 94 stored at the URLs identified in the NIM definition from

the corresponding content server 82. The content server 82 transmits the content 94 in step

247, and in step 248 the client parser application 38 places the content in the viewer, which

is enclosed by the frame, allowing the user to preview the NIM.Alternatively, the client

parser application 38 may simply collect the NIM, addingit to the user's processed user

profile.

(126) The user may then view the NIM onthe userinterface display 42, and may interact with

the NIM much in the same way as a user may interact with Internet content or web

applications. This may change the NIM from its present, "raw"state to a usedstate

reflecting alteration or use of the NIM bythe user. For example, the user may direct the

NIMto different content within the NIM if the NIM content enables the user to do so. Or,

the user may provide information to the content server 82 which allows the NIM to be

personalized. The user may additionally be given the option of changing the size of the

frame.

(127) If the user collects the NIM, the NIM will be added to the user's list of collected NIMs

such as the list 188 shown in FIG. 5. Additionally, the client parser application will add the
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NIM's definition to the processed user profile, and, on logout, send the processed user

profile to the application server 50. Thus, the NIM's “state” will be preserved.

Alternatively, the client parser application may collect the NIM automatically, without

waiting for a user command, by adding the NIM definition directly to the processed user

profile.

(128) If the NIM'sstate has been altered by the user or by the content--if for example, the user

has directed the NIM to Internet content other than the initially-displayed content, provided

personalizing information, or changedthe properties of the frame, or if the contentitself has

caused an alteration in the NIM--this alteration will be reflected in the NIM definition

stored in the user profile database 76. Information which personalizes the resulting content,

instead of being stored in a "cookie" on the client's hard drive, can be stored as part of the

NIM definition. This advantageously permits personalization of content, such as web

content that is associated with the NIM content and the user, without storing a cookie on the

client 20.

(129) A-user may also access a NIM which has been previously collected, and possibly

altered by use as explained above. As previously described, the user profile 76 includes

NIM definitions for NIMs which have been viewed and collected by each user. A screen

shot showing NIMs 188, which have been previously collected by a user is shown in FIG.

5. The steps taken to provide the user with NIMs which have been previously collected are

shown in FIG, 12.

(130) As discussed above, on login (step 250) the user's profile is retrieved by the client parser

application 38 in the client 20 (step 251 and 252). The user's profile, stored in the user

profile database 76, includes the NIM definition for each of the NIMspreviously collected,
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and possibly altered, by each user. The NIM definitions, as discussed above, includes the

NIM frame definition and the definition of the controls for filling the viewer within the

frame with content. After log in, a local copy of the processed user profile is stored on the

client 20, and this copy is further processed as the user collects new NIMs,or uses new or

collected NIMs such that the NIMsare altered.

(131) When the user clicks on the nameof a collected NIM (step 253) the client parser

application 38 creates a frame in the display 42 of the user interface 40 in step 254. At step

255, the client 20 requests the necessary content elements 94 stored at the URLsidentified

in the NIM definition from the corresponding content servers 82, which provide the content

94 in step 256. It will be appreciated that these URLs need not be the sameas the

initialization URLsin the "raw" NIM definition stored in the NIM template database 74 on

applications server 50, and in fact the content servers need not be the same content servers

correspondingto the initialization URLs. In step 257, the NIM parser application 38 places

the content in the NIM frame, and the NIM is then fully opened.

(132) FIG. 13 illustrates a data structure for a NIM definition. As discussed above, a NIM is

defined as a frame that contains a collection of controls, or functional units, such as a web

rendering control or a GIF rendering control. The NIM frame surrounds a viewer, which

displays the addressed content. The MM hasa defined layout or arrangementof the

controls, and defined initialization input data, e.g. data and URLS, for each control or

element, in the NIM. NIM definitions are available to the client parser application via NIM

links. The NIM links "point" to NIM definitions, which includeall the information needed

to build a NIM frame andfill the NIM with NIM content. Thus, NIMs linksare easily

collected, associated into packs, and shared by users.
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(133) In one embodiment, the NIM definitions are defined using Extensible Markup

Language (XML), so that the NIM as a whole--the frame and the content within the

viewer--is advantageously as flexible as standard web content. NIMs are extremely

flexible, because the definition of the NIM is content, rather than compiled code. The NIM

definition defines the structure of the NIM, and everything that is visible in a NIM is based

on standard Internet content, such as HTML, dHTML,or GIFs, andis referenced or pointed

to by the NIM definition. An "application"-type NIM,such as a web calendar or web mail,

may be changedbythe user, by the content provider, or by other content, while

advantageously avoiding the need to distribute and support a hard-coded compiled

application. The definition of a NIM thus includes everything that is needed for the NIM to

be rendered andfilled with Internet content.

(134) As shown in the exemplary embodimentof FIG. 13, the definition of a NIM includes

tags that identify the NIM 270, define and configure the NIM frame 271, specify and layout

the controls 273 in the NIM viewer, and specify parameters to initialize all the NIM's

components with contentor data.

(135) Tn one embodiment, a NIM is identified by three ID strings 270: GlobalID, Domain and

Kind. A GlobaliD is used when the MM definition is within a share. It is unique with

respect to other NIM tags in the share. A NIM's domainis a unique label for the owning

companyor developer of the NIM, such as "dodots.com ." Finally, a NIM's kind, which is

specified by the NIM's developer, is a helpful identifier for finding the NIM, but need not

be unique. Examples of possible NIM kinds include "mp3", "scriblets," and "calculator."

Asdiscussed above, a NIM definition will typically be written in a format which facilitates

sharing of data over the Internet, such as XML. An XMLspecification for the NIM
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identification strings, for one embodiment of the invention follows. The bold text identifies

NIM definition data, while the remaining text describes the data.

GLOBALID="string” Used only within <SHARE>tags. This GLOBALID must be unique

with respect to other <NIM>tags in this <SHARE>.

DOMAIN="string"

(136) Unique label for the owning companyof this NIM.In theory, NIMs may belimited to

communicating with NIMs only from their own domain.

KIND="string"

(137) Helpful identifier for finding such a NIM from another NIM. Does not haveto be

unique.

(138) The NIM definition also includes the definition of a frame 271, which specifies the

frame size and shape, and optionally the frame orientation and/or location on the user's

screen. The space within the frameis the control space or viewer; visible controls are

distributed within the control space or viewer.

(139) The NIM definition may optionally include controls for: a titlebar; a NIM menu with

flexible menu entries; an exit button; and a bottombar. A typical layout for these

componentsis: titlebar at the top of the control space, with menu ontheleft and exit button

on the right, and the bottombarat the bottom.

(1/40) Thetitlebar componentgives the user a place to grab and drag the NIM in a windowed

environment. In one embodiment,it is implemented as a GIF rendering control that can be
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targeted to a local or remotetitlebar image. Thetitlebar will preferably have a fixed height

and width that is a function of the NIM's width. Thetitlebar is preferably capable of being

located at any position on the periphery of the NIM. Overlay text can also be specified to

layer on top ofthe titlebar image. The bottombar may be implementedin a similar fashion,

but typically will not include text overlay. The titlebar and bottombar maybefilled in with

initialization data from a fixed datafile, or alternatively with Internet content from,

example, an initialization URL.

(141) In one embodiment, a menu definition 271 is also included in the NIM definition. The

menuincludes items and actions of the NIM provider's choosing. For example, menu items

may includethe title "browse" associated with the action of targeting a full-screen browser

or another NIM,andretrieving content for that browser or NIM from a specified address

such as a URL. Logging off, or directing the NIM to another address or URL,are also

possible menu action items. Menu action items that require communication of messages

between the NIM and another NIM mayalso be provided--for example, opening another

NIM,or changing the content of another NIM thatis already open. Communication of

messages between different parts of the system is discussed below.

(142) An XMLspecification for a frame,titlebar, bottombar and menu, for one embodiment

of the invention follows:

<FRAME>

<TITLE>
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TEXT="string"

JUSTIFY=-"LEFT"|"CENTER"|"RIGHT"

COLOR="#XXXXXKX"

PIXELWIDTH="integer"

Width in pixel units. Overrides WIDTHattribute.

PIXELHEIGHT="integer"

Heightin pixel units. Overrides HEIGHTattribute.

WIDTH="integer"

Width in NIM units. Default value is 1.

HEIGHT="integer"

Height in NIM units. Default value is 1.

X="integer"|"LEFT"|"CENTER"|"RIGHT"
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Initial X position in screen coordinates. Default is center.

Y="integer"!"TOP"|"CENTER"|"BOTTOM"

Initial Y position in screen coordinates. Default is center.

FIXWIDTH="TRUE"|"FALSE"

Default is false.

FIXHEIGHT="TRUE"1"FALSE"

Default is false.

BACKGROUND COLOR="#XXXXXX"

Default is white.

<TITLEBARIMAGE>

JUSTIFY="LEFT"|"CENTER"!"RIGHT"
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TILELEFT="integer"

TILERIGHT="integer"

NORMAL="URL"

DOWN="URL"

HOVER="URL"

INACTIVE="URL"

<BOTTOMBARIMAGE>

JUSTIFY="LEFT"|"CENTER"!"RIGHT"

TILELEFT="integer"

TILERIGHT="integer"

NORMAL="URL"

DOWN="URL"
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HOVER="URL"

INACTIVE="URL"

<MENU>

Contains zero or more <ITEM>tags.

<ITEM>

TITLE="string”

TOOLTIP="string"

ICON="URL"

ID="string"

Mustbe unique.

<ACTION> RECIPIENT="address” MESSAGE="string"
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(143) As shown in FIG, 13, the NIM definition also includes layout and definition of the

controls 273. A control may be visible and render somesort of visual or text display, either

static or dynamic. A control may be hidden, for example a functional elementthat is not

necessarily visual such as a Java control. The control definition 273 includes identification

of the types of controls, the layout of the controls, and initialization information. In one

embodiment, NIM controls are specified and identified by class, kind and ID. Class defines

the type of NIM control and is not unique. Kindis a useful identifier selected by the

developer, and again is not unique. The NIM ID is unique within a user's processed profile.

(/44) Different classes of controls may be used. For example, a control may be a web

rendering object, which can render web content such as HTML, dHTML,images,

imbedded ActiveX and Java applications, JavaScript, CSS, Streaming Media, and/or Flash.

Alternatively, a control may be any object capable of rendering any kind of computer

readable media, such as a GIF rendering object or an custom-designed object to display a

particular kind of information. Alternatively, a control may be an object capable of

processing any kind of application logic, such as a Java module. For example, an on-line

brokerage firm could implement a custom stock-chart-rendering control, and define a NIM

to use this control.

(145) As discussed above, the control space is located within the frame, and one or more

controls can be flexibly positioned within the control space, and these controls may include

a titlebar and a bottombar, as well as other controls. The location of controls is specified by

the layout in the definition of the controls 273 within the NIM definition. In one

embodiment, the controls are laid out or positioned within the NIM frame according to a

flexible grid. In this embodiment, the NIM definition allows the control space to be
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subdivided into equal vertical and horizontal units, and then for the controls to be

positioned and sized within the control space.

(146) Acontrol definition will typically include initialization data. For example, where a

control is a web rendering object, the definition will include initial URLs. When the NIM is

opened, the control will navigate to the initial URLs to obtain content and render the NIM.

If the control is a GIF, the control could retrieve the GIF file from a content server or from

the application server. A NIM definition may optionally include additional tags identifying

initialization parameters for different platforms: for example, a URLis suitable for a PC,

but a "P-URL”"may be provided as well, pointing to content suitable for users viewing

NIMsthrough a personal digital assistant (PDA) or similar device.

(1/47) Controls are typically installed on the applications server, and may be updatedafter

installation by the applications server. The home NIM code, downloaded whentheclient

becomes "NIM-enabled," includes the then-existing controls. Controls are updated as new

controls are installed on the server or when a user requests a NIM that requires a new

control. The server may then may download such updatesto the client parser application,

for example on log-in. The NIM framework allows any control to be positioned and

initialized in a control space in a NIM,as discussed above.

(148) An XMLspecification for control definition and layout, in accordance with one

embodiment of the invention, follows:

<CONTROL_LAYOUT> Contains zero or more <CONTROL+>tags.

WIDTH="integer" Divides control space into this many evenly spaced columns. Default is
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HEIGHT="integer" Divides control space into this many evenly spaced rows. Default is 1.

WIDTHSCALES="TRUE"!"FALSE"Defaultis true.

HEIGHTSCALES="TRUE'|"FALSE"Divides control space into this many evenly spaced

columns. Default is 1.

<CONTROL>

CLASS="string" Class may be "Browser," "GIF reader,” or other object for rendering

computer readable media.

KIND="string"

ID="string" Must be unique with other controls in this NIM.

LEFT="integer" X position of the control in container unites. Defaultis 0.

TOP="integer" Y position of the control in container units. Default is 0.

WIDTH="integer" Width in container units. Default is 1.
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HEIGHT="integer" Height in container units. Default is 1.

URL="URL"Thisis read if and only if this control is of class "Browser". This is the URL

to which this control navigates. Otherwise, may include address for other contro] content,

e.g. GIF address in applications server.

<CATEGORIES> Contains zero or more <CATEGORY>tags.

<CATEGORY> Adds the NIM to this category. This is the only way categories are

specified; i.e. there is no master category list.

NAME="string" This is the name of the category.

(149) ANIM definition may also optionally include home NIM categories 274. A home NIM

category used by home NIM 204is a convenient way for a user to keep track of collected

NIMS. Whena user adds a NIM to a category 204, the category is added, as a string

element, to the categories element 274 of the NIM definition in the user profile. For

example, a user may categorize a particular NIM as "entertainment," or "news," or

"reference." This category will then be added to the categories element 274 of the MM

definition.

(150) ANIM definition may also optionally include an events element 275, which defines

actions to certain NIM events. For example, the OnClose event, when a NIM is closed, may

be assigned a specific and targeted action, similar to a menu item. An XMLspecification
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for the event element in a NIM definition, in accordance with one embodimentof the

invention, follows:

<EVENTS>

<ONCLOSE>

(151) Executes this action list on close.

<ACTION_LIST>

(152) Contains zero or more <ACTION?>tags.

<ACTION>

RECIPIENT="address"”

MESSAGE="string"

(153) A-sample NIM definition, in an XMLfile format in accordance with the above

specification, follows:

<NIM DOMAIN="calculator"” KIND="basic">

<FRAME CLASS="Standard" BACKGROUNDCOLOR="#FFFFO0"
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WIDTH="6" HEIGHT="4" FIXWIDTH="TRUE" FIXHEIGHT="TRUE">

<TITLE TEXT="Basic Calculator" COLOR="#0000FF" JUSTIFY="LEFT"/>

<TITLEBARIMAGEJUSTIFY="LEFT" TILELEFT="1" TILERIGHT="1"

NORMALS" " INACTIVE=" " HOVER="'" DOWN=""/>

<BOTTOMBARIMAGEJUSTIFY="LEFT"” TILELEFT="1"

TILERIGHT="1" NORMAL=" " INACTIVE="'"" HOVER=" " DOWN=" "/>

</FRAME>

<MENU/>

<CONTROL LAYOUT WIDTH="1" HEIGHT="1">

<CONTROL CLASS="Browser" KIND="A" [ID="1" TOP="0" LEFT="0" WIDTH="1"

HEIGHT="1"

URL="http://www.dodots.com /dots/Cale/CALCULATOR2.htm"/>
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</CONTROL LAYOUT>

</NIM>

(154) Thefirst line of this definition establishes the identification of the NIM definition, as

discussed above:it is in the domain "calculator," and the kind of display is "basic."

(155) Tn one embodiment, the domain will be the domain nameassociated with the content

provider. The domain nameis a unique label for the provider or developer of the NIM. The

NIM's "kind"is a helpful identifier for locating the NIM, and need not be unique. A NIM

mayalso be identified using a GlobalID, when the NIM is being shared. Since the NIM

defined by this XMLfile is not being shared, it does not have a GlobalID.

(156) The secondline of the example XML NIM definition establishes the size and

appearance of the NIM frame,defining a NIM viewer in which the NIM content will be

placed. The third line ensures that the height and width of the frame are fixed--that is, the

size of this frame cannotbe adjusted by the user. The fourth andfifth lines establish thetitle

of the NIM--"Basic calculator"--and its location. The next four lines establish the location

and placing ofthe titlebar and bottombar, and relevant images, e.g. mouse-over. Thus, the

first part of the example NIM definition defines the NIM frame. The definition of a frame,

titlebar, menu and other aspects distinguish a NIM from a browser--the content provider

has control over the frame size and every aspect of the NIM's appearance, whereas when a

browseris used, the content providerhas to adapt to the browserdisplay size, and browser

titlebar, menu, logo and other aspects cannot be controlled by the content provider.

(157) The rest of the NIM definition identifies, positions, and initializes the NIM's controls,

which, in this case, are contained by the NIM frame.In this example, the next few lines
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establish that a single control will start in the upper left corner of the NIM viewer, that the

control is of the type "browser," or web-rendering, and that the initialization URL for the

control is www.dodots.com /dots/Calc/CALCULATOR2.htm. This URLis typically

referred to as the “initialization URL," because it is where the NIM looks for NIM content

when it is opened. Where the control is of type "browser," the content will typically be

HTMLcontent. However, any standard Internet content--HTML, dHTML,flash, streaming

media, or Java, for example--may be used. As discussedearlier, a control, could include

types other than a browser. The final two lines of the XMLfile close the definitionfile.

(1/58) It will be appreciated that the NIM is designed such that content consumesthe entire

frame. In one embodiment, the content for the corners of the frame--the menu andthe exit

button--and the frame sizing images are served by an application server and referenced

whenthe userlogs in. Everything else is developed and served by a separate NIM

developer. This differs fundamentally from the current approach to providing web content,

in which there is a strong distinction between the viewer application--the browser--and the

web page or web content. Using present browser-type technology, the contentis trapped

within the viewer. To obtain a cohesive application feel and access to application features,

the current alternative is to develop custom client applications. NIMs allow a developerto

provide an application feel without developing custom client applications.

(159) NIMsandthe client parser application have a messaging architecture--the NIM

messaging architecture, or NMA--that enables NIMs, controls, and the client parser

application to communicate. Messaging, in combination with the NIM definition, gives the

content of a NIM accessto the application/rendering program--the client parser

application--and to other NIMs, allowing true application behavior. The NIM definition,
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discussed above,is accessible, flexible, and may be changed by a NIM or a user while the

NIM is in use, evenafter it's been rendered.

(160) The content provider, the user, or other NIMs can change a NIM. For example, the

content--which includesthe titlebar and menu elements--may be changed by the NIM

provider by simply enhanced NIM content, using 20 messaging, so that NIMs can exhibit

true application behavior. For example, an online brokerage firm can go beyond providing

a NIM that renders stock tracking charts, and allow users to trade on-line via a second NIM

that can interact with other NIMssuchasthe first NIM to help facilitate the activity.

(161) A NIM can be changedbyits content, or by another NIM, using messaging. This

enables a NIM to, for example, notify a user of events, such as a change in content. A NIM

could, for example, remain open, but in a collapsed mode, until a particular event occurs,

and could then either expand to normalsize, or open another related NIM. For example,if a

particular stock hits a predetermined price, the stock tracking chart NIM discussedearlier

can notify the user by expanding, by popping up a message, or by opening another NIM

(such as a stock trading NIM). Alternatively, the NIM could notify the user of a particular

event by coming into focus or changing size or content. These changes could also be made

by sending messages from a content or applications server to the NIM.

(162) As illustrated in FIG. 14, all elements of the system can send and receive NMA

messages. Message routing between NIMs, from a NIM to itself (that is, between e.g. the

frame elements and a control, or one control and another), and from NIMsto the system,

are handled by a messageinterface module 106, which is part of the client parser

application 38 in the client 20. In one embodiment, the message interface module 106

resolves addressing queries, executes system-level commands from the NIMssuch as
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"close all NIMs," and passes messages between NIMs. The message interface 106 may also

communicate messages to controls such as the browserclass controls, for example

"navigate the addressed NIM's browsercontrol to the argument URL.” Alternatively, the

message interface module 106 may route a message to an application or content server (not

shown in FIG. 14) for expanded functionality. In one embodiment, the message interface

module 106 uses an HTTP request to access an application program interface (API) call,

with data optionally being sent and received in XML format. For example, the message

interface 106 could send a message providing user input, such as credit card information to

a credit processing module on a web server82.

(163) In one embodiment, an NMA message has two components: a recipient, or address, and

the message body. Both are represented as strings. The address may specify an exact NIM,

a kind of NIM or control, a domain, or the system, meaning the overall home NIM display.

For example, in one embodiment, the address may be in the form:

#<NTM specifier>:<control specifier>

(164) if the communication is between NIMsin the same domain, or

#<domain>:<NIM specifier>:<control specifier>

(165) or

#<domain>:<NIM specifier>:<NIM id>:<control kind>:<control id>
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(166) if the communication is between NIMsin different domains, or

#system

(167) if the communication is to the system.

(168) Tn one embodiment, if the address is not properly specified it defaults to #system. The

message interface 106 in the client 20 can flexibly allow, restrict MM addressing or sending

messages--for example, the message interface can ensure that only certain NIMs can send

message to a particular NIM. This allows NIM developers to develop coordinated NIMs

that can interact, by sending messagesto e.g. change content or open one another, without

allowing other NIMsto interact with their coordinated NIMs.

(169) In one embodiment, a specifier in n address may be the unique identification of the

NIM,control or domain in question: <specifier>:=<ID>. Alternatively, where the kind of

NIM or control receiving the message is important but the specific NIM or controlis not,

the specifier may address a message to the closest matching recipient using a search

criteria: <specifier>:=<kind>#<search criteria>. The kind should be a type of NIM or

control thatis installed in the system. Search criteria may be, for example, "any," "open," or

"closed." Finally, where the control is being specified, the specifier may be a symbol, such

as ".", indicating that the message is addressed to the sending NIM. For example, in one

embodiment, the address #system sends the message to the system. The address #. sends

the message to the NIM which sent the message. The address #7 sends the a message to the

NIM with the identifier 7. The address #B#open:5 sends a message to the control with the

identifier 5, in the first open dot of kind B foundin the system.
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(170) In one embodiment, certain NIMs will have privileges to send particular messages to

certain NIMs,and not to other NIMs. For example, NIMs in a domain may be permitted to

send control messages to other NIMsin the same domain, but not to NIMsin other

domains. Thus, a NIM provider may have control over messaging between NIMsin his

domain, and prevent NIMsin other domains from changing NIMsin his domain.

Alternatively, NIM providers may coordinate with NIM providers in other domains,

permitting certain messaging privileges between someof the NIMsin their respective

domains. The HomeNIM andother system NIMs, such as the login NIM, which are in the

system domain, may have certain messaging privileges that no other NIMs have, such as

logging the user out or closing all the currently-open NIMs.

(171) In one embodimentof the invention, the second part of the message, the body,is

represented as a string of characters. Messages may be sentto the client parser application,

to the frame of a NIM,or to a control. Messages may be specific, defined messages, as

shownin the following examples, or may be any javascript, which maybe sentin or out of

NIM content. Examples of defined messages to the client parser application, in one

embodiment,are:

 

 

 

 

   
 

Application Message<are> Function
Refresh Refreshes the user's profile.
#have-NIM <NIM-address> Check if the user has the specified NIM as

#delete-NIM <NIM-address> Removethe specified NIM from the user's
profile.

#eget-screen-width Returns the width of the screen.
#get-screen-height Returns the height of the screen.
#close-all-NIMs Closes all open NIMs.
#get-NIM-ids <NIM-address> Returns the NIM ID of the specified NIM.
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(172) Messages can also be sent from a NIM toitself, or to another NIM,and the identified

actions or functions, specified in the body, are performed on the receiving NIM. The

following are examples of messages to a NIM for one embodimentof the invention:

 

Defined NIM Message<are> Function
#set-size<width><height> Sets the size of the NIM.
#set-width<width> Sets the width of the NIM.

#set-height<height> Sets the height of the NIM.
#set-position<x-pos><y-pos> Sets the position, of screen, of the NIM.
#set-title<title> Sets the title of the NIM.

#collapse Collapses, but does not close, the NIM.
#uncollapse Uncollapses the NIM.
#set-user-sizable<width true/ false><height|Establishes whether the NIM is by the user
true/false> sizeable

#set-background-color<color> Sets background color of the NIM.
#set-title-text-justify<justify-keyword>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
(173) The above examples of NIM messages may, in one embodimentof the invention, be

sent to a NIM by another NIM. For example, a user may provide input to a NIM,for

example a stock tracking chart NIM,indicating an interest in another NIM,such as a stock

trading NIM. The current NIM maythen send an "open" messageto the second NIM to

openit, if it wasn't already open. The current NEM may then send a navigate message (see

below) that may include an argument, such as a URLorothercontent pointer, so that the

second NIM could be openedto a specific URL indicated by the first NIM.

(1/74) Finally, messages maybe sent to a control of a NIM,either by the NIM itself, another

control, the HomeNim system, or another NIM. As examples, the following control

messages are provided in one embodimentof the invention:

Defined Control, Message | Function
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##<any javascript> Run any javascript in the control, e.g.
javascriptin a browser-type control.

#show Set visibility control within a NIM.
#hide Set invisibility of a control within a NIM.
#get-size Getsize of control.
#ect-address Query for unique ID of a control by kind.
#navigate Navigate the control.

  
 

(175) Control messages may be used by a NIM,addressed to its own control, or to the control

of another NIM. Control messages mayalso be sent by the HomeNIM,or by the

applications server or content server.

(176) Anexample of a message to a NIM is window.external.PostMessage("#.:","#collapse)"

this is a message from a NIM,toitself, collapsing the NIM. Another example of a message

from a NIM to another NIM is "window.external.PostMessage("#mp3#any:","#open")",

which is addressed to a NIM with the kind "mp3," but only if it is in the same domain as the

sending NIM. The body of the message instructs the message of type mp3 to open. An

example of a javascript message is "window.external.PostMessage("#mp3#any:1",

"33play( )")", which sends a message to the mp3 NIM control that calls the javascript

function play( ).

(177) The operation of the home NIM and individual NIMshas been described. Attention

presently turns to different techniques used in accordance with the invention 25 to host

NIMs.

(178) As shown and describedin relation to FIG. 1, the application server 50 includes a NIM

Management Modulel 12, a NIM Templates Database 74, a ShareLink Database 78, and a

userprofile database 76.
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(179) FIG. 15 is a diagrammatic illustration of an embodiment of the NIM Management

Modulel 12. NIM Management Modulel 12 may contain the NIM Templates Database 74

and the ShareLink Database 78, discussed in further detail below. NIM Management

Module 112 may also contain content 402 forfilling in a NIM frameor for rendering

Internet pages. Alternatively, content 402 may be stored elsewhere, such as on a Web

server similar to the server 82 shown in FIG. 1. As discussed above, the content preferably

contains Internet content such as HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), dHTML, and

images.

(1/80) In addition, Management Modulel 12 preferably contains executable procedures 403

for controlling and managing the NIM system. These procedures 403 may include: a

Collection procedure 404 for obtaining new NIMs; a Sharing procedure 405 for sharing

NIMswith others; Development procedures 406, such as a DevZone procedure 407 and a

DevNIM procedure 408, for creating, modifying or deleting NIMs; Publishing procedures

409, such as a PubZone procedure 410 and a PubNIM procedure 411, for publishing NIMs

so that they are publically accessible; and Administration procedures 412, such as an

AdminZone procedure 413 and an AdminNIM procedure 414, for administering the

system. It should be noted that the NIM sharing procedure, discussed in further detail

below, may be processed by either the Server module (102 of FIG. 1), or the Sharing

procedure (405 of FIG. 15). Control and managementof the server and the NIM

Management Modulel 12 components will now be discussed in furtherdetail.

(181) FIG. 16 is a diagrammatic illustration of an embodiment of the NIM Templates

database 74. In this embodiment, NIM Templates database 74 primarily stores XML NIM

definitions in their initial unmodified state as initially designed by a partner and which have
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not been altered by a user in any way. The unmodified NIMsare also referred to as "Raw

NIMs". The NIM Templatesdatabase 74is used as the starting point for the development of

NIMswhich maylater be customized or modified by a user, developer, or system

administrator, as discussed below.

(152) For ease of explanation, the individual or organization that controls the server (50 of

FIG.1) will hereinafter be referred to as the system providerand the individual or

organization who supplies the content will hereinafter be referred to as a partner. It should

be understoodthat a provider, partner, user, developer, and administrator of the system may

be distinct entities, the same entity, or a combination of both. Furthermore, as discussed

above, each of the aboveentities is assigned access rights or privileges which permit or

forbid that entity from performing different actions on the system.

(183) FIG. 16 illustrates an embodiment of a NIM Template database 74. A NIM

identification number (NIM_ID) 416 is stored in a NIM Template table 41.5 in the NIM

Templates database 74. A Raw NW,identified by its NIM_ID, includes a plethora of RAW

NIM characteristics, including, but not limited to, a Raw NIM creation date 417, which

indicates when the NIM wascreated and is useful when searching for NIMscreated during

a specific time, a Raw N.I.M definition module 418, and the NIMIndex categories 422 in

which the NIM has been categorized. Each NIM whencreated in typically classified into

one or more NIM Index categories by the developer, such as "Applications", "Business",

"Entertainment" and "News".

(184) Each NIMis fully configurable and definable. The NIM definition module 418 contains

details defining the NIM,such as the look-and-feel 419, of the Raw NIM, initialization

URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) 420, and a location 421 of where the developer would
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like the NIM to open on a users’s computer screen. The look and feel of the NIM is the

appearance and function of the NIM interface. The look and feel may characterize the

frame or skeleton layout, the graphics used to represent certain functions, such as opening

and closing the NIM,whetherthe frameis sizable, and the appearance and operation of

menus in the frame.

(185) The definition module 418 mayalso contain Initialization URLs 420 which reference

resources containing content. The content resources may be HTML (Hypertext Markup

Language), dHTML,images, programs such as Java applets, or any otherfile supported by

HTTP.The Initialization URLs 420 contains the nameof the protocol required to access the

resource, a domain namethat identifies a specific computer on a network, such as the

Internet, and a hierarchical description of a file location on that specific computer. These

files or resources are then used by the home NIM tofill in the frame and controls with

content. In addition, the definition module 418 may contain other details such as the

location 421 on a user's computer screen where the NIM shouldinitially open.

(156) The NIMIndex may be usedto search for, learn about, and collect NIMs. The

NIMIndexis typically accessed from either a Web browser, such as Internet

Explorer.RTM.or Netscape Navigator.RTM.or from the home NIM,108 of FIG. 1. A user

may search for NIMsby, or according to, any field of the NIM Templates table 415 via the

NIMIndex.

(187) A-user accessing the NIMIndex from a Web Browtypically navigates to a main

NIMIndex web page such as that shown in FIG. 17. FIG. 17 is an illustration of the main

NIMIndex Webpage 423. A usertypically navigates to main NIMIndex Web page 423

from a NIM home-page (not shown), or while anywhere within the NIM Website by
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clicking on the "Collect the DOtS.TM."link 424 in a menu 425. A user may search the

NIMIndexby entering a search term in a form 426 and clicking on the "Search" button 428

which implements the Collection Procedure (404 of FIG. 15) to search the NIM Templates

database (74 of FIG. 15) for NIMs that match the query. In one embodiment, the

NLMIndex may be searched by NIM title, NIM description, or partner, as shownin the pull

down menu 430. The user may also browse the NIMIndexbyclicking on a link 432 to a

NIMIndexcategory 434 which will navigate the user to a NIMIndex category Web page

440, as shown in FIG. 18.

(4838) FIG. 18 is an illustration of a single NIMIndex category, the "Applications" category

435, shown in FIG. 17. A list of sub-categories (not shown), as well as a list of NIMs 442

and their short descriptions are shown in FIG. 18. A user may click on the "more detail"

link 444 to be taken to a page displaying a full description (discussed later in relation to

FIG. 29B) of the NIM, shownin FIG. 19.

(189) Navigation of the Internet generally occurs through the use of URLs (Uniform

Resource Locators), which are the addressesof files or resources accessible on the Internet.

The type of resource dependson the Internet application protocol. Using the World Wide

Web's protocol, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the resource can be an HTML

(Hypertext Markup Language) page, an imagefile, a program such as a Java applet, or any

other file supported by HTTP. The URL contains the name of the protocol required to

access the resource, a domain namethatidentifies a specific computeron the Internet, and a

hierarchical description ofa file location on the computer and usually takes the form:

"URL=protocol://machine.name[:port]/directory/document.name’?[&argu- ments] " The

“protocol” is the Internet protocol used to reach the document or resource. On the Web, the
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“protocol”is typically HTTP, but it can take any numberof forms, such as ftp (file transfer

protocol), file (a local file), gopher (gopher protocol), mailto (electronic mail address),

news (Usenet news), telnet and tn3270 (interactive sessions), wais (wide area information

servers), or the like.

(190) The "machine.name”is the name of the host come where the documentresides (such as

www.NIM.com ). The ":port” portion of the address is optional and is only necessary when

a resource is accessible through a non-standard TCP port number. Although the standard

port number for HTTPis 80, there are numerous Webservers on the Internet that use

non-standard ports, such as port 8000.

(191) The NIM system, however, mayalso utilize a proprietary NIM protocol. An example of

a URL using the proprietary NIM protocol is: "NIMS:?NIMTemplate=<N/M_ID>"

(192) The NIM protocol URLis used to collect, distribute, and share NIMs. Whencollecting

NIMsthe NIM protocol URLis referred to as a NIMLink. Whendistributing or sharing

NIMsthe NIM protocol URLis referred to as a ShareLink.

(193) The "NIMs:”"term defines the NIM protocol or scheme andis always followed by a

colon. The "?NIMTemplate=<NIM_ID"is an argument, where a dollar sign (5) and a

question mark (?) are used to denote path and/or search elements. It should be noted that no

path is supplied (.e.: "//path/to/something”). The argumentinstructs the client parser

application (38 of FIG. 1) how to handle a user's selection of a NIM protocol URL and what

the NIM protocol URL must do. For example, to obtain a NIM,the argument might read

"NIMTemplate=123*, to obtain a Share (discussed below) the argument might read

"Share=123", to obtain a Pack (discussed below) the argument might read "Pack=123", etc.

The argument can be used to cause the client parser application to do anything within it's
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system of functionality by specifying new argumentsets to build new types of special client

parser applicationlinks.

(194) In one embodiment, the address for where the client parser application (38 of FIG. 1)

searches the system (10 of FIG. 1) for the NIM Template or ShareLink database (74 and 78

of FIG. 1) is specified within the processed login script or session_config, although it could

alternatively be specified within the NIM protocol URL. Whenauser clicks on a NIM

protocol URL (from any where you can place and click on a link, for example in a browser,

in a NIM,in email, in a document,etc.), the client parser application processes the NIM

protocol URL in the same manneras a browser processes HTTP links and an email

program processes mailto links.

(195) When a protocol URLtakes the form of a NIMLink,the client parser application

responds by obtaining the NIM definition from the NIM Template database, optionally

adds the NIM to the user's processed user profile (unless the NIM has beenspecified to be

openedin transient mode, which may be specified in the argument), and optionally opens

the NIM on the user's display screen.

(196) Tn one embodiment, by default, unless specified otherwise, a NIM will be added to a

users collection (transient--false) and will be opened (open--true). A NIMLink with

arguments may look as follows: "NIMS:?NIMTemplate&transient=true" or

"NIMS:?NIMTemplate&open=false"”. More than one additional argument could be added

by appending another argument to the URL which may read as "&argument=value”.

(197) A ShareLink (discussed below) is similar to a NIMLink and may read

"NIMS: ?share=123", where 123 is the SHAREID referencing the share module within the
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ShareLink Database. Pack Links (discussed below) typically read as "NIMS:?pack-123",

where 123 is the PACK_ID referencing a pack module within the NIM Template Database.

(19S) FIG. 19 is an illustration of a full description of NIM content 446. A graphic of the

opened NIM mayalso be displayed 448.

(199) Once the user decides that he would like to add a NIM to his home NIM,the user clicks

on the "get it now” or "Get This Dots.TM. NIMLink 450 (FIGS. 18 and 19) which either

runs the Collection procedure (404 of FIG. 15) which obtains that NIM's NIM definition

module (418 of FIG. 16) from the NIM Template table (415 of FIG. 16), or opens another

Web page as shown in FIG.20.

(200) FIG. 20 is an illustration of a Web page 452 which might be displayed to the user once

the user has clicked on the NIMLink 450. The useris presented with an option of either

collecting the NIM 456,or if the user does not have the home NIM application, the user

mayfirst download the home NIM byclicking on "Get the homeDotIm" 454. Oncethe user

clicks on the download the NIM button 456, the Collection procedure (404 of FIG. 15)

obtains that NIM's NIM definition module (418 of FIG. 16) from the NIM Template table

(415 of FIG. 16).

(201) The Collection procedure (404 of FIG. 15) transmits the NIM definition to the user's

home NIM,which optionally opens the MM and saves the NIM definition module (418 of

FIG. 16) on the user's local processed user profile. All NIM definition modules (418 of FIG.

16) on the user's computer may subsequently be saved to the userprofile database, as

discussedearlier in this writing. Alternatively, a "preview" button may be provided which

transiently displays the NIM on the user's computer screen without adding the NIM to the
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user's local processed user profile. The user may also search the NIMIndex from their home

NIM.

(202) FIG. 21 is an illustration of the main home NIM graphical user interface (GUI) 464,

similar to that shown in FIG. 5. The home NIMdisplaysa list of all NIMs 466 thatthe user

has collected. Furthermore, any NIMsthat the user has collected in groupsor packs, can be

accessed by clicking on the "My Dotpacks’ tab 468. One way to obtain new NIMsis to

click on the "Get" button 470, which opens the NIM shownin FIG. 22.

(203) FIG. 22 is an illustration of a get new NIM GUI 474. A list of all NIMs 476 (ora

featured subset) that may be collected by the user are displayed. Clicking on the "More

Dots” tab 478 (shown in FIG. 23) displays further NIMs which maybecollected.

(204) Whenauserselects or clicks on any of the NIMLinks 480, NIMLink 480 references the

NIM_ID (416 of FIG. 16) for that NIM in the NIM Templates database (74 of FIG. 16). The

collection procedure (404 of FIG. 15) receives the NIM_ID (416 of FIG. 16) from the user,

locates the NIM definition module (418 of FIG. 16) corresponding to that NIM_ID in the

NIM templates database, and transmits the NIM definition module to the user's computer.

That NIM may automatically be opened on the user's computer screen. The NIM is saved to

the user's list of NIMs on their home NIM (466 of FIG, 21), and the NIM definition module

is saved in the user's local processed userprofile. Alternatively a "preview" button may be

provided which transiently displays the NIM onthe user's computer screen without adding

the NIM to the user's local processed user profile, as discussed abovein relation to the

NIMLink. All the NIM definitions that the user has listed on their home NIM are saved to

the userprofile database either periodically, at a set time, by event, or when the usercloses

their home NIM.The technique ofthe invention facilitates a viral distribution architecture.
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In other words, the technique of the invention facilitates rampant distribution of generated

NIMs,as described below.

(205) Users (or developers) may share NIMsthey have collected, and perhaps even modified,

with other users (or developers) in accordance with this viral distribution architecture.

Because the NIM definition contains basic reference information, such asdata to instantiate

the NIM and URLsandother references to where the NIM content is located, a NIM is

easily and quickly distributed, collected, and shared. By-packaging Internet content and

applications as NIMsandreferencing the NIMs by NIMLinks, the system advantageously

gives Internet content viral characteristics as the NIMs can easily be distributed or shared

between users.

(206) Each NIM definition contains just enough information to define and initialize the NIM's

components (NIM frame, controls, etc.). For example, this information may contain data to

configure the skeleton or frame that is filled in by NIM content from a developer's server.

The NIM definition is therefore fairly small in size (-2K), and is therefore easily

distributable as an XMLfile or Blob (binary large object), which is communicated using

the same mechanisms (HTTP/HTTPSrequests) as regular Web pages.

(207) This is especially useful where a user has collected a NIM or a group of NIMs (Packs)

that he would like to send to another user. For example, a user may have an online trading

NIM,calculator NIM, and stock research MM all set up in various positions on his screen,

and would like to share the entire Pack with a friend who is remotely connected to the

Internet.

(208) To share NIMswith others, the system utilizes the Sharelink database 78 of 25 FIG. 15

and the Sharing procedure 405 of FIG. 15. FIG. 24 is a diagrammatic illustration of the
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Sharelink database 78. NIM Sharelink database 78 stores a list of all NIMs shared by users,

developers, or administrators, in a share table 484. Each NIM or group of NIMsshared is

assigned a Share ID 486 which points to a Share module 488. Each Share Module 488 may

also include a creation date 490, multiple 30 individual MM definition modules 492, or

multiple packs of NIMsthat have been shared (Sharepack module 494) containing multiple

NIM definition modules 496 and 498.

(209) FIG. 25 is an illustration of a Share NIM's GUI 500. All dots collected by the user (466

of FIG. 21) can be shared with other users by clicking on the "Share" button 502 shown in

FIG. 21. Once the user has clicked on the "Share" button 502, the GUI 500 shown in FIG.

25 is launched. The user may then highlight any of the NIMsor packs of NIMs 504 he has

collected or created and thereafter share the NIMs or packs of NIMs 504 by clicking on the

"Share via email” button 506. It should be noted that other meansof distributing the NIMs

may be used together with, or instead of, email.

(210) When users share NIMs or NIM packs, their home NIM application generates a 10

share module, which may for example be an XML Blob containing the N1M definition or

Sharepack modules shared. The shared NIM XMLis then sent to, and savedin, the

Sharelink database (78 of FIGS. 1 and 24). The Sharing procedure 405 of FIG. 15 then

automatically generates a shared link (ShareLink) that references or points to the address of

the shared XML onthe Sharelink database. This ShareLink is then sent or 15 distributed

(via email or posted on a Website) to other users.

(211) If auser receives shared NIM(s) or pack(s) and has a home NIMinstalled on his client

computer, then clicking on the Sharelink adds the NIM(s) to the user’s home NIM and

opens the shared NIM(s) on the user's screen.If a recipient of a shared NIM doesnot have
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the home NIMinstalled on his computer, then the home NIM is downloaded andinstalled

(with the user's cooperation), the shared MM is addedto his local processed userprofile,

and the NIM is opened.

(212) The NIM management module (112 of FIG. 15) may also be responsible for controlling

and managing the development of new NIMsvia the DevZone and the DevNIM discussed

below.

(213) Because NIM contentis based on existing Internet content standards (HTML, DHTML,

GIFs, etc.) developers can create MM contentusing their existing Internet content

development tools and methodologies. Therefore, no special hardware or softwareis

required to develop or serve NIM content.

(2/4) Furthermore,as the application server (50 of FIG. 1) hosts and delivers NIM definitions

from the NIM Templates database (74 of FIG. 1) developers merely define and package the

NIM content without directly authoring, hosting, or serving the XML NIM definitions.

Therefore, no special hardware or software is required on the developer-side to host and

serve the NIM content, other than required for their regular Internet content.

(275) Two meansare provided for creating NIMs. First, a Developer Zone Website

(DevZone) and second,a set of developing NIMs (DevNIMs). Both means enable NIM

developers to create, define, and modify NIM definitions, and to support the NIM

development process which results in XML NIM definitions being added to the NIM

Templates database and NIMLinks generated.

(216) The DevZone is a Web site where NIM developers can view a list of NIMsthey have

defined and/or published, add new NIMs, and categorize, view, modify, or delete their

existing NIMs. The DevZoneis preferably rendered in a Web browser, is hosted on the
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Webserver(82 of FIG. 1), and is implemented with a DevZone procedure (406 of FIG. 15).

To access the DevZone, the developer may typically pass through a secure portal, such as

by supplying a login identity and password.

(217) FIG. 26 is an illustration of the main DevZone Web page 510. All NIMscreated by the

NIM developer appearin a customized NIM list 514 that may only be accessed by that NIM

developer. All NIMscreated by a developer appear on the NIM list 514, unless they have

been deleted by the developer or by a system administrator. The NIM list may contain the

NIM name518, the date the NIM was created 520, and an indication 516 of whether the

NIM is in developmentoraccessible by the public in the NIMIndex(i.e. "in-development"

or “published”).

(218) To access the NIM definition (for modification or review) the developerclicks on a

"modify" or "preview" link 324 as transient (e.g. to add the NIM to their home NIM for

previewing andtesting). By clicking on the "modify" link, the developer is taken to the

NIM modification web page, as shown in FIG. 27. Alternatively, by clicking on the "Create

a Dot" button 522, the developer is taken to a web page similar to the NIM modification

web page shown in FIG. 27, where the developer may create a new NIM.

(219) FIG. 27 is a partial view of a NIM modification web page 530. To modify an existing

NIM,or create a new NIM definition, a developer preferably utilizes Web forms, such as

534 to 542, or any area that contains objects that capture user input, such as text entry

spaces, check boxes, and selection buttons. Developers typically fill in forms with

information which defines the NIM, wherethe details might include the NIM's name 534,

the URL for any image associated with NIM 540 (as shown in FIG. 18), the URL for a

detailed image 542 (448 of FIG. 19), and such details as NIM frame(e.g., size of NIM,
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sizeable), layout of the controls (e.g., WebConduit control), and to specify the initial MM

content(e.g., the initial target URLs for the WebConduit control, TitleBar, BottomBar),

and any categories in which the developer would like the NIM to belisted in the NIMIndex.

Once the developer has completed or modified the forms, he may either save or delete the

NIM 532. If the developerselects either the development check box 536 or the public check

box 538, and then saves the NIM, the DevZone procedure (407 of FIG. 15) generates a

XML NIM definition, stores the XML NIM definition in the NIM Templates database (74

of FIGS. 1 and 15) and returns a NIMLink pointing to that NIM whichis listed on the NIM

list (514 of FIG. 26) on the developer's home NIM.Theonly difference being that once the

developer selects the public check box 538 and saves the NIM, the NIM definition is

published utilizing the PubZone publishing procedure (410 of FIG. 15) to a publically

accessible portion of the NIM Template Table (415 of FIG. 16), from where users can

access, download, and collect the NIM.If the developer selects the development check box

536, the NIM can only be viewed and or modified by the developer and system

administrator. It should be noted that the DevZone only allows control of certain

characteristics of each NIM.Other characteristics may be set to default while still other

characteristics can only be altered by an administrator. In an alternative embodiment, the

DevZone may be rendered in a NIM or group of NIMsjust as it was rendered in a Web

browser. In either embodiment, NIM developersfill out one or more forms specifying NIM

definition parameters, an XML NIM definition gets created and stored in the NIM

Templates. Database, and a NIMLinkgets generated that points to the new NIM. The

Developer can then view or debug this NIM by clicking on the NIMLinkto addit to his

home NIM,orpreview astransient, and thereafter render it on his screen. NIM definitions
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may also be developed using NIMs and NMA messages. A 30 developer may create Raw

NIMsfrom empty NIM Templates using a development NIM (the DevNIM) on the

developer's home NIM.

(220) FIG. 28A to 28D are GUIs of a development NIM (the Dev NIM). A developer may

obtain a DevNIM byeither collecting the DevNIM in the usual manner,as discussed above,

or the system, via the system administrator, may share the NIM with the developer, also as

discussed above. The DevNim contains a DevNIM procedure (408 of FIG. 15) whichis

transmitted to the developer's home NIM,as discussed above.

(221) Tocreate a new NIM,the developer launches the DevNIM and enters a NIM name 550

into the DevNIM. Theserver then obtains an empty NIM (a NIM with default or no

initialization data and with only basic characteristics) from the NIM Template Database

using the procedure for collecting NIMs described above, and saves the empty NIM under

the supplied new NIM name 550locally in the developer's processed user profile. The

developer may then modify the empty NIM to the required form using the DevNIM.In the

preferred embodimenta pull down menu 552 is provided where the developer can select

which feature to modify, such as the frame characteristics (FIG. 28B), the titlebar (FIG.

28C), or initialization URLsfor different frame or control elements (FIG. 28D).

(222) Each time the developer modifies a setting, the DevNIM, using the DevNIM procedure,

sends NMA messagesto the newly saved NIM to modify its definition parameters. For

example, modifying the NIM's name,size, TitleBars, BottomBars, or WebConduits (as

shown in FIGS. 28A to 28C).

(223) Unlike the DevZone, a new XML NIM definition and NIMLinkis not generated every

time a modification is made. All modifications (during the development cycle) are made
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locally to the NIM definition and are stored in the developer's processed user profile. The

DevNIM embodiment, therefore, requires a separate publishing step that promotes the

newly created NIM definition from the developer's user profile, to the NIM templates

database on the application server.

(224) To publish the NIM, the NIM developer categorizes the NIM and the NIM definition is

copied from the developer's processed user profile to the NIM Templates database.

(225) A publishing NIM (PubNIM), implemented with Publishing procedures 409,is

provided to handle these functions. The PubNIM maytherefore be shared or transmitted to

the developer along with the DevNIM. The PubNIM contains a PubNIM procedure (411 of

FIG. 15) which controls the publication of the NIMs to the NIM template database, as

discussed above. The PubNIM procedure sends a NIM definition module to the application

server which receives the NIM definition module, extracts the NIM definition from the

share module, stores it in the NIM Templates database, and associates the NIM with the

developer so that the NIMLink shows up on the developer's NIM list (in their DevZone

account),

(226) Alternatively, the new NIM maybe published directly from the DevNIM. Once a user

is satisfied with the NIM, he mayselect an option which publishes that NIM definition to

the NIM Templates database. It should be noted that a developer may modify his NIMsat

any time from the DevNIM.

(227) As mentioned earlier, when a developeris first authorized to create and/or modify

NIMs,or at any time thereafter, information about that developer is saved in that

developer's userprofile (76 of FIG. 1) on the application server.
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(228) A developer may also create application programs using NIMs, which a user may

access from his client computer. Just as client-side application characteristics (sizing,

position, menus) are accessible to content via NMA,the system may offer server-side

application functionality, or toolkits, which are accessible through the NMA.

(229) A developer can build a NIM application without implementing, hosting, or supporting

complex server or client applications. By using the server toolkits, a developer can develop

NIMsthat exhibit server-application behavior by focusing on implementing NIM content

(just like standard Internet content).

(230) For example, a NIM'’s content (an HTML page) may send a messageto the system (or

server) to request a credit card to be processed. Other toolkit examples may include credit

card billing, user profiling, targeted advertising, email, chat rooms, Internet telephony

applications, or calendars.

(231) Any server-side application can be made accessible through the NMA,as a toolkit, just

as client-side application behaviors are made accessible. In the current implementation,

server-side application functions could be offered by a NIM (exposed via javascript

functions on a page in a hidden frame). Other NIMs could access this functionality by

sending NMA messagesto this "Toolkit NIM"calling the functions. A NIM developer may

therefore focus on Internet content development while accessing the features, behaviors,

and functionality of an application just as if he had developed custom client and serverside

applications. The NIM management module (112 of FIG. 15) may also be responsible for

controlling and managing the administration of the system via the AdminZone and the

AdminNIM discussed below.
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(232) A system administrator has the powerto create, modify or delete users, developers,

NIMs,other administrators, or NIMIndex categories, depending on that administrators

access privileges. In a similar manner to the DevZone and DevNIM,system administrators

mayutilize either a Web browser administration zone (AdminZone), or an administration

NIM (AdminNIM) which both make use of Administration procedures (412 of FIG. 15).

(233) To access the AdminZone, an administrator typically passes through a secure portal,

such as by supplying a login identity and password. Once within the AdminZone,the

administrator may search for a NIM by NIM nameortitle 552, category, developer,

developer contact name,orstatus, as shown in FIG, 29A. The administrator may also

selectively search for NIM's in developmentor publically accessible NIMs554.

(234) Utilizing an AdminZone procedure (413 of FIG. 15), once the required NIM 20 is

located the administrator may modify or delete the NIM in a similar manner to a developer

as shown in FIG. 29B, and described above.

(235) Also utilizing the AdminZone procedure, the administrator may manage NIMIndex

categories by creating new categories, modifying or deleting existing categories, and/or

adjusting the layout of the NIMs within those categories as shown in FIGS. 30A and 30B.

For example, an administrator may change a category's name 558, designate the category

active or inactive 556, or create sub-categories 560. The system administrator may also

select a category or categories for the NIM to appear in, where each NIM mayberegistered

in more than one category.

(236) Finally, utilizing the AdminZone procedure (413 of FIG. 15), an administrator may

search for users, providers, or developers and adjust their details, as shown in FIGS. 31A

and 31 B. The system administrator may, for example, change a users contact details. In
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addition to adding, modifying or deleting NIMs, system administrator may havethe task of

reviewing NIM submissions from developers and promoting NIMsto the public. A

submissionslist of newly submitted NIMs may be displayed to an administrator, who may

promote the NIM to the public or view the NIM. Once promoted, changes are madeto the

NIM Templates database and the NIM is automatically removed from the submissionslist

(again by utilizing the AdminZone procedure (413 of FIG. 15)).

(237) The foregoing discussion has explored the inherent nature of NIMs. Attention now

turns to different techniques that may be used to exploit information that is associated with

the use of NIMs. In particular, the following discussion is directed toward the accumulation

of statistical information that is only available in view of the architecture of the present

invention.

(238) Currently, the predominant method of tracking and collecting user online behavior is

severely limited for a numberof reasons. First, most Internet use or visitor statistics are

single-dimensional (linear, sequential) because Internet content is presented to users one

full-screen page at a time. Second,users visit and leave sites so rapidly their visits are

barely meaningful. Third, user's browsing habits are often discontinuous (browsers give

users navigational bypass controls--back, forward, home,refresh, stop, etc.). Fourth, user

behavior tracking is limited from a single site's server point of view. Current use statistics

are plagued with the challenge of tracking continuous user behavior (especially from a

cross-company perspective), with more than a single dimension of use context. Finally,

because a computer may have multiple users, or a single user may use multiple computers,

tracking continuous useron-line behavioris extremely difficult.
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(239) One of the advantages of the NIM system asillustrated in FIG.1, is that the Server 50 is

able to track continuous, long-term NIM use information about each user. This is because

the NIM server, through communication with the home NIM,can track each NIM event

performed by each user. Therefore,it is possible to track each individual user's entire NIM

use activity from the momentthe user downloads the home NIM.

(240) Referring to FIG. 32, in one embodiment of the invention the following events may be

tracked by the Event Log Module 98 (within the client computer 20 of FIG. 1): home NIM

Download Event 704 NIM Download Event 706 NIM Display Event 708 Web

Click-Through Event 710 Page-View Event 712 First NIM Installation Event 714 First

home NIM Startup Event 716 Transient Mode Event 718 Share NIM Received Event 720

NIM Pack Received Event 722.

(241) A home NIM Download Event 704 is logged when the user clicks on a link to request

the home NIM user application. Preferably, the start time 752, and the end time 754 are

recorded for this event. Also recorded is the provider ID 750 which is a parameter

(generally, an integer) that represents the content provider partner who providedthe link to

the user.

(242) NIM Download Event 706 is logged when the home NIM acquires a NIM via a

NIMLink. Thestart time 752, the end time 754, and the provider ID 750 are recorded for

this event. Also recorded is the NIM ID 756 whichis a parameter (generally, an integer)

that represents the NIM that was just downloaded.

(243) NIM Display Event 708 is logged when a user activates a NIM. The NIM ID 756, the

start time 752, and the end time 754 are recorded for this event. Web Click-Through Event

710 is logged whenevera user links from a NIM to a full-screen browser. This can occur
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when a userclicks on a link in the NIM,or it can occur automatically through the NIM

messaging, or directly through the content provider. The NEM ID 756, the start time 752,

and the Internet address 758 of the link are recorded. Page-View Event 712 is logged

whenever a user views a page of content within a NIM. The NIM ID 756,andthe start time

752 are recorded forthis event.

(244) First NIM Installation Event 714 is logged the first, a NIM or NIM Packisinstalled

from a web site. This event is logged only once for each user account. The NIM ID 756,

start time 752, and end time 754 are recorded for this event.

(245) First home NIM Startup Event 716 is logged when the home NIM runsforthe first time.

This event is logged only once for each user account. Thestart time 752 is recordedforthis

event.

(246) Transient Mode Event 718 is logged when the home NIM runsin transient mode.

Transient mode occurs when the home NIM runsbefore the user has logged in. The start

time 752, and the end time 754 are recorded for this event.

(247) Shared NIM Received Event 720 is logged for each NIM a userreceives as part of a

share. If a NIM Packis shared, this event will be recorded for each NIM in the shared pack.

The NIM ID 756, the start time 752, and the end time 754 are recorded for this event.

(248) Shared NIM Pack Received Event 722 is logged for each NIM Pack a user receives as

part of a share. Thus, when a NIM Packis shared, an Event 720 will be logged for each

NIM in the NIM Pack, while an Event 722 will be logged once for the NIM Packitself. The

start time 752, and the end time 754 are recorded forthis event.

(249) The events listed above are tracked in one particular embodiment. Other embodiments

may track more or perhaps fewer events. This comprehensive event tracking is possible
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because each user event can be identified by the NIM Server through communication with

the home NIM. Additional events may include tracking whena user sends a share or

tracking when a user sends a NIM or a NIM Pack.

(250) FIG. 33 showsa typical series of user actions 800 as they are tracked by the Event Log

Module 98. First, a user may request to download the home NIM application (step 802)

from either a partner's web site or the NIM Server 50. The Event Log Module 98 records a

home NIM Download Event, as shown with field 704 of FIG. 32. Thestart time 752, and

the end time 754 are preferably recorded. Also, the provider ID 750 of the site from where

the home NIM download request was received is recorded.

(257) Returning to FIG. 33, the user subsequently activates the home NIM forthefirst time

(step 804). The Event Log Module 98 records a First home NIM Startup Event 716, as

shown in FIG. 32. The start time 752 is preferably recorded. In addition, the home NIM is

activated and the user lot yet logged in, a Transient Mode Event 718 is logged andthestart

time 752 is recorded.

(252) As shown in step 806 of FIG. 33, the user logs into the home NIM. Whenthis occurs,

the end time 754 may be recorded for the Transient Mode Event 718.

(253) A-user download of a new NIM (step 808) may be from a partner's web site or the NIM

Server. When this occurs, the raw NIM definition is copied into the user's User Profile 76.

The event log 98 records two events. First, becausethis is the first NIM the user has

installed, a First NIM Installation Event 714 is recorded. The start time 752, the end time

754, and the provider ID 750 of the downloadsite are preferably recorded. The second

event recorded is a NIM Download Event 706. The Event Log Module 98 preferably tracks

the NIM ID 756, the provider ID 750,the start time 752, and the end time 754 forthis event.
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The next thing a user may do is open the NIM (step 810). This consists of retrieving the

NIM definition from the user's User Profile and getting NIM content from the provider 82,

as discussed above. The NIM is displayed for the user and the Event Log Module 98

records a NIM Display Event 708. However,at this point, the Event Log Module 98 can

only record the start time 752, and the NIM ID 756 forthis event. The end time 754 is

recorded when the NIM is closed.

(254) For every page of content a user views within a NIM 812, a Page-View Event 712 is

recorded. Some page views may require content from the provider 82. The NIM ID 756,

and the start time 752 are recorded forthis event.

(255) The NIM mayalso enable the userto click onalink that results in navigating to a full

screen web browser(step 814). When a user does this, a Web Click-Through Event 710 is

recorded. The Event Log Module 98 records the NIM ID 756,the start time 752, and the

URLof the website that is passed from the NIM content to the browser 758.

(256) When the NIM closes(step 816), the end time 754 for the NIM Display Event 708 is

recorded. Whenthe user logs out of the home NIM (step 818), the event log is uploaded to

the Server 50 (of FIG. 1).

(257) In one embodimentof the invention, the previously described Event Log Module 98

(within the client computer 20 of FIG. 1) tracks user events in the home NIM user

application and uploads the information to the Statistics Database 80 (of the server

computer 50 of FIG. 1) at predetermined intervals alternate embodiments, the Event Log

700 (in FIG. 32) may be processed by the NIM Server beforeit is stored in the Statistics

Database 80. For example, the NIM Server may process NIM usestatus information for

each userthat is currently logged in.
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(258) The Statistics Database 80, illustrated in FIG. 34, preferably lists every event 1002 by

every user of home NIMsalong with the corresponding fields associated with each event.

Por-example, if a NIM Display Event is recorded, the User ID 1004 of the user that

performed the eventis listed, the start time 1006 is listed, the end time 1008is listed, and

the NIM ID 1010 is listed. If a Web Click-Through Eventis recorded, the User ID 1004is

listed, the NIM ID 1010is listed, the start time 1006 is listed, and the URL ofthe website

1014 is listed. The Statistics Database 80 therefore allowsthe list of events to be easily

referenced and searched by each event or by each ofthe fields associated with the events.

(259) Referring to FIG. 35, the Statistical Analysis Module 900 usesthe Statistics Database

80 in order to provide various services for the content provider partners 82. Preferably, the

Statistical Analysis Module 900 includes a Multi-Dimensional ConsumerProfile Module

902, a Real-Time Advertising Module 904, and a Pack Building Module 906, as discussed

below.

(260) A primary advantage of the present invention is that, because NIMsare used in groups

and are used more often and for longer periods of time than web pagesor websites,

real-time multi-dimensional NIM use data (that's a function of which NIMsare activated

simultaneously) can be accumulated. In accordance with an embodimentof the invention,

this accumulated data is used to generate a multi-dimensional consumerprofiling database.

The Multi-Dimensional ConsumerProfile Module 902 uses information from the Statistics

Database 80 to examine, for each user, the start time, and the end time of each NIM Display

EventIt then determines the NIMs (using the NIM IDs) that are opened simultaneously for

each user. The Module 902 determines, for every selected NIM,the other NIMsthat a given

user may use in conjunction with the selected NIM. The Module 902 also determines how
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often these other NIMsare used simultaneously with the selected NIM. For example,

Company X provides a NIM forselling its books. The Multi-Dimensional Consumer

Profile Module 902 determines for Company X that a particular user has a NIM related to

finance activated 30% ofthe time the user has the book-selling NIM acted, a NIM related to

computers 20% ofthe time the user has the book-selling NIM activated, and a NIM related

to wedding gifts 5% of the time the user has the book-selling NIM activated. This will

provide Company X with a more complete profile of the user's interests.

(261) The Real-Time Advertising Module 904 determines the NIMsthat each user has

displayed at any given moment. This information is used by a content providerpartner or

by the NIM Serverto target advertising information. For example, if a user has a NIM

related to sports displayed simultaneously with Company X’s book-selling NIM, Company

X uses this information to stream an advertisement for a sports book. In one embodiment,

this is accomplished by associating each NIM with a context keyword. This is done by

incorporating the context keyword into the NIM definition or, alternatively, by maintaining

a table of NIMsandtheir corresponding context keywords. For example, the NIM related to

sports is associated with the context keyword "sports." Moreover, the Real-Time

Advertising Module 904 may combine the real-time user information with the historical

user information from the Statistics Database 80 to provide advertisers with a complete

picture of a user's interests.

(262) The Pack Building Module 906 uses the Statistics Database 80 to determine which

NIMsare being used simultaneously. The Module 906 also determines which NIMsare

being shared as NIM Packs. From this, the Module 906 provides information to content

provider partners about which NIMsshould be bundledtogether. In alternate embodiments,
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the Module 906 builds a NIM Pack based uponthe information it processes. For example,if

the Pack Building Module 906 determines that an airline NIM is being used with a hotel

NIM and a car rental NIM, the Module 906 may build a NIM Packwith a restaurant NIM.

(263) Additionally, in one embodimentof the present invention, the NIM Server 82 maytrack

the content within a NIM in a Content Database 1050,as illustrated in FIG. 36. A content

descriptor 1052 which may bea string describing the content that is shown within the NIM

is recorded for content shownin the NIM.For example, if a NIM displayed an

advertisement for an automobile followed by an advertisement for a restaurant, the two

recorded content descriptors might say "automobile ad” and "restaurant ad.” In addition, the

NIM ID 1054,the start time at which the content is displayed 1056, and the end time 1058

are all preferably recorded for each content descriptor.

(264) Referring to FIG. 35, The Content Analysis Module 950 is able to correlate, at any

moment, the content displayed to the user as recorded in the Content Database with the

user's NIM activity recorded in the Statistics Database. For example, if one NIM displays to

a user an advertisementfor a travel book, the user may open a NIMrelated to Florida, a

NIM ownedbya specific airline, and a NIM owned by acar rental company.This pattern of

user behavior will allow the company that provides the travel book advertisementto better

understand the effect of the advertisement on the user. The company mayusethis

information to make cross-promotions with other NIM providers, or, simply to provide

more effective targeted advertisements.

(265) In an alternative embodiment, each of the content providers may track its own content

information. The content providers could then compare its content information with the

user information provided by the Statistics Database of the NIMServer.
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(266) Finally, referring to FIG. 37, all of the user event information may be used in

conjunction with user information provided at login. During the login process, the user may

be required to enter demographic information such as age, marital status, etc. In one

embodiment, this information is stored in a User Account Database 1100. Each User ID

1102 is listed along with the corresponding user information 1104. Therefore, it is possible

to match the user events with personal information about the particular user to give

advertisers or NIM content providers a more complete behavior profile of each user.

(267) The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation, used specific nomenclature to

provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However,it will be apparent to one

skilled in the art that the specific details are not required in order to practice the invention.

In other instances, well known circuits and devices are shownin block diagram form in

order to avoid unnecessary distraction from the underlying invention. Thus, the foregoing

descriptions of specific embodiments of the present invention are presented for purposes of

illustration and description. They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention

to the precise forms disclosed, obviously many modifications and variations are possible in

view ofthe above teachings. The embodiments were chosen and described in orderto best

explain the principles of the invention and its practical applications, to thereby enable

others skilled in the art to best utilize the invention and various embodiments with various

modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.It is intended that the scope

of the invention be defined by the following claims and their equivalents.
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DISPLAYING TIME-VARYING INTERNET BASED DATA USING APPLICATION

MEDIA PACKAGES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application is a continuation of and incorporates by reference US.

Non-Provisional patent application Ser. No. 09/558,925, filed Apr. 26, 2000, now U.S. Patent 

No. 7,660,868, which claims priority from and incorporates by reference U.S. Provisional 

Application ser. nos. 60/131,083, filed Apr. 26, 1999, 60/131,114, filed Apr. 26, 1999,

60/131,115, filed Apr. 26, 1999, 60/176,687, filed Jan. 18, 2000, and 60/176,699, filed Jan. 18,

2000. The present application claims priority to U.S. Non-Provisional patent application ser.

no. 09/558,925, filed Apr. 26, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 7,660,868, and each of the
 

aforementioned applications to which it claims priority.

[0002] The present application is also related to and incorporates by reference the

following U.S. patent applications: Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 09/558,922, filed

April 26, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 7,756,967; Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 

09/558,923, filed April 26, 2000; Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 09/558,924,filed April

 26, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 7,356,569; Non-Provisional Application Ser. No. xx/xxx,xxx,

filed October 31, 2007 titled “Component For Accessing And Displaying Internet Content”

(attorney docket no. IMS 07-05-01); Non-Provisional Application ser. no. =x4cexx=xxx

11/932,286, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled "Server Including Components For Accessing And
 

Displaying Internet Content And For Providing Same To A Client” fatterney-deeketreIMS.
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9705-92); Non-Provisional Application ser. no. 3*4eexpee11/932,392, filed Oct. 31, 2007, 

titled "Method For Accessing And Displaying Internet Content" fatterney-docketne—IMs.

0705-93); Non-Provisional application Ser. No. xx4exeee11/932,427, filed Oct. 31, 2007, 

titled "Component For Coordinating The Accessing And Rendering Of An Application Media

Package" ¢atterney—deeket ne—_IMS—07-95-64), Non-Provisional Application ser. no.
 

xxboexpoe11/932.456, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled "Tracking and Tracing User Activity with 

Application Media Packages"—tatterney—decket—no—IMsS—07-93-95); Non-Provisional

Application ser. no. sxteexese11/932.585, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled "System and Methods
 

for Creating and Authoring Internet Content using Application Media Packages" fatterney

 
deeket-nes07-05-04, Non-Provisional Application ser. no. s4eepeee11/932,630, filed

Oct. 31, 2007, titled "Methods of Obtaining Application Media Packages'-fatterneydocketne-

EMS-97-95-08); Non-Provisional Application ser. no. sx4ee3eee11/932,663, filed Oct. 31,

2007, titled "Indexing, Sorting, and Categorizing Dots"tatterney-docketneIMS94-05-99},

Non-Provisional Application ser. no. xxesxx«x—11/932,692, filed Oct. 31, 2007, titled 

"System and Methods of Messaging between Application Media Packages'-tatterney-deeket

ne-IMS-07-93-10); and, Non-Provisional Application ser. no. AKx**-11/932.763, filed 

Oct. 31, 2007, titled "Component For Accessing And Displaying Internet Content In

Association With a Web Browser Application” Gatterney-deeketnotMs6705-415.
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Patent and Trademark Office patent fieorrecords, butotherwisereservesallcopyrightrichts
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[0006] Users—and—appleation_developers—therefere_have—imited—eentrel_everthe
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associated with a _browser_or-viewer,_se_that aiseris_more_incined to-viewa-sinele set_of
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eontroHed.

 

 
  
6 “Web-applheations” suchas —web-matt and _web—calendars_are bein
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web—content,_is_presentedinally, there _is—a_need_to—_eather_meoreaceurate_information
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browsers,Appleation_Media Packases—are not ceneraly navicable They are typically
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[0016] Fhe ApplHeation Media Viewerthen provides-atayer of security for Web
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
whenconsidered in Heht of the clans provided herent,
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£0026} Fie} ts-all iHustration of the communicationpathwaysassectatedwith
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{0032} Fie_t3 is-an dhastration of thecHent-servermodelofasystemaccordins
 

 

 

 

 
whieh—_contentis—optionaly_presentedThe _fully_confieurable _frame—utiizedin
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accordancewiththeinvention _stands _in-contrast to present web _browsers_whichare
 

 

eontrels assoectated with the browser.
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[0037] Fio—t _is—a—seneral iHustration of acsystem_int accordance —with_one
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[0044]Fhe_exemplary_memery30-of Fic} farther inchides_asweb-browser 36 for
 

 
 

applHeation 38Insomeembodiments, cHent parser appleation 38 usestheoneormore

c . i 3 btai loi . 59] .

embediments, accordance with the present invention, cHent parser appleation 38 sans
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eventsdefinine the typeofcontent andtheduration overwhich al contentis viewed by
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[80504 Stracturathy,—the—D ot—or—media—appleatienpackage—comprises
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therein.Datais-web-browserreadable laneuace inchidine mediaandInternetreferences
 

MediaPackase—are—alse_parsed_and_exeeutedTheAppleation Media Viewers
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{0054} Block—_A -sreup-of DetsBloeks are created_anddestroyedbytheser
 

 
  

breadest sensetoinchide not only traditionalweorkstations_tapteps-_and similar devices,

19056] 0 5 lso_eatled_a_P Webs _ used tel
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{0063} DotPack—_A_sroupof Deottemplates_specified by—a_particutar Det
 

  
 

the starting poi for a particular Det which may be customizedbytheserHtsome

ax the fizst 3 cation.
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[0067—_LeadDot—FhecontreHineDot within a bloek A lead DotistheonlyDot
 

 
[8069}——_Snapshot—_A_point-iitine_data set _deseribine—an individual users
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is-develepedpackacedanddelivered from _aserverThe present inventionfurther
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is-presented-with updateste thecontent either in part orinchidinetheentireApplcation
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characteristies;_and eliminate the need tomaintain_a_sefeware appleationinorderto
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while-aanerattends_teother tasks—on_a_deviee,such_asinteractine with different
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thus-providine fall control of the asers experienceThat isa Dot thatis instantiated on
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be—easily-ematted _between_friends._Dets—may be eeleected accordinetecommen
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{0093}—_Netweork+eference 108 will typically bea URE containine the addressof
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

to-a_hard coded_custom cent appleation) fer operation ontInternetcontent.
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[00954 Fis—S iHastrates-atrenderine of instantiation of a Det DefinitionasaDet
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sametayeror_otherwise,_inatayermider the _imacetayer,ete-However,theres
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functionalframe_definitieneontrols_tor—_example_te—encouragse—aser_irterface
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£00102} The-default-size and the defaultpositionoftheDotaredefinedaspartof
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Conduit (deseribed further below)tThe Det frameworksupportsanyActivexbased
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Domain—_A _Dot'sDomainis—a_oniquetabel forthe ownire companyDet
  

developeroftheDot
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Kind A BotsKkind tspeeified by the Dotdevelopershelpfiridentifierfor
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290

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

—Mitiam-Webstercanteveracetheirexistinecontent to_provide a dictionary
66 : . 9 5

 

’

 
Dot,Mitian-Webstercan provide direct access to just the informationwsers

 

 
Featurine-andexpesits new_orinpertant fnetionatity is often diffieuttedeif they

are-buriedseveralpaces-deep-
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291

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 
eBay eanalso provide a Galery Det_tInstead of wadinethrouchthousandsof

  
 

eHel.

 
a

 
architecturedisclosed here owhich enables Dotste-commieatewitheach

ert] cacititati . r + | ‘on.

Ferexampteaiserfinds_an item eof interest it a~Gatlery” Dot Hecheks-on
 

“ce : 2°
&

Additionalhy_a—“BidDet’ say _be-caused _tepep—upferthat sinetetemt,
 

 
 

jastitkea-custom MP3 cHent appleationThe sicnificantdifferenceisthattheGUL&

maple] lifvine HTML £41 line.
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292

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 
 

 

  

  
the Home Dot—Controteals contained within the Dot are_atso_parsed_and exeented
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293

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

Fhe Home Dot maythen instantiate a Det withoutrelyine on functionality provided by
   

 

 
   

{00430} Fhe Home Dot supports numberof functionalities, inchidine support
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294

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

computer 199-2 server Det server 153 makine available one-or more Dots inchidine
 

  7 a Y D
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295

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

availableferdewnleadtethe chent device_aswellastseraccount data 205_state-data
 

 
  

HoemeDeotapplheation 200 of asimilarchentecomputer 199 prosram thatis capable eof

_ ’ rae t Therefore .

servert5s and Dots 120,230 are shows-as-_dashed tines, indieatine that for this ficure
 

  
  

andinitiatizeaDotscomponents(framecontrots_ete-: this information conficures

he—eraphical . e hie] i _
 

Consequenth,aDetDefinitiontypteatyhas-a-saah fitesize +2KB) and +s-therefore

ele] ib] Headed XML-file-
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SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

100136] 5 cof listribution_according tothe . .

lasitl ip Fie_7. c Det ieallvd

BetDefinition 104, by cHekine o7-a Dottink 321 -whiehinaybeahypertnkontheweb
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297

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

lieation 200 lishes this by ievine the Dot Definition 10 fied byt]

Dot Link 3213 Lo. het 20_obtaini bet fied byt

DetDefinition104_andpresentine the hrternet content standardInternetcontentfrom
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SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

Others-maythen access the Dot, inchidine settine chances that may have been made by
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299

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

efeontentinay-vary creatly, the content may appearwithin the frametsuch as textor
 

 

 

 

 

  
190145) 4 4 he -Det_the E 41 be added es Ligt of

cotHected Dots Forexample,the Home Dotinayadd the Dot'sdefinitiontoaprocessed
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300

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 

[001464 Hf +the Detsstate_ hasbeen altered bythe user or by the content—_if, for

led 1 tthe E Tater he initial

displeyed_content,_provided_personalizine information,_or chanced the properties_of
 

 

 
  

[001474 Asaserayatseaccess-2 Dotwhickh has been previously coleeted_and
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301

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

may beusinsmore than one computerand wishes _to have access _to her collection of
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302

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 
  

asDottemptatesFhe Dot index stores Dots definitions ortemptates_t 04 in database

> > * 2S °

descriptions_and traces for each Doth the preferredembodimentDetDefinitions
 

 
asers-_can browse ot search the Det index for new Dotssing either a browserors
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303

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

their _Home—Dot—appHeation 200 appleation_tvia—an AddNewDot Det—orttke
 

 

  
thisembodiment,authentication maybe handled by the Dot applHeation server 153 tas
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304

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

eppesedtotherser device and Home Dot) The Home Dot appheation 200 requeststhe
 

cite! ~¢ 5s file ae ; 5at303.

Fhe Home Dot applHeation 200 then +ecetves_the <ALE-CONFIG> file 3H from Det
 

53-at303-and ; £ LE-CONFIGs 2 —_

user—cstate,_te, which _Dots—were-ON_wherethe Home Dot_appheation 200 -was
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305

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

aDottnk321,Internetcontentis siven viral characteristies_ te, Dots can be instantly
  

gas “4s Session _Confi sound i < B

  

[061461 Dotserverst53-alse-hest Dot Definitions 104 as part of Shares Beeause

Dot Hak 32 Det-this vak 324-4 4

shared{distributed-vie-emai) from one serteothertsers:
 

  
 

site} to_othertsers_tSee_alse the specification of the <SHARE> DTD found in

AppendixB
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306

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

   
 

asreementandispresentedwith a dialos that asks the user to-confirmthedirectoryfor

’ load ‘on_tAd ively if 4 leclines; 7 +44 .

message such_as—“You decided notte set the Dot’) In step 416 the user accepts_the
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307

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

Heense-andconfirmsthe file leeation, and proceeds now to step418The download
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
[061694 Fhe—otherbranches—of the flowchart 400 wit now be—_deseribed.
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308

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

below) AHernatively if therner decides_to close therequestedDotbeforeselecting

Ne”?

 

 
eat.h

  

 

  
 

User form displiys in “KeepMe” Dot

 
Userforminechidesikteprivacy statement.

 

  
 

the incentive tsa-_imatter_of business choice However,insuchanembodimentthe

gistrati ; su see the additional .
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309

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

—Greditinethe—_referrine—_party_teo—_partner)—with_the_treferral and/or
 

 

{00473} ttawil be-appreciated that the presentinvention addressesseatingissues
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310

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)
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311

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 

[001794 Fhe Home Dotis-a_ part of a chent/serversystem,Asachentinstatedin

 

  
packasine and _operatine with Internet mediaformine appleation media _packases),
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312

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

erother third partyor- collectively third parties, may build up)entheatitity ef Dots-as
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313

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

{00483}——_Inoneembediment_the serveris_a hich availability system coniprisinsa

larali : individual c . _¢

conficuration advantaseousty _services_a_taree numberof _simutaneoustyexecutine
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314

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

dise | further below) adi ‘not p 1 the
 

systent

   
 

HOME DOF OPERATION
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315

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

the Dot appHeation server _153,and testores_the Home Dot appleation 200 +0 the tast
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316

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

applheations200Thesession-contic ean alse be served asa flat file from astandard
 

 
the two-conficuration files redirect o-each other,resultinei7anendlesstoopwithin
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317

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

specifiedintheUPGRADEattributeand exeeute it The mechanism for performinethe

lool hing dike the following:

 

  
Fhisisaised_onlyif the VERSION attribute differs from the Home Dot applheations

 

HomeDeotappleation The Heme Dot appHeation 200 -will exit, then tun the uperade
 

executableautomaticaly;
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318

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 

 
 

keepthe Dots by-addine them tothe newaner's Dotdefinitions213oruser-profile310

[00498} EachHome—Det_appleation—nserhas—a_Home Dot appheationtosin
 

accountthataccesses-a_personaliserprofiletstoredserver153)Whenasertaunekes

andtegs nic the Home Det applcation 200, +retrievestheserprofilefromserver
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319

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

receverine thei personal appleation experience When the aser_toss_out, then aser
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320

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

Sinee-a_Sharecan contain Dots_and Snaphsots, the Home Dot 200 ses the SHARE
 

XMEDTDtorepresenttheuserscollectionofDetsandSnapshotsPheLASTSFATE

1 lool hine Hike the followine:

  
 

itselSee abso the ALConfis Example found in AppendixBO

   
 

applHeation server_t53 is secure _and_coecurs_over standard _eommumicationprotocols

HETPS)}_HEEP/HEERS is-e] Coe ket level_eli or

pretocol because_of_its_simpleity_and_more—importantly, because most firewalls
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321

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[002044 Fhe Home Dot 200communicatestothe server 153 yiaan HFTP request:
  

of data tothe server place the data inthe messace body of the request APT cals that
 

 

eals-are the end _part of a completeEREthatbeenswith:
 

  
suppertsthe Home Det appleation 200currentlysupportsannnberofserveltmethods

including the folowing:

 

  
[06206} Fhe-adduserimethod +s ased toereate-a new Dotiuseraceount Nete that
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322

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)
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322



323

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

tseethe DOTMASTERHLIST PTD and example} of alpossibleDotsandtheidefautt
 

 

  
profile-data 310 is sent asthe messase body inapredefinedXMEformattseethe

LE-CONFIG_DEE le} 73 ar 53 indi

suceess-_orfatture-

 

getAHConfig

9 3 >

side saved _chent side _conficuration information 310 (aH Snapshots, Dets,_cenerat
  

 
 

ME _-format(seethe ALE-CONFIG DTD and example}
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324

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 

 
 

mostrecent-version (NOTE: this inelidesarhen the aserisdewinteadinetheDetforthe

er

{00246}——_Fhe—addshare—methed —stores—at302_a—_specifie shared _Dotts}—-or
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325

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

  
 

200requirestheDot'sdefinition XME file with the information necessary toinstanttate
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326

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

aDeotand point ittotInternet content) With reference acain to Hie} auser- collects
  

, eos: a: sake 37 ; ,

definition)_and/er by +eceivine—a Share 320 Dotsand Snapshots shared from other
 

 

  
the_Detdefinitionthat the DothLink 321 pointste,addsit tothe _eurrentasers
 

instantiates the UT and bests fine +t with the Det contentiternetcontentas
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327

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

Share 320 may be shared, for example by_attachine a Share Link 326 toa standard
 

; ; ted-§ ake 320-£

and-cheks- onthe Share Link 32041 the -emath
 

 

 

  

  

 

 
instal the _Home—Dot 200 acain (subject _te—updates} Fhis_methed+emeoves—the
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328

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

alernative-approach_ known today in the—art which is _todownlead aeustom _cHent
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329

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 
alitheDotsthattheaser-currentlyhas in thei collection in thet: ALL-CONFHG 344).

  
seeurity_and the other for trackine 2 second security
 

  
He;
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330

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

dream team sports trackine} Within a Snapshot may beaser-ereated Share Packs 659.
 

 

  
 

6e ”?

eontent_arransementpresentation style, ete_are crite timited,
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331

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[006236} Bleeks—of Dets—ean _have—a_pustification When _bleek_cof Bots—are
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332

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

gap3_pixels}Thiscapis-supperted_sethatthernserimay easily visuallyrecosnize
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333

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 

telek before crabbineamember Dot 1647, 649, ot 654 selects and meves
 

fostthememberDot

Iditional-elieks ld-se] y ieal-all hori L

  

{00243}——_Fhepresentinvention provides for aitmigue method ofindicatine whieh

> > S 3

 

 

 
 

Snapshotsin-an-emait—a Share Link 320 4s+equired(anInternettinkthat_pointsto

1S] ’ bef Heat 53).
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334

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

{90245} Whenatsersends«Shareor Snapshots teanother ser:
  

Snapshots from the sharine USES AT } £ On FIG 34 -

 

2} Fhe Share XME file 302 is stored in Dot database 202 on Dotappleation

534 : . barelE inet ids]

method}
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335

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

partofthe Sharine users ALL-CONFIG 311 the reciptentreceives the Dots pastas the
 

Shari 7 sae of build: Share.

 
wil be-appreetated by one skited in the-art that the Histis net exhaustive but deseriptive
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336

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

support Thecontent contained by the Dot however maybe provided bythe third party
  

   
administration entity te maitain the sefiware tperade information, manage asers and
  

  
£902531 ; ; ; ; 04 j

ME formateverstandard HTTP/HTTPS. An XME parsertresidiisontheServletISP.
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337

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

Encine 506,508,510) assists in deconstructing and +econstructine the XME inte-and
 

 

  
 

[00254] The _Web-servers(505,507, 509) provide the -default handling of the

i. . . y-592-503.

Eneine 396,508, 3160) functionsas_anin-preeess_extension of the Web servers 305,
  

 
  

the—presentation_leyer—_Gava_Server_pages} ServletSP is _chosen_over_the

 

   
component fle—Fhe binary software components are net stored directlyin the RDBMS.
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338

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[00256] Since the conficuration data need not be manipulated or reportedonby

4 c ton-datei | directs in the RDBMS-543 4

file—intheform—_by—which it +s_transmitted from the elHent 564,592, 303._Fhe
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339

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

{00258}Fhedevelopmentandtest system _atowsthe Det content providers te
 

  

 
DOT MESSAGING ARCHIFECEURE (DMA)
 

[002594 Dets-and the Home Dot appleation have-amessacine architecture Dot
 

 

 
component, applHeation, and system features and true appleation behavior Also, Det
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340

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

content has-_aceess_to the appleation renderine system within the Home Dot 290 and
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341

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 

 
 

asine—a—window external <methed>—cal from DHTME in the Web—Conduit_contrel
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342

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

{00265}_Fhe_preferred_embodiment_of the message formattexplained in more
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343

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[06268} DMA messases_ecan be sent toand received from aDet—this enables
 

 

#eettitle+maces—<upURL> <downrlh—<evertl>—<iractivetrl
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343



344

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[002744 Mestofthe DMA examptlesthus-presentedareofotherelementssending
 

 

 

 

  
 

Amencontrel 12 entry (eo.refresh}cansendamessace(torefresh}toa
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345

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

 
Ament-eentrel 12 entry ean send aimessase tothe Det titseland cause

 
[062754 DMAmessages-cat-atse be sentte and received F041 792,793) from the
 

 

 
 

calted-asine DMA messages inctide:

#eetscreenwidth
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346

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

  
 

[002794 The-body-ofa DMA 
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347

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

DetUnits: width in DetUnits})
 

 
  

[0062844 Belew—are_examptles_of messaces_cenerated with_DHTFME within the

ee 299 66 143 99
ve 9

 
6 6 1 99

Fhismessace asks the system for the current sereen-s width piety,
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348

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[062844 PDots-in the samedomain by defaut_ean communicate teooneanother
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349

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

{00288} Specifiers have four different forms: The first form specifies the amique

- on. : thie Fivet form is:

  

 
{00289} Fhe-second form atows the sendertoaddressamessace tothe clesest

 

of the -sametend,enabline breadeastine amessacetotheseelementsAnexampleof

bj ¢ is:

 

fier> «= <kind><d bh eriteri

 
  

[902964 Fhe+third formenablesreference toa specie Det or control atowHe

 

speciicallyreferencedin the Dot An example ofthis third forms:
 

fiers t= d
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350

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[002944 Fhe final form is-specifieallyfor the control speeifier_H aimessace isto
 

  

  
 

{80293} Since the Home Dotappleation 200 routes messacesbetweenDotsHt,
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350



351

SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATION (MARKED UP)

[002944 Fhe Home Dot appleation 200 sets to enforce the access tichts to-and
 

 

 

  
FINSFALE-DOF<BOFT-UREL>—Addsthe specified Dotto the users Home Dot
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353



354



355
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